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Abstract (English)

he purpose of this project is the development and testing of a new geographical surface heat exchange
measurement technique. The proposed approach is based on the indirect evaluation of advective moist
air heat fluxes and employs the most simple instrumentation available at the moment, consisting on a network
of automatic meteorological stations.

T

Urban surfaces will play a key role on this project, as it is focused on the evaluation of mean urban heat
exchanges. Consequently, this research connects with previous works about urban climatology and, more
specifically, its more noted manifestation, the Urban Heat Island (UHI). The Spanish city of Seville will be
used to test the model.
This document is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 reviews the state of the art regarding urban climatology, including basic definitions, thermodynamic basis, general behavior of UHIs and their effects on health, environment and economy.
Chapter 2 explains and develops the theoretical framework of the project, discussing its applicability
conditions, associated risks and thermodynamic and fluid mechanics background.
Chapter 3 will focus on the qualitative explanation of the required tools, explaining the design requirements,
limitations and results.
Chapter 4 will show an organized set of results for the city of Seville (Spain), which include tables, graphs
and statistical distributions for each tested configuration.
Chapter 5 will extract key conclusions about this methodology and the obtained results. Future steps are
also explored.

III

Abstract (Spanish)

l propósito de este proyecto es el desarrollo y comprobación de un nuevo método para la medición
de los intercambios de calor y humedad globales en superficies geográficas. Se realizará un análisis
convectivo del flujo de aire sobre el terreno, combinando para ello las extensas bases de datos diezminutales
de ciertas estaciones de la AEMET y diversas fuentes de radiación solar global.

E

Debido a su especial interés económico, urbanístico y sanitario, el proyecto se centrará en la evaluación
del ampliamente conocido Efecto Isla de Calor. Las estaciones meteorológicas automáticas de Sevilla serán
utilizadas para probar el modelo teórico y extraer valiosas conclusiones para futuros desarrollos.
Los datos meteorológicos empleados en este proyecto han sido cedidos por la Agencia Estatal de Meteorología (AEMET) y su coste asciende a 2340,42 €. Los datos de radiación solar global han sido proporcionados
por el Grupo de Termodinámica y Energías Renovables (GTER) de la Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingeniería
de la Universidad de Sevilla.
El documento se organiza como sigue:
El Capítulo 1 revisa el estado del arte de la Climatología Urbana, incluyendo definiciones elementales, la
base termodinámica, el estudio del comportamiento de la Isla de Calor Urbana y sus efectos en la salud y la
economía.
El Capítulo 2 explica y desarrolla el modelo teórico, discutiendo sus condiciones de aplicación y los
riesgos asociados.
El Capítulo 3 realiza una explicación cualitativa de las herramientas desarrolladas para este proyecto,
explicando los requisitos de diseño, sus limitaciones y resultados.
El Capítulo 4 muestra un conjunto organizado de resultados para dos estaciones meteorológicas de Sevilla
(España), que incluye tablas, gráficas y distribuciones estadísticas para cada configuración.
El Capítulo 5 extrae las conclusiones principales tras el análisis de resultados y propone futuras líneas de
investigación.
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1 Introduction

The quality of a painter depends on the amount of past he carries
with him
Pablo Picasso, 1881-1973

ccording to the Population Reference Bureau, in the year 2015 53% of the world’s population lived in
urban areas, although this percentage raised to 77% in the more developed countries [11]. This means
that more than 3.87 billion people are living in unnatural environments while these lines are being written.
During the last fifty years, this fact has raised a growing interest on how urban environments affect local
climate and, as a consequence, local economy and people’s health.

A

Urban Heat Islands (UHI) are the most characteristic manifestations of urban climate and a collateral
subject of this work. They can be defined as an air temperature increase over an urban area which is produced
by different factors, all of them related with human activity. UHIs were historically estimated using static or
mobile thermometers whose function was to compare urban and rural temperatures, but modern techniques
also involve aerial radiation measurements, heat flux quantification or prediction models.
The main purpose of this project is the development and testing of a new heat flux estimation technique.
It is based on advective measurements of humid air streams over a terrain, employing for that a fixed and
synchronized net of meteorological stations. Under certain conditions, the energy balance for a defined
control volume will be simplified, allowing an effective measurement. This approach has its own risks, that
will be discussed in detail during the theoretical description.
This methodology requires a reliable set of instruments and considerable computing capacity for postprocessing. The first one will be provided by AEMET automatic meteorological stations, while the second
problem will be managed through a specifically designed Matlab GUIDE tool. With this configuration, a
general and versatile analysis method is provided.
Although urban climatology was born in the first half of the 19th century, it was not until well into the
20th that a new generation of scientist reviewed and updated previous researches. They faced a complex and
challenging problem which required a vast knowledge of thermodynamics, fluid mechanics and meteorology.
Since the 1960s hundreds of experiments, models and theories have been developed. A detailed analysis
of each article is beyond the purpose of this Final Degree Project, but a short review of published works is
mandatory in order to prepare for a better understanding of the next chapters. This section will explain the
main concepts behind urban climatology and its most noted manifestation, the Urban Heat Island (UHI). It
will start with a short description and classification of the phenomenon, continue with an explanation of its
thermodynamic basis, which is followed by a generic review of general facts and its effects on health and
economy.

1
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Urban Heat Island definition, classification and main causes
The American Meteorological Society defines the concept Urban Heat Island (UHI) as “Closed isotherms
indicating an area of the surface that is relatively warm; most commonly associated areas of human disturbance such as towns and cities”[110]. The physiographic analogy derives from the similarity between the
pattern of isotherms and height contours of an island on a topographic map.
The UHI effect was first studied by Huke Howard in the 1810s. He compares in his famous book The
Climate of London [46] his own temperature records of London suburbs against those made by the Royal
Society at Somerset House (Figure 1.1). The urban effect is measured by the operator ∆Tu−r = Turban − Trural .
Results show that ∆Tu−r ≈ 1 ºC, a difference that he tries to explain as a consequence of “an artificial warmth,
induced by city structure, by a crowded population, and the consumption of great quantities of fuel in fires
(p.2)” [46]. Gerald Mills summarizes Huke’s reflections about the origin of UHIs into four main points [64]:
1. Anthropogenic sources: Human breath, fires, engines...
2. Urban Geometry: Buildings “trap” radiation and obstructs “free radiation to the sky”
3. Urban “Roughness”: It impedes the passage of “the light winds of summer”
4. Availability of moisture: Allows a long-term evaporation in the countryside

Figure 1.1 Annual temperature curves of London city center (solid) and the countryside (dashed) based on
the 20-years period from 1797 to 1816. Redrawn made by Gerald Mills [64] from Figure 3 in the
second edition of The Climate of London.

During nighttime, specially when winds are weaker, ∆Tu−r grows considerably. As the author himself says,
“... the excess of the Temperature of the city varies through the year, being least in spring, and greatest in
winter; and it belongs, in strictness, to the nights; which average three degrees and seven-tenths warmer than
in the country; while the heat of the day, . . . falls, on a mean of years, about a third of a degree short of that in
the open plain. (p.147)” [46]. An explanation based on the fact that longwave radiation from urban surfaces
cannot arrive to the sky due to urban geometry is generally accepted [64]. As a consequence, countryside
(where flat surfaces are found) cools faster.
Huke Howard’s works were almost forgotten for a hundred years, maybe due to the relative small concern
about urban climatology at that time. In the second half of 20th century some important progresses were
made, which helped to understand UHIs and their basic components. It seemed mandatory to study the
problem at different levels, as previous works were mainly done inside the city and very little was known
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about upper layers. The following accepted distinction for the atmospheric urban layers was first proposed
by T.R. Oke in 1976 [73] and extended for various sublayers by the same author in 1984 [78]. As it will be
studied, this classification is mandatory in order to understand de energetic basis of UHIs:
• Surface UHI: This concept refers to the increased temperatures of urban surfaces like roofs, pavements
and walls. The temperature difference between urban surfaces and air can rise up to 27-50 ºC [7],
while shaded or moist surfaces remain close to air temperatures [26]. Although the effect is greater
during daytime (10-15 ºC temperature difference between urban and rural surfaces), it can be detected
also in nighttime (5-10 ºC) [98, 124] (see Figure 1.3).
• Atmospheric UHI: The increased surface temperature is transmitted to the surrounding environment.
This effect, along with other inputs (see Section 1.3), increases air temperature. The thermodynamic
process occurs in separated layers (see Figure 1.2):
– Urban Canopy Layer (UCL): Layer of air from the ground to roof level. The airflow and energy
exchange processes are controlled by microscale, site-specific parameters, so they are highly
heterogeneous. Most routine observations in urban areas are taken within this layer [43], including
Huke Howard experiments.
– Urban Boundary Layer (UBL): Layer of the atmosphere between roof level and 1.5 Km, which
is most directly influenced by the exchange of momentum, heat and water vapour at the earth’s
surface [53, 77]. A larger spatial and temporal scale should be considered due to the effect of
urban surface below and planetary boundary layer. Different sublayers can be distinguished:
∗ Roughness Sublayer: This is a transition interface characterized by horizontal and vertical
heterogeneity. Flow consists of interacting wakes and plumes introduced by individual
roughness elements [90]. Strong vertical shear, large turbulence intensities, wake diffusion,
form drag, diversity and spatial separation of sources and sinks of momentum and scalars,
and local advection stemming from extreme heterogeneity are the norm within this layer [96].
The horizontal variety of urban fabric makes it particularly susceptible to the development of
this kind of sublayer, whose depth has been estimated as several times the average building
height [91, 96].
∗ Surface Sublayer: The influence of rough elements disappears. The vertical fluxes of
momentum, heat and moisture are horizontally homogeneous and approximately uniform in
the vertical and are taken to be equal to the spatially averaged surface value [117, 43].
∗ Mixed Sublayer: In this last step, flows are rapidly mixed resulting in horizontally homogeneous, vertically uniform temperature profiles. Additionally, Coriolis forces become
important [20]. By night this sub-layer may be further partitioned into a residual of the
previous day’s mixed layer overlying a surface inversion layer which has been cooled from
below. Little is known about any differences between urban and rural mixed layers [96].
The vertical extent of each layer has been studied by different authors. Wind tunnel models have shown
horizontal heterogeneity of the flow (roughness sublayer) below 1.8-5 building heights [91, 79, 89, 16]. It
has been observed that this value depends on the separation and shape of the buildings [91, 89]. The Surface
Sublayer is often thin (the roof usually arrives up to the 10% of the Urban Boundary Layer) or nonexistent if
the effects of horizontal heterogeneity stay in the vertical [96].
This classification shows what has been defined as the scale problem, which is based on the fact that at
each level different basic surface units should be defined. At each scale, units will possess distinctive energy
balances that incorporate interactions among their constituent and adjacent units (advection). Furthermore,
this leads to a decrease in spatial variability when the space scale increases [5].
Surface and Atmospheric UHIs are closely related. Warmer surfaces, like dense built-up areas, transfer their
energy to the air increasing its temperature, while vegetation and wet areas have the opposite effect. Temporary
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Figure 1.2 Idealized arrangement of boundary layer structures over a city. Extracted from The urban energy
balance (Figure 2), T.R. Oke [80].

Figure 1.3 Surface temperatures in the City of Madrid, Spain (28/06/2008). Obtained using Temperature
Emissivity Separation (TES) method [42]. Extracted from DESIREX 2008: Urban heat island
analysis in the City of Madrid (Figures 9-10) [107].
and spatial change of temperature are greater in the surface due to solar radiation. As a consequence of the
atmosphere mixing process, air temperature is much more stable and unpredictable.
The relationship between both kinds of UHIs gives us the clue for finding the most important factors that
contribute to the effect. Current assumptions do not differ so much from Huke Howard first reflections, and

1.1 Urban Heat Island definition, classification and main causes

were summarized by the Environmental Protection Agency of the United States of America (EPA) as follows
[26]:
1. Reduced vegetation in urban areas: Trees and vegetation reduce air temperature through a process
called evapotranspiration, in which the formation of water steam extracts energy from the environment.
Additionally, they provide shade. In contrast, urban areas are characterized by dry and impervious
surfaces, which result in less shade and moisture (see Figure 1.4).
2. Properties of urban materials: The use of dark materials with low solar reflectance and high heat
capacity transform cities into “heat batteries”, which can store twice compared to their rural surroundings
[17]
3. Urban geometry: It influences wind flow, energy absorption and surface’s ability to emit long-wave
radiation back to space. A special case are Urban Canyons, characterized by narrow streets and tall
buildings which create shade and avoid the emission of longwave radiation, specially during nighttime.
4. Anthropogenic heat: It refers to heat produced by human activities, as for instance transport and
industrial processes. It is an important factor during winter and in dense urban areas.
5. Weather and geographic location: In general, urban heat islands form during periods of calm wind,
so winds and cloud covers represent the two most important weather characteristics. Large bodies of
water, mountains and local terrain also play an important role.

Figure 1.4 Effects of different urbanization grades in evapotranspiration. Extracted from Stream Corridors
Restoration: Principles, Processes and Practices (Figure 3.21, p.193), FISRWG [27].
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1.2 Boundary layers

The previous classification of sublayers within the UBL is just a simplification of a more complex vertical
exchange process. Furthermore, the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) can be modeled as a turbulent
boundary layer over a rough plane plate. Buoyancy, inversion layers and terrain irregularities have a significant
effect on atmospheric surface dynamics and should be studied specifically. Following H. Schlichting [101]
and T.R. Oke [79] historical contributions, this section will summarize one of the most relevant points of this
project. It will focus on how different boundary layers develop and what is the shape of wind, temperature
and water vapor profiles.

1.2.1

The turbulent cinematic boundary layer over a smooth plane plate

From this moment it will be assumed that the boundary layer is turbulent already at the leading edge of the
plane plate. b denotes the width and L the length, and the classical coordinate system is employed (x for the
downstream direction and y for the vertical).
The shearing stress at the wall τ0 (x) plays a key role in the evaluation of the different profiles. It is defined
as:

τ0 (x) = µ

∂u
∂y

(1.1)
y=0

Where µ is the dynamic viscosity and u represents horizontal velocity. The friction drag of a flat plate can
be then expressed as:

D(x) = b

Z x
0

τ0 (x0 )dx0

(1.2)

Velocity profiles are usually modeled based on different distribution laws depending on Reynolds number value. For moderate Reynolds numbers, the 17 -th-power velocity distribution is employed, while the
logarithmic profile is used for large Reynolds numbers.

1/7-th-power velocity distribution (5 · 105 < ReL < 107 )

This distribution is represented by the following relationship, which supposes a constant shape downstream:

u
=
U∞



y
δv (x)

1
7

(1.3)

Where δv (x) is the velocity boundary layer thickness and U∞ the infinite velocity. For this case, the shearing
stress at the wall is taken over directly from the circular pipe equation:

1
4
τ0
ν
=
0.0225
2
ρU∞
U∞ δv (x)

(1.4)

1.2 Boundary layers

Where ρ is the fluid density. From these equations Schlichting obtains a law for the boundary-layer
thickness, which is seen to increase with the power x4/5 of the distance:



U∞ x
δ (x) = 0.37x
ν

− 1
5

(1.5)

Where ν is the cinematic viscosity. Introducing dimensionless coefficients for the local (c0f ) and the total
(c f ) skin friction it is possible to obtain theoretical results for both of them which are in good agreement with
experimental measurements. These correlations are:

c0f = 0.0576



U∞ x
ν

− 1



5

c f = 0.072

U∞ L
ν

− 1

5

(1.6)

Where the dimensionless coefficients are defined as:

c0f =

τ0
1
2
2 ρU∞

cf =

D
1
2 2
2 ρU∞ bL

(1.7)

Logarithmic velocity distribution law (107 < Re < 109 )

As previously stated, the logarithmic distribution is valid for much higher Reynolds numbers. Unfortunately,
the shape of the velocity distribution is not constant with x and then the derivation is not so simple. Based on
L. Prandtl’s original works [88], Schlichting reproduces the logarithmic formula as:
u
yu
= A1 log ∗ + D1
u∗
ν

(1.8)

With u∗ being the velocity based on the wall shearing stress:
r
u∗ =

τ0
ρ

(1.9)

A1 and D1 are numerical constants which depend on geometry. For a flat plane, experimental results point
to A1 = 5.85 and D1 = 5.56, and hence the same calculation process is followed. As before, a correlation
between ReL = ρvL/µ and c f can be found, but the expression is so inconvenient that a fitting was done by
Schlichting obtaining:

cf =

0.455
(log ReL )2.58

(1.10)

This is the Prandtl-Schlichting skin-friction formula for a smooth flat plate at zero incidence. Local skin
friction coefficient can also be fitted as:
c0f = (2 log Rex − 0.65)−2.3

(1.11)

These results are based on the assumption that the velocity profiles in the boundary layer on a plate and
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Figure 1.5 Velocity distribution in the boundary layer on a flat plate at zero incidence, after Schultz-Grunow
[105]. Curve (1) is the logarithmic law of pipe flow. Curve (2) was fitted by Schultz-Grunow for a
flat plate. Extracted from Schlichting, Boundary Layer Theory, Figure 21.3 [101].
inside a pipe are analogous. This hypothesis was experimentally studied by F. Schultz-Grunow [105], who
discovered a systematical deviation in the outer portion of the boundary layer of a plate (Figure 1.5). The
main effect was a reduction in the drag force, which was represented by different experimental skin friction
coefficients:

c0f =

0.370
(log Rex )2.584

c f = 0.427(log Rex − 0.407)−2.64
1.2.2

(1.12)

(1.13)

The turbulent cinematic boundary layer over a rough plane plate

The roughness of a plane plate can be represented by the quantity k/δv , which decreases along the plate when
k remains constant. L/kS is also an usual parameter, where kS is the equivalent sand roughness. The relation
between k and kS is well summarized in the bibliography [1]. The dimensionless roughness parameter u∗ kS /ν
defines the limits between a completely rough flow, a transition regime and, if the plate is sufficiently long, a
smooth section.
In the completely rough regime, it is possible to obtain the skin friction coefficients in terms of relative
roughness when 102 < L/kS < 106 :


x −2.5
= 2.87 + 1.58 log
kS

(1.14)



L −2.5
c f = 1.89 + 1.62 log
kS

(1.15)

c0f

These correlations are just an interpolation of L. Prandtl and H. Schlichting calculations, which are
represented in Figure 1.6. It has been demonstrated that these results are applicable to the motion of natural
winds over the surface of the earth [86].

1.2 Boundary layers
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Figure 1.6 Resistance formula of sand-roughened plate for c f and c0f . Extracted from Schlichting, Boundary
Layer Theory, Figures 21.9-10 [101].
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1.2.3

Relations between different types of boundary layers

Up to this point, nothing has been reviewed about other kinds of boundary layers, like heat or water vapor
ones. First of all, diffusivities and eddy diffusivities should be defined. The former are associated with laminar
boundary layers, while the latter are related with turbulent boundary layers.
It should not be forgotten that below every turbulent boundary layer there is always a laminar boundary
layer where viscosity is dominant, even over a rough surface (like urban areas), where this layer is associated
with each roughness element. Within this layer, the main vertical transfer mechanism is molecular diffusion,
and momentum, heat and water vapor fluxes are respectively modeled as:
∂u
∂z

τ = ρκMa

QH = −ρC p κHa
E = −κVa

∂T
∂z

(1.16)

∂ ρv
∂z

Where κMa , κHa and κVa are the molecular diffusion coefficients in air for the subscripted entities (m2 s−1 ).
These values only depend slightly on temperature and are very small (∼ 10−5 m2 s−1 ), thus providing an
important insulating barrier which generates a very step gradient. C p is the specific heat capacity of moist air.
The same formulation will be employed within the turbulent boundary layer, where the main transfer
mechanism is convection:

τ = ρKM

∂u
∂z

QH = −ρC p KH
E = −KV

∂θ
∂z

(1.17)

∂ ρv
∂z

Where KM , KH and KV are the eddy diffusivities, which are defined as:

w0 X 0 = −KX

∂X
∂z

(1.18)

These values are not longer constant as they vary from 10−5 m2 s−1 near the top of the laminar sublayer to
as large as 102 m2 s−1 well up into the planetary boundary layer. Given that the flux is essentially constant
but that the diffusivity increases with height, the profile of the related property has a logarithmic shape with a
decreasing gradient. For atmospheric boundary layers, θ is the potential temperature, which is defined as the
temperature that an air volume would have if it were at the arbitrary pressure value of 100 kPa. It can be
easily calculated by adding the dry adiabatic lapse rate (Γ = 9.8 · 10−3 ºC/m), a value that represents the
temperature change with height of an air parcel as it expands when moving up through the atmosphere, to the
measured temperature (θ = T + Γz).

1.2 Boundary layers

There exists a clear relation between turbulent fluxes, as they share exactly the same transfer mechanism.
This relation can be studied based on Prandtl number (Pr) and turbulent Prandtl number (PrT ):
ν
viscous diffusion rate
=
α
thermal diffusion rate
momentum eddy diffusivity
K
PrT = M =
KH
heat transfer eddy diffusivity
Pr =

(1.19)

While the first is clearly related with the relative momentum and heat boundary layers thickness under
laminar conditions and depends on fluid properties, the second gives the same information for turbulent
boundary layers and is related with the movement:
Cp ∂ T ∂ y
QH
=−
τ
PrT ∂ u/∂ y

(1.20)

Several experimental essays have shown that PrT varies from unity near the wall to about 0.5 well above. In
practice, a constant value of PT = 1 (Reynolds Analogy) or of PT = 0.769 is assumed [101]. For atmospheric
dynamics, an usual hypothesis is the Similarity Principle, which supposes KM ≈ KH ≈ KV (PrT ≈ 1). An
interesting consequence is that the measurement of two property differences over the same height interval
and the knowledge of one flux enables the other flux to be obtained (See Equation 1.20).
Several relations between Nusselt number (Nux = hx/k), which is a key parameter on convective heat
transfer problems, and local skin friction coefficient (c0f ) have been found under different conditions. Although
not the most general, von Kármán equation [123], which still imposes PrT = 1, seems to be adequate in the
context of this work:

Nux =

0
1
2 Rex c f Pr
q



1 + 5 12 c0f (Pr − 1) + ln 1 + 65 (Pr − 1)

(1.21)

There is still a more general correlation for PrT 6= 1, which was obtained by H. Reichardt [92], but it has
been found that the rate of heat transfer and temperature distribution are only related with the value that PrT
assumes near to the wall [122, 99], which is PrT ≈ 1. Then, von Kármán equation seems to be appropriate in
this case.
For rough surfaces, it has been demonstrated that larger skin friction values can be found. Normally, the
increase in heat transfer is smaller as an important component of drag is related with pressure forces (that
do not have an equivalent in heat transfer). Based on the hypothesis that the effect of roughness on the
mechanism of exchange is confined to the regions located in the proximity of the wall, it is possible to obtain
the following correlation for PrT = 1 [23, 85]:

Nux =

1 0
2 c f Rex Pr

1+

q

1 0
2cf β

(v∗ k/ν; Pr)

(1.22)

Where β is a quantity which depends on Prandtl number and the roughness [85]:

β (v∗ k/ν; Pr) = 0.52

v∗ kS
ν

0.45

Pr0.8

(1.23)
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1.2.4

The Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL)

The depth of the ABL varies between 200 m and 2 Km. Theoretical considerations lead to assume that this
value is proportional to u∗ / f , where u∗ is the friction velocity and f = 2πΩ sin φ is the Coriolis parameter,
Ω and φ being earth’s rotational speed and latitude, respectively [118]. Velocity profiles and ABL depth
are influenced by the roughness of the terrain (it has been observed that the vertical gradient of wind speed
(∂ u/∂ z) is greatest over smooth terrain, and least over rough surfaces). These profiles are usually modeled
by a logarithmic law for mean horizontal velocities below surface sublayer [79]:


1
u(z)
z−d
= ln
u∗
κ
z0

(1.24)

Where κ ≈ 0.40 is the Von Karman constant, d is the zero-plane displacement and z0 is the surface
roughness. This equation is valid under the following conditions:
1. Neutral stability: Buoyancy effects are absent
2. Steady state: It affects to radiation conditions and wind fields
3. Vertical homogeneity: Constancy of fluxes with height
4. Reynolds Analogy: Similarity of all transfer coefficients
In light winds the depth of the ABL also depends upon the amount of thermal convection generated at the
surface. Neutral stability conditions are found with cloudy skies and strong winds [79].
d is the height above the ground at which zero speed is obtained as a result of flow obstacles. It is usually
approximated as 2/3 of their average height. z0 measures the effect of the roughness elements and varies
between 1/10 and 1/30 of their average height. For urban areas, z0 can be calculated as:

z0 = 0.5 ·

hS
AH

(1.25)

Where h is the individual height, S is the cross-section facing the wind and AH is the average horizontal
area available to each element [120]. Different relations apply for different kind of surfaces. Results are
shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Classification of terrains by their roughness length, partially adapted from the European Wind Atlas
(1989) [120] and Boundary Layer Climates (1987), T.R. Oke [79].
Terrain

z0 [m]

Muddy terrains, wetlands, icepack
Water areas (must take into account the waves)
Sand
Airport runway areas, mown grass
Farmland/Airports with very few trees, buildings, etc
Many trees and/or bushes
Suburban (low density residences and gardens)
Suburban (high density)
Urban (<5 storey row and block buildings)
Urban (multi-storey blocks)

10−5 − 3 · 10−5
3 · 10−5 − 0.0002
0.0002 − 0.001
0.001 − 0.01
0.01 − 0.04
0.04 − 0.1
0.4 − 1.2
0.8 − 1.8
1.5 − 2.5
2.5 − 10

1.2 Boundary layers
1.2.5

Monin-Obukhov similarity theory

The hypothesis for Equation 1.24 restrict its applicability to a very narrow range of natural conditions, precisely
those that are less significant for this study. There have been many attempts to extend this formulation to
non-neutral stability, one of the most successful being the Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory, which will be
explained in this subsection following several contributions [79, 34, 36, 9]. This theory still relies on two
basic hypothesis:
1. Steady state: It affects to radiation conditions and wind fields
2. Vertical homogeneity: Constancy of fluxes with height
It is mandatory to talk about Flux Richardson Number (Ri) when defining the role of shear stress and
buoyancy:

 <0
buoyancy
g ∆T /∆z
≈0
Ri =
=
→

shear stress T (∆u/∆z)2
>0

Unstable Conditions
Neutral Conditions
Stable Conditions

(1.26)

Ri defines the stability of the atmosphere as explained in previous diagram. Under stable conditions (when
eddy diffusivities are similar and hence PrT ≈ 1), neutral velocity profile (Equation 1.24) can be included
and Richardson Number can be expressed as:

Ri = −

gQH k(z − d)
T u3∗ ρC p

(1.27)

The Monin-Obukhov Length (L) is the transition height at which buoyancy starts to dominate. It corresponds
to Ri = 1:

L=−

T u3∗ ρC p
+d
gQH k

(1.28)

The nondimensional parameter which defines the relative height with respect to L is the stability parameter:
ζ=

z
L

(1.29)

Velocity, potential temperature and water vapor profiles (defined by the mass fraction of water in a volume
of air, x) can be modified as a function of this parameter:
δ u u∗
= ΦM (ζ )
δz
kz
θ
δθ
= ∗ ΦH (ζ )
δz
kz
δ x x∗
= Φ (ζ )
δ z kz V

(1.30)

Where θ∗ = −w0 θ 0 /u∗ and x∗ = −w0 x0 /u∗ . Terms ΦX (ζ ) are known as Dimensionless Stability Functions.
They are equal to unity under neutral stability conditions and depend mainly on ζ in any other case as shown
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in Figure 1.7. These correlations were studied in 1971 and are still accepted [12]:

ΦM =


ΦH =


ΦV =

(1 − γ1 ζ )−1/4
1+βζ

for − 2 < ζ < 0 (unstable)
for 0 6 ζ < 1 (stable)

(1.31)

PrT (1 − γ2 ζ )−1/2
PrT + β ζ

for − 2 < ζ < 0 (unstable)
for 0 6 ζ < 1 (stable)

(1.32)

PrT (1 − γ2 ζ )−1/2
PrT + β ζ

for − 2 < ζ < 0 (unstable)
for 0 6 ζ < 1 (stable)

(1.33)

It is important to note that ΦV has the same behavior as ΦH . The values of the constants were determined
by the famous Kansas 1968 experiment [54]:

PrT = 0.74,

β = 4.7,

γ1 = 15,

γ2 = 9

(1.34)

Although other authors suggest different values based on more recent experiments which are easier to
implement [34, 25]. These parameters, that fit previous theoretical considerations, are:
PrT = 1,

β = 5,

γ1 = γ2 = 16

(1.35)

Figure 1.7 The universal functions φM (ζ ) and φH (ζ ). φV (ζ ) follows the same relationship as φH (ζ ). Extracted from Principles of Atmospheric Physics and Dynamics, R.Goody, Figure 9.2 [36].

1.2 Boundary layers

The relation between Ri and dimensionless stability functions is given by:
Ri = ζ ΦH (ζ )/Φ2M (ζ )

(1.36)

Hence, employing the parametric set given by 1.35, the following relation between Ri and ζ is obtained:

ζ=

Ri
Ri
1−5Ri

for − 2 < Ri < 0
for 0 < Ri < 1

(unstable)
(stable)

(1.37)

The similarity relations can be integrated with respect to height to get the following profiles:
 


u∗
z−d
u(z) =
log
− ΨM (ζ )
k
z
 0


θ∗
z−d
θ (z) = θ0 −
log
− ΨH (ζ )
k
z
  0 

z−d
x∗
log
− ΨV (ζ )
x(z) = x0 −
k
z0

(1.38)

Where the parameters ΨX (ζ ) implement the non-neutral conditions effect and the roughness associated to
the surface has been considered the same for each variable. Functions ΨX (ζ ) are defined as follows, where
x = (1 − γ1 ζ )1/4 :
Z ζ

[1 − ΦM (ζ 0 )] dζ 0 /ζ 0
(
h 2 
 i
1+x 2
log 1+x
− 2tan−1 x + π2
2
2
=
−β ζ

ΨM (ζ ) =

0

for − 2 < ζ < 0 (unstable)
for 0 6 ζ (stable)

(1.40)

for − 2 < ζ < 0 (unstable)
for 0 6 ζ (stable)

(1.41)

0

Z ζ

[1 − ΦV (ζ 0 )] dζ 0 /ζ 0
(
 2
2 log 1+x
2
=
−β ζ

ΨV (ζ ) =

(1.39)

Z ζ

[1 − ΦH (ζ 0 )] dζ 0 /ζ 0
(
 2
2 log 1+x
2
=
−β ζ

ΨH (ζ ) =

for − 2 < ζ < 0 (unstable)
for 0 6 ζ (stable)

0
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1.3 Energy balance

When defining the energy balance for an urban area, the scale problem, previously mentioned, becomes
critical. At each level, different inputs should be considered; the energetic balance of the wall of a building
would be unnecessary if the scale covers a whole city, but it is essential when considering the Urban Canopy
Layer. Consequently, different scales should be studied separately.

1.3.1

Mesoscale urban balance

T.R. Oke (1988) suggest that, at large scales, for total urban landscapes, an useful approach is to evaluate the
heat balance through the top of an imaginary volume, extending from a depth in the substrate (where no heat
is transferred during the characteristic time) to the upper margins of the UCL. It can be written as
Q∗ + QF + QH + QE + ∆QS + ∆QA = 0

(1.42)

Where Q∗ = (K ∗ + L∗ ) is divided into shortwave (K) and longwave (L) radiation, QF represents anthropogenic energy releases within the volume, QH and QE are respectively sensible and latent heat, ∆QA is net
advection through the sides of the volume and ∆QS represents all energy storage mechanisms within the
volume. QH and QE are related by Bowen Ratio, which is defined as β = QH /QE . β values vary between
0.1 and 10 depending on the moisture of surfaces [108].
QH and QE can be measured assuming horizontal homogeneity above z∗ using eddy correlation. A problem
arises when trying to determine ∆QS due to the enormous variety of materials, surfaces and orientations that
can be found in an urban area. Therefore, ∆QS is usually obtained as the residual term of the energy balance
equation, assuming complete closure. When using this methodology, A. Christen (2004) points out that any
∆QS calculated as a residual term must be interpreted as an upper limit, as the turbulent flux densities may be
underestimated (up to 30%) affecting QH and QE quantification [17]. Furthermore, turbulence characteristics
(including fluxes) measured at height over a complex urban landscape may reflect the characteristics of
the surface upwind, the size and location of which will depend on wind speed and direction, roughness
and atmospheric stability [104, 102]. This idea has found applicability in the suburban energy balance
measurements of many authors [82, 103, 37].
A different way to obtain ∆QS has been proposed by Nunez and Oke (1980) [67] and Oke et al. (1981) [70].
As ∆QS is supposed to be a fraction of Q∗ , a simple regression relationship between them for different surface
types weighted by the area occupied by each could be accurate. This scheme was used in evaluating suburban
energy balances by Oke and McCaughey (1983) [84] and Cleugh and Oke (1986) [18]. Oke and Cleugh
(1987) [81] pointed out that heat storage represented against net radiation displays a hysteresis loop, so a
better parameterization would involve both Q∗ and the time derivate of Q∗ . The Objective Hysteresis Model
(OHM) of Grimmond et al. (1991) [38] used this concept and employed urban land cover data to scale up
individual hysteresis relationships for different surface types to the total suburban landscape, an approach that
was validated some years later by Roth and Oke (1994) [97] and Grimmond and Oke (1999) [41]. Arnfield
and Grimmond (1998) [6] concluded that the substrate thermal admittance and canyon geometry are the key
factors using a numerical simulation approach.
The anthropogenic heat flux QF has been modeled by many authors. This information has been collected
in Table 1.2, which is a slight modification of that from T.R. Oke (1988) [80]:
At local scales, evaluations of QF are given by Grimmond and Oke (1991) [39] and Schmid et al. (1991)
[103]. They calculate it as the sum of heat released by vehicles (QFV ), stationary sources such as house
furnaces (QFH ) and metabolism (QFM ). According to a particular city input (population, animals, electricity

1.3 Energy balance
Table 1.2 Average annual anthropogenic heat flux densities (QF ) of urban areas (within the urbanized limits).
Adapted from The urban energy balance, Table 3, T.R. Oke [80]. Sources: Bowling and Benson
(1978) [8]; Kalma and Bryne (1975) [59]; Kalma and Newcombe (1976) [60]; Ojima and Moriyama
(1982) [69]; Oke (1987) [81]; SMIC (1971) [106]; Steinecke (1999) [111]; Ichinose et al. (1999)
[47].

Urban area

Year

Manhattan (40ºN)
Moscow (56ºN)
Montréal (45ºN)
Budapest (47ºN)
Hong Kong (22ºN)
Osaka (35ºN)
Los Angeles (34ºN)
West Berlin (52ºN)
Vancouver (49ºN)
Sheffield (53ºN)
Fairbanks (64ºN)
Singapore (1ºN)
Reykjavik (64ºN)
Tokyo (36ºN)

1965
1970
1961
1970
1971
1970-74
1965-70
1967
1970
1952
1967-75
1972
1999
1999

Population density
(persons ∗ Km−2 ∗ 103 )

Per capita
energy use
(GJ ∗ y−1 )

28.8
7.3
14.1
11.5
37.2
14.6
2.0
9.8
5.4
10.4
0.55
3.7

169
530
221
118
28
55
331
67
112
58
314
25

QF
(W ∗ m−2 )

Q∗
(W ∗ m−2 )

QF /Q∗

159
127
99
43
33
26
21
21
19
19
6
3
35
30

93
42
52
46
∼110

1.71
3.02
1.90
0.93
0.30

108
57
57
56
18
∼110

0.19
0.37
0.33
0.34
0.33
0.03

and gas consumers, number of vehicles...), the results will be different.
QF = QFV + QFH + QFM

1.3.2

(1.43)

Urban Canopy Layer (UCL) balance

In this case, the energy balance for a simple plane facet is used,
Q∗ = QH + QE + QG

(1.44)

where QG is the primarily conductive heat flux into or out of the material that constitutes the surface.
Within the UCL, energy balance is governed by microscale and site specific elements like urban geometry,
substrate materials, wind exposure, shading... The UCL was defined as the space between floor and roof
level, so in order to analyze the effect of urban geometry (and, more specifically, urban canyons) on the
thermodynamic processes a new parameter, independent from local noise, should be defined. This parameter
is the aspect ratio (AR), the ratio of wall height to building separation. It is supposed that this relation has a
direct impact on radiation balance, turbulence intensities and, as a consequence, on energy balance [5].
Although there are some experimental studies in different cities which try to correlate QH /Q∗ and AR,
numerical simulations seem to be a far more effective method despite the lack of a well-founded theory for
the turbulent fluxes within the canyon air space [5]. Consequently, numerous models have been developed
with different approaches based on empirical data [67], mesoscale/particularized algorithms [119, 116],
simplified conditions [4, 83, 52, 115] or computational fluid dynamics turbulence tools [44, 45]. As many of
them are based on parametric empirical models, they usually can not be generalized. Anyway, these models
have demonstrated the importance of both canyon geometry and materials in the study of the UHI effect
[4, 83, 52, 115].
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The same conclusion was achieved by Oke (1981) [76] using a hardware scale model simulation of the
Urban Canopy. He presented the hypothesis that, for clear skies, calm air and an absence of significant
anthropogenic heating, maximum UHI intensity can be related to the openness of the urban structure (AR or
sky view factor). Several empirical studies have shown that air temperatures and rates of temperature change
with time follow a relationship with urban geometry [10, 51, 126, 125, 28, 29, 30, 35, 66].

1.3.3

Urban neighbourhood balance

Within the local scale, suburban behavior should be studied separately. A higher complexity degree due to
irrigation and horizontal heterogeneity adds a new measuring problem, as it is difficult to select a site and
height to place the instruments [82]. That is related with the employment of a 3D energy balance (Equation
1.42).
Experimental works have tried to determine the effect of irrigation on QE and QH fluxes. Bowen Ratio,
previously defined, was the main indicator, and was found to vary between 0.5 and 1 in a pioneering study
which took place in Vancouver suburbs in 1980 [55]. Abrupt day-to-day changes were discovered, and
irrigation cycles were speculated to be the main cause. Simultaneous studies between suburban and rural
surfaces were done in 1983 [84] and 1986 [18] with opposite results (in the first one suburban evaporation
rates were greater while in the second one rural were dominant). Again, large daily changes in suburban
partitioning were registered. These essays showed the importance of surface-mixed layer coupling [18]
and microscale advection [74] on the phenomenon. As a result, Ω parameter, which indexes the relative
dependence of evaporation on radiative and advective forcing [63], became a key tool for understanding it.
Schmid et al. (1991) discovered a huge horizontal variation (25-40% in 102 − 103 m) in turbulent fluxes,
QF and ∆QS in an homogeneous suburban area of Vancouver [103]. These results were explained as a
consequence of wind speed and direction instability, so previous records of temporal variability were a
manifestation of spatial microscale variability in the surface cover.
Due to its important conclusions, the Grimmond and Oke (1995) summary of the summertime energy
budgets for Tucson, Sacramento, Chicago and Los Angeles is represented in Figure 1.8.

Figure 1.8 Summary of energy fluxes in four different american cities. Extracted from Comparison of Heat
Fluxes from Summertime Observations in the Suburbs of Four North American Cities, Grimmond
C.S.B., Oke T.R., Figure 5 [40].

Although these four cities do not represent the full range of surface morphologies found in suburban areas,
the authors make these four generalizations about flux partitioning [40]:

1.4 Urban radiation balance

1. The diurnal trend of the partitioning of the fluxes shows many similarities between these very different
cities. Under cloudy or nocturnal conditions the fluxes are more variable.
2. Where irrigation is practiced, it seems that Bowen Ratio typical value is 1.5, but in areas with frequent
summertime precipitation it varies between 0.8 and 1. Typical values for QH , QE and ∆QS are 40%,
30% and 30%, respectively.
3. An inverse relationship between mean daytime Bowen ratio and the area under irrigation may exist.
4. A considerable day-to-day variability of fluxes in each city were detected.

1.4 Urban radiation balance

Due to the emission of pollutants, the radiation balance of a city is slightly different from the rural equivalent.
At this point it is necessary to make a distinction between incoming shortwave radiation (K ↓) and incoming
longwave radiation (L ↓) at the top of the UCL:
• K ↓: It has been contrasted that urban boundary-layer pollutants reduce shortwave solar irradiance by
0 − 10%. Furthermore, extremely large attenuations have been found in cities with significant industrial
aerosol or photochemical smog [5]. The Table 1.3 summarizes these investigations.
Table 1.3 Measurements of the shortwave radiation depletion in different cities.
City

K variation

Author

Comments

St Louis
Tolouse
Vancouver
St Louis
Hangzhou

-3%
-3.5%
-2.5%
-7%
-9%

Peterson & Stoffel (1980)
Estournel et al. (1983)
Hay (1984)
Method & Carlson (1982)
Wang & Liu (1982)

Larger in winter

Hong Kong

-33%

Stanhill & Kalma (1995)

Central
Mexico City

-22%

Jáuregui & Luyando (1999)

Pointed as the cause
of the reduced UHI
Larger with weak winds
and high humidity

Although there is a significant decrease in shortwave radiation, the depletion is even greater in the case
of UV radiation. Lorente et al. (1994) [62] detected huge changes in the UV portion of the spectrum
(more than 25%) in Barcelona, with compensating increases in diffuse UV. Jacovides et al. (1998) [49]
and Repapis et al. (1998) [93] found similar results for Athens, with a stronger attenuation of UV-B in
comparison with UV-A. Photosynthetically active radiation, which has a direct impact on life, is also
hugely depleted under polluted atmospheric conditions (more than 18%) [50].
• L ↓: In contrast, the longwave radiation (infrared radiation) is believed to be increased by urban areas
as a result of the increase in air temperature and enhanced emissivity brought by pollutants [75, 77].
For instance, Suckling (1981) [113] found a 10% average increase in Brandon, Manitoba.
Urban geometry plays an critical role in radiation balance inside the UCL. Buildings and other roughness
elements in towns intercept solar radiation, reducing sky view factor and diffuse solar flux density and
increasing irradiance by reflection in walls and streets. As it is a relatively simple heat transfer problem,
many computation models have been developed [5].
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Although the fact that urbanization changes the radiation balance within a city, Q∗ is unlikely to vary
significantly between urban and rural areas [72]. Decreased K ↓ within a city is partially compensated for by
the generally lower albedos characteristic of built landscapes, while increased L ↓ will tend to be offset by the
effect of surface temperature UHI on longwave emittance [3]. This hypothesis has been shown to be valid to
a few percent by the measurements of Oke and McCaughey (1983) [84], Kerschgens and Hacker (1985) [61]
and Cleugh and Oke (1986) [18].

1.5 Urban water balance
Taking almost the same control volume of Equation 1.42 (extending from about roof level to the depth in the
substrate, where water exchange is insignificant), the urban water budget can be written as [39]

p + I + F = E + r + ∆A + ∆S

(1.45)

where p is precipitation, I is the piped water supply of the city, F is the water vapour released due to
anthropogenic activities, E is evapotranspiration, r is runoff, ∆A is net advection of moisture for the volume
and ∆S is the change in water storage during the time period. There is a link between water and energy
balances through E, which is related with QE by QE = Lv E, where Lv is the latent heat of vaporization of
water.

Figure 1.9 Conceptual representation of energy and water balance. Extracted from An EvapotrasnpirationInterception Model for Urban Areas, Grimmond C.S.B., Oke T.R., Figure 1 [39].

1.6 UHIs correlations and general facts

1.6 UHIs correlations and general facts

As it has been shown, when trying to quantify and understand Urban Heat Islands we are dealing with
an extremely complex problem which can be analyzed from different sides. In this section some general
dependence laws will be provided while searching in the bibliography.
Between 1937 and 1964 some authors tried to find the effect of a city’s growth over time on its heat island
[2, 33, 65, 14]. These studies were complicated by the need to separate the effects of city growth from the
effects of regional climatic change. Oke proposed in 1973 [71], as Duckworth and Sandberg did in 1954 [24],
to compare different UHIs from many settlement sizes at the same period of time to avoid these problems.
His essays were placed in the St. Lawrence Lowland (Quebec) in order to avoid the influence of topography,
water bodies, climate, time and instrumentation errors. The results show a clear and almost perfect correlation
between ∆Tu−r and log Pop (where Pop is the population), but he could not generalize them due to the lack of
information from other essays. He also obtained an empirical relation for clear skies at the time of maximum
heat island intensity (just after sunset), which was coherent with Summers (1964) [114] supposition of a
simple urban boundary layer model based on the progressive warming of rural air during its movement across
1
an urban area. This model predicted a relation of the form ∆Tu−r ∼ Pop 4 , which is validated by Regression
1.46 (r2 = 0.71, S∆T = ±1.6oC). It is important to note that these measurements were taken at street level
(with thermometers placed in the roof of a car), so they are related with the UCL [73]:
1

Pop 4
Pop0.27
≈
∆Tu−r =
1
0.56
4.04u
4u 2

(1.46)

Where u is regional (10 m) wind speed (m/s), and ∆Tu−r is measured in ºC. Note that these regressions
tend to overestimate ∆Tu−r(mx) when winds drop below 1 m/s. As any phenomenon, there is a finite limit
defined by the energy available to support it (combustion, heat storage, lack of evapotranspiration, urban
limits, induced convergent thermal breeze circulation...) (Oke, 1973).
Considering that the maximum value of ∆Tu−r is known to be obtained during calm and clear conditions
after sunset, Oke gave an upper limit correlation of ∆Tu−r(mx) using the available data at that time (Figure
1.10). There is a clear difference between USA and Europe (for the second one, UHIs seem to be smaller
despite its higher population density), which points to physical controls related with cities geometry:
USA: ∆Tu−r(mx) = 2.96 log Pop − 6.41
Europe: ∆Tu−r(mx) = 2.01 log Pop − 4.06

(1.47)

These differences and some experimental results demonstrated that population was not the main factor
to take into account. For instance, Chandler (1967) [15] shows heat islands in London and Leicester to ve
comparable on the same night, even when their areas and populations were radically different; Duckworth
and Sandber (1954) [24] noted that for a given increment in Pop, ∆Tu−r increases more for a town that for a
large city. Considering these studies, and employing the almost perfect relationship between the city area and
log Pop provided by Urwin and Brown (1975) [121], Oke (1976) [73] considered the effect of population
on UHIs as a consequence of cities expansion and morphology. The difference between USA and Europe
correlations was explained using the architectural difference between city centers (“It is a general observation
that North American city core areas exhibit more tall buildings than is the case in Europe”). Following these
observations, a relationship between ∆Tu−r and the geometry of street canyons (H/W ) was proposed [79]:
∆Tu−r(max) = 7.54 + 3.97 log(H/W )

(1.48)
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Figure 1.10 Relation between city size and UHI (∆Tu−r(mx) ) for some settlements placed in USA and Europe.
The USA relation was improved by Oke in 1976 (∆Tu−r(mx) = 3.06 log Pop − 6.79) achieving
r2 = 0.97, S∆T = ±0.6C using a Vancouver independent data set. Extracted from City Size and
Urban Heat Island (Figures 2 and 4, p.773,776), Oke T.R. [71].
Or using the sky view factor of the middle of the canyon floor:

∆Tu−r(max) = 15.27 + 13.88 ln(H/W )

(1.49)

The accuracy of this relation demonstrates that urban geometry is a fundamental control on the UHI [79].
Due to the results of the Vancouver 1976 experimental essay, Oke [73] hypothesized the existence of two
different layers in order to accomplish Summers (1964) [114] and Oke’s (1973) [71] models requirements.
While the first one was based in an advective mechanism (Boundary Layer) the second one measured
temperatures below roof level (Canopy Layer), so the same data could not be used for both of them. This is
the origin of UBL and UCL definitions.
In 1982 Oke reviewed all previous works in order to extract some general conclusions about Urban Heat
Islands [77]. In 2003 Arnfield [5] summarized his conclusions and linked them with empirical works which
took place between 1980 and 2003, creating Table 1.4.
Although UHI causes and main inputs are well known since 1833, there were some doubts about the
relative importance of each of them. This point of view was adopted by Oke et al. (1991) [83], who explored
them intensively with a simple energy balance model which simulated the thermal regime of urban and rural
surfaces under calm, cloudless conditions at night. Their conclusions have been extracted and listed in the
following enumeration:

1. The effects of street canyon geometry on long-wave radiation alone are sufficient to generate a heat
island
2. Urban-rural thermal admittance differences alone can produce a heat (or cool) island. The absolute
magnitude of the rural admittance is very important in setting the maximum heat island and its seasonal
variation.
3. In other than extreme thermal climates these two causes are usually dominant, and the heat island is
almost equally sensitive to each.
4. The release of anthropogenic heat from buildings in cold weather has at least the potential to match the
role of the geometry and thermal admittance as a cause of the heat island but its effect is likely to be
mitigated by wall insulation practice.

1.6 UHIs correlations and general facts

5. The influences of the urban ‘greenhouse’ effect and urban-rural emissivity differences are relatively
minor.
6. As expected, the simulated effect of cloud over both environments is to reduce the heat island. Fog over
the rural, but not the urban, area can eliminate the heat island or cause a cool island.
7. The simulations confirm the form of the relation between street geometry and the maximum heat
island suggested by Oke (1981). They also reveal a strong dependence of this value upon the rural and
urban-rural thermal properties. The rural moisture conditions may explain the scatter between data
from different parts of the world and the existence of relatively small heat islands in many tropical
cities.
Table 1.4 Confirmation of UHI generalizations from Oke (1982) in empirical work from 1980 to 2003.
Extracted from Two decades of urban climate research: a review of turbulence, exchanges of
energy and water, and the urban heat island, A.J. Arnfield, Table 3 [5].
Empirical generalization

UHI intensity decreases with
increasing wind speed

UHI intensity decreases with
increasing cloud cover
UHI intensity is greatest during
anticyclonic conditions
UHI intensity is best developed
in the summer or warm half of
the year
UHI intensity tends to increase
with increasing city size and/or
population
UHI intensity is greatest at
night
UHI may disappear by day or
the city may be cooler than the
rural environs
Rates of heating and cooling
are greater in the countryside
than the city

Reference
Ackerman (1985); Park (1986); Travis et al. (1987);
Kidder and Essenwanger (1995); Eliasson (1996b);
Ripley et al. (1996); Figuerola and Mazzeo (1998);
Magee et al. (1999); Morris et al. (2001); Unger et al.
(2001)
Ackerman (1985); Travis et al. (1987); Kidder and
Essenwanger (1995); Eliasson (1996b); Ripley et al.
(1996); Figuerola and Mazzeo (1998); Magee et al.
(1999); Morris et al. (2001); Unger et al. (2001)
Unwin (1980); Unger (1996); Shahgedanova et al.
(1997); Tumanov et al. (1999); Morris and Simmonds
(2000)
Schmidlin (1989); Kłysik and Fortuniak (1999);
Philandras et al. (1999); Morris et al. (2001)
Park (1986); Yamashita et al. (1986); Hogan and Ferrick
(1998)
Unwin (1980); Adebayo (1987); Schmidlin (1989); Djen
(1992); Ripley et al. (1996); Jauregui (1997); Magee
et al. (1999); Mont´avez et al. (2000); Tereshchenko and
Filonov (2001)
Unwin (1980); Tapper (1990); Steinecke (1999)

Johnson (1985)
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1.7 Effects on economy, health and environment
Elevated temperatures derived from urban heat islands can affect significantly urban environment, air and
water quality, human health and energy consumption [26]. This section makes just a short review of the most
noted effects.
1.7.1

Increased energy consumption

Elevated summertime temperatures increase energy demand for cooling. UHI provide higher temperatures
during the whole year, reducing energy consumption in winter and increasing it in summer. As the first could
be seen as a positive effect, mitigation strategies attack the second while maintaining the first.
Figure 1.11 shows the electrical load against maximum daily temperature for the city of New Orleans
[26, 100]. It is noticeable that for temperatures higher that 25 ºC an important increase in consumption is
registered (2.5 to 3.5 % for every 1 ºC). This means that 5 to 10 % of the total urban electricity consumption
is being used to compensate the heat island effect (although this percentage could still be greater).

Figure 1.11 Electrical load against maximum daily temperature from New Orleans. Similar demand curves
have been registered for different cities in the United States. Extracted from Reducing Urban
Heat Islands: Compendium of Strategies, EPA, Figure 8 [26], which is an adaptation from Sailor,
2002 [100].

1.7.2

Air and water quality

Considering that an important fraction of energy production relies on fossil-fuel-powered plants, a demand
increase has an indirect effect on air quality (pollutants include SO2 , NOx , PM, CO and Hg) and global
climate change. It is worth mentioning that elevated air temperatures increase the rate of ground-level ozone
formation, which is produced when NOx and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) react in the presence of

1.7 Effects on economy, health and environment

sunlight [26].
Water temperature affects all aspects of aquatic life, specially if a sudden change occurs. This situation
is usually produced during a storm. Surface UHI transmits its accumulated energy to the runoff water,
which finally exits the city and mixes with colder water from rivers and lakes. The temperature difference
between urban and rural runoff fluxes can reach up to 11 − 17 ºC after a sudden rain [94]. The consequences
can be catastrophic for life. Brook trout, for instance, experience thermal stress and shock when the water
temperature changes more than 1 to 2 ºC in 24 hours [31].
1.7.3

Human health and comfort

The combination of previously explained effects has a direct impact on human health and comfort on a daily
basis, but urban heat islands also exacerbate the impact of heat waves, whose danger for children and older
adults is well known [56]. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, extreme heat caused
7415 heat-related deaths in the United States from 1999 to 2010, which is more than hurricanes, floods,
tornadoes and lightning combined [32].
In Figure 1.12 mean daily mortality is represented against maximum daily temperature for Madrid (Spain)
between 1986 and 1992. The “V” pattern has been discovered in several works, but the minimum is associated
with different temperatures depending on the location. While winter mortality has a characteristic time of
about one to two weeks, summer mortality effect last only a few days [21].

Figure 1.12 Mean daily mortality against maximum daily temperature in Madrid from 1986 to 1992. Extracted
from Impacto de las temperaturas extremas en la salud pública: futuras actuaciones, Figure 1
[21].

L.S. Kalkstein points that 1 to 2 degree reduction in outdoor temperature could reduce heat-wave-related
mortality by 10-20 % [58]. In addition, it is clear that reductions in nighttime temperature are at least as
important in mitigating heat-related health problems as are similar reductions during the daytime [57]
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2 Macroscale measurement of heat and
moisture exchanges

Insanity: Doing the same thing over and over again and expecting
different results
Attributed to Albert Einstein (1879-1955)

he urban energy balance has been shown to be a complex and multi scalar problem, as explained in
Chapter 1. It is easy to find many studies which evaluate the magnitude of each term in Equation
1.42 for different scenarios, mostly focused on the Urban Canopy Layer scale. Excluding satellite surface
temperature measurements it seems, to the best of our knowledge, that high-scale measurements are much
more unusual.

T

The main idea behind this work is the employment of mesoscale advection fluxes for the quantification of
global heat and moisture exchanges in urban areas. From this point of view, the whole city is managed as a
black box where the influences of QE , QH , ∆QS , QF and Q∗ are implicit. This project is then trying to ask a
very simple question: What is the effect of a city on the air that goes through it?
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2.1 Control volume definition
The success of any analysis relies on a careful selection of its limits. In this case, the control volume (Ωc )
must facilitate the measuring process due to the data source restrictions, which will be explained in Section
2.7. This space is plotted for the city of Seville in Figure 2.1, where key characteristics of each face are
represented:
• Σl : The sides are defined by two stream lines that enclose the measured one. The width is set according
to the filtering options, but it will be supposed that the stations give mean values for the air that enters
and exits the city surface, then representing the behavior of the whole air flow
• Σ f : The floor surface includes all the air within the UCL which is in contact with buildings, vehicles,
animals, plants... Consequently, it is a mobile surface
• Σu : The roof arrives up to the top of the Urban Boundary Layer, where horizontal velocity profiles
become constant. As explained in Section 1.2.5, this height is closely related with buoyancy and urban
roughness
• Σ1 and Σ2 : The beginning (1) and end (2) of Ωc are placed at the measuring points, perpendicular
to the stream line. Measurements will take place inside the Roughness Sublayer, in spite of its high
heterogeneity, due to the fact that data sources currently available are placed there. At the end of this
project a more accurate approach will be suggested
Several filtering options will be applied to the data base in order to define the desired control volume, which
is represented in Figure 2.1. Although only one pair of stations is represented, a network of measurement
points enclosing the whole city is suggested as the best option, as it makes possible a continuous real time
monitoring.

Figure 2.1 Control volume representation for a particular stream line between two measuring points.

2.2 Mass balance

2.2 Mass balance

The very first step in the analysis of the previously defined control volume is the mass balance. Attending
to the description of its faces, it should be noted that only two of them, Σ1 and Σ2 , are permeable under
incompressible flow conditions. Then, mass balance will simply consist in the integration with height of
velocity profiles at the beginning and end of the streamline.
Velocity profiles integration will necessarily rely on Equations 1.38. Figure 2.2 represents them for a
particular case with z01 = 0.01 m, z02 = 2 m, d1 = 0 m, d2 = 15 m, u1 = 9 m/s, u2 = 7 m/s, T01 = 35 C,
T02 = 45 C, T1 = 30 C, T2 = 32 C and z = 10 m. The calculation process will be explained in Section 2.4.
The dimensionless stability representation classifies a particular profile based on its deviation from the
neutral profile (straight line). Stable profiles will be plotted below the straight line, while unstable ones will
stay above.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2 a) Velocity profiles up to 1 Km, b) Dimensionless stability representation.

It is necessary to define a limit for the boundary layer. As the infinite velocity is unknown, this value will
be obtained based on the velocity change rate with height:
∂ u(z)
= 0.02 → δv
∂z

(2.1)

Where δv is the cinematic boundary layer depth. If this height cannot be determined, a standard value of
100 m is set. In order to obey the mass balance, the measured mass flow must be the same in both stations.
Consequently, the height for the measured boundary layer at the destination point is imposed by the calculated
mass flow in the origin. Both air flows are represented in Figure 2.3. Mathematically:

ṁ =

Z δv1
0

bρ(z)u1 (z)dz →

Z δv2
0

bρ(z)u2 (z)dz = ṁ → δv2

(2.2)

It is important to note that this approach considers a constant width of the control volume (b) and then
calculates the mass flow by adjusting the boundary layer thickness in the destination station. Another option
would be to calculate the boundary layer thickness in both stations (by cutting them with the 2% rule) and
then adjust the width. Because of the problems experienced in the determination of vertical profiles, the
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second option was discarded and hence a constant control volume width is considered.

Figure 2.3 Integrated air flow for the wind profiles represented in Figure 2.2. A characteristic width of 8 Km
is supposed..

2.3 Energy balance

2.3 Energy balance

Once Ωc has been defined, an energy conservation analysis is required, starting with the most general
expression for a control volume:
d
dt
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Applying Reynolds Transport Theorem:
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5

Where each term has a physical interpretation: (1) Temporal energy variation within the control volume;
(2) Convective energy exchange through the walls; (3) Pressure and viscosity energetic contribution; (4) Heat
exchanges through the surface; (5) Heat generation within the control volume.
To particularize Equation 2.4 an analysis of the physical mechanisms that underlie this problem is mandatory.
Figure 2.4 represents and adapts what has been explained in Chapter 1.

Figure 2.4 Basic representation of the heat fluxes for Ωc .
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The following terms are represented:
• QA1 , QA2 : Convective heat fluxes in (Σ1 ) and out (Σ2 ) of Ωc . They are characterized by temperature
(T ), moisture (x) and velocity (v)
• Q∗ : Total incoming radiation from sun. Although the most arrives to the surface (Q∗sup ) an important
percentage is reflected. The addition of this term and the generated radiation is represented by Q∗re f . A
small percentage, which is directly related with atmospheric pollution, heats the air (Q∗air )
• QE , QH : Sensible and latent heat releases, respectively
• QF : Anthropogenic heat release
• W : Work transmitted due to Σ f movement
• ∆QS : Heat stored within the urban fabric
Once the physical mechanisms within Ωc have been explained, three hypothesis will be made in order to
simplify the problem:
1. Steady flow, where heat and convective fluxes are supposed to be constant in mean
2. Viscosity influence is minor in all faces with the solely exception of Σ f (Re >> 1)
3. Atmospheric pressure is constant
4. There is no heat exchange through Σl and ΣS as they follow several streamlines
Consequently, term (1) of Equation 2.4 can be deleted. Applying the relation h = e + P/ρ and canceling
the pressure contribution of the lateral walls, the result is:

Z δv2
0





Z δv1
1
1
2
2
bρ2 (z)v2 (z) h(z) + v(z) + gz dz −
bρ1 (z)v1 (z) h(z) + v(z) + gz dz =
2
2
0
Z

~n · τ ·~vdS + QF + ∆QS + QH + QE + Q∗air
Sf

(2.5)

This equation can be expressed by a simplified notation, where terms related with heat release are represented together by Q:
QA2 − QA1 = W + Q

(2.6)

It is clear now that the objective of this work is the indirect deduction of W + Q by using convective
measurements. For obtaining a successful result, three risks should be faced:
1. Steady Conditions: Any input of the control volume should be as stable as possible
2. Particle tracking: Data analysis should ensure that the measured fluid volume in the first station is the
same (or almost the same) that the one in the second
3. Local noise reduction: As explained in Chapter 1, the Roughness Sublayer is characterized by a high
horizontal heterogeneity. This problem will be solved later by using temperature and moisture means

2.4 Evaluation of advective fluxes through profile differences

2.4 Evaluation of advective fluxes through profile differences
The quantification of surface heat fluxes relies entirely on ∆QA estimation. A problem arises when evaluating
vertical velocity, temperature or water vapor profiles, as only one measuring point at a defined height is
provided. Although results will not be as accurate as those given by a logarithmic tower, this study is not
focused on them but in their change over an urban area, which is expected to be measured correctly.

Figure 2.5 Qualitative evolution of velocity and temperature vertical profiles over a plane plate.

Then, for a streamline which goes from Station 1 to Station 2, the increment on each variable would be,
based on Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (Equations 1.38):
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Some parameters should be estimated based on terrain roughness (z0X , dX ), although others should be
obtained for each measurement (u∗ , θ∗ , ρ∗ ,ζ , Ψ). The algorithm for the determination of velocity profiles is:
1. Estimation of z0 and d based on surface roughness upstream (Section 2.5)
2. Calculation of ζ and Monin-Obukhov Length (L) based on surface temperature model and Bulk
Richardson Number (BRN, an estimation of Richardson Number), which is obtained employing surfaceair temperature difference (∆T ):

RiB =

g ∆T ∆z
→ ζ (Equation 1.37) → L = z/ζ
T ∆u(z)2

(2.8)

3. Calculation of ΨM (ζ ) through Equation 1.39
4. Calculation of u∗ /k as a function of previously obtained parameters employing measured wind velocity
(Equation 1.38)
Although with this algorithm u∗ has been obtained at the end of the process, it is theoretically possible to
estimate it based on terrain roughness as explained in Section 1.2.2, Equation 1.14. Unfortunately, this way
is not accurate enough to satisfy the requirements of this project.
The algorithm for the determination of θ (z) is exactly the same, although this time θ0 is directly calculated
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based on the Surface Temperature Model (see Section 2.4.1). In the case of x, it is not possible to give an
estimation of x0 , but if the terrain is homogeneous the approximation ∆x0 ≈ 0 could be assumed as correct.
As any hypothesis seems to be too risky, it will be supposed that the terrain humidity is the same than the one
which is detected at the measuring point.
Once these profiles have been calculated, the advective flux is obtained as:

QA = Lc

Z δv
0





Z δv
1
1
ρ(z)v(z) h(z) + v(z)2 + gz dz = Lc
ρ(z)v(z) C p (z)T (z) + Lv (z)x(z) + v(z)2 + gz dz
2
2
0
(2.9)

p
Where Lc is the characteristic length (calculated based on city surface as L ≈ Aurban ), h is the humid air
enthalpy and Lv is the enthalpy of vaporization of water. The flux evolution is then given by:

∆QA = Lc

2.4.1

Z δv2
0





Z δv1
1
1
2
2
ρ2 (z)v2 (z) h2 (z) + v2 (z) + gz dz − Lc
ρ1 (z)v1 (z) h1 (z) + v1 (z) + gz dz
2
2
0
(2.10)

Surface Temperature Model (STM)

It has been demonstrated that buoyancy represents an important effect that should be taken into account when
defining surface profiles. Consequently, a good estimation of Tp − T∞ is needed in order to calculate the Bulk
Richardson Number.
The physical background of the urban heat transfer problem suggests that any surface behaves like a
“battery” that charges with solar radiation. During nighttime, the stored energy (which is directly related
with surface temperature) leaves the urban fabric reaching its minimum just before sunrise. If we consider
a cloudless day, solar radiation will follow a sinusoidal law (Figure 1.8), and surface temperature will be
approximately proportional.
This behavior is quite similar to a half-wave rectifier with capacitor filter. This kind of circuit is a basic
tool for AC/DC conversion, but it is also employed as an envelope detector for high-frequency signals. The
relationship between the resistor voltage and the input AC signal follows the previously explained guidelines.
Then, it should be possible to establish an analogy between both, and that is just what the following lines try
to do. Figure 2.6 represents the circuit and the input/output signals.
Considering an ideal diode (Vγ = 0) and an input signal of vi (t) = Vp sin(ωt), the output will be, for a
cycle:
(
v0 (t) =

vi (t)
Vp e

−t
RCcap

t ≤ t2
t > t2

(2.11)

Where Vp is reached in t = t2 and the second solution has been obtained by solving the open-diode circuit
with Kirchoff laws. The output voltage (v0 ) will the depend on two parameters, R and Ccap . While the first is
related to the rate of discharge, the second represents the energy storage capacity.
The analogy is now clear, and it is possible to translate the previous formulation to the urban heat transfer
problem by changing vi (t) to KQ∗ (where K is a scale factor), v0 (t) to Tp (t) − Tpmin (where Tpmin is the
surface temperature just before sunrise) and Vp to KQ∗max . In addition, due to the fact that solar radiation
is still warming the surface after t2 , a transition zone will be considered between t2 and t3 , where a lineal

2.4 Evaluation of advective fluxes through profile differences

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.6 a) Half-wave rectifier with capacitor filter. By Krishnavedala (Own work) [CC0], b) Input and
output signals, by David Antonio Torres. Wikimedia Commons.
change between sinusoidal and exponential behaviors will be modeled. When employing the exponential
law, Tpmin is replaced by T f min , which represents the minimum air temperature or temperature floor, much
more coherent with the capacitor analogy. Tp will consequently follow the Law 2.12, which is coherent with
previous research [87, 127]:


Tpmin + KQ∗ (t)



−(t−t2 )
t3 −t
t−t2
∗
∗
RCcap
+ T f min )
(KQ
(t)
+
T
)
+
((KQ
+
T
−
T
)e
Tp (t) =
pmin
max
pmin
f
min
t3 −t2
t3 −t2

−(t−t2 )


T f min + (KQ∗max + Tpmin − T f min )e RCcap

t ≤ t2
t2 < t < t3
t ≥ t3
(2.12)

K, R and C are not constant values, as they depend on factors like moisture, air temperature or wind velocity.
Furthermore, this simplification is only applicable for cloudless days where Q∗ follows a sinusoidal law. In
any case, a coherent selection of these parameters will allow a good estimation of the mean Tp over the ideal
plane plate surface, which will also make possible a realistic profile determination, even if in some particular
situations the model is not accurate.
The relationship between vi (t) and Q∗ is defined by K, which is a scale factor. It will be calculated
employing a very simple heat transfer model which will be applied to Q∗max . This model supposes that the
system is in equilibrium and includes QH together with QE as an advective term named QA . The following
heat fluxes per surface unit are considered:
QA = h(Tp − T f )
QR = σ (εTp4 − αT f4 )
Q∗ = αE

(2.13)

QA ≈ Table 1.2
∆Q ≈ 0.35Q∗
Where QA is interpolated according to Table 1.2 and ∆Q ≈ 0.35Q∗ [40]. Film coefficient (h) is usually
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obtained employing empirical correlations for Nu = hL/K (where Nu is the Nusselt number, L is the
characteristic length and K is thermal conductivity), which depend on several dimensionless parameters. An
estimation of these parameters for dry air over a plane plate is:
VL
≈ 3.5 ∗ 109
ν

(2.14)

gβ |Tp − T∞ |L3
≈ 1.1 ∗ 1020 − 2.8 ∗ 1021
αν

(2.15)

Re =

Ra =

Where L = 10000 m is the characteristic length; V = 5 m/s is the air velocity; Tp = 294 − 328 K, T∞ = 293
K and T f = (Tp + T∞ )/2 = 293.5 − 310.5 K are surface, air and boundary layer temperatures (which have
been selected according to bibliography, Chapter 1); ν = 15.16 ∗ 10−6 − 17.02 ∗ 10−6 m2 /s, α = 20.74 ∗
10−6 − 23.45 ∗ 10−6 m2 /s and β = 1/T f = 0.0034 − 0.0032 1/K are cinematic viscosity, thermal diffusivity
and thermal expansion coefficient (which is equal to 1/T f for ideal gases) for dry air at given T f [19] and
g = 9,81 m/s2 is gravity at ground level.
These values point to a highly turbulent air flow whose main heat transfer mechanism is convection. It
is difficult to find a correlation for such a high Reynolds number. Most of them are calculated through
Chilton-Colburn J analogy, using some kind of experimental skin friction coefficient [101]. A problem arises
when a logarithmic function is used on Re, as it generates a non-lineal equation when calculating Vmin , which
is computationally slow. Fortunately, there are some lineal correlations available for Re < 108 [19], a value
that is close enough to the expected results:
4/5

Nu = (0.037ReL − 871)Pr1/3

5 · 105 6 Rex ≤ 108

0.6 ≤ Pr ≤ 60

(2.16)

Consequently, Tp will be calculated by solving the following non-lineal equation:
h(Tp − T f ) + σ (εTp4 − αT f4 ) + αE + QA + ∆QS = 0 → Tp − T f


max

(2.17)

While air constants are calculated from temperature and moisture mean measurements, surface parameters
are obtained as a mean based on a RGB map study from an aerial photography (see Section 2.9.1). Finally,
K = (Tp − Tpmin )/Q∗max
R and Ccap can be obtained separately, but this approach requires the development of two complex models
based on wind velocity, surface moisture, vertical temperature profiles... In addition, the sum of hypothesis
would probably generate an unrealistic result. As the purpose of this section is the development of a simple
and efficient model for Tp , R and Ccap will be considered as a whole and calculated to obtain Tpmin = T f min + 1
(K) at sunrise. This condition seems to be realistic for medium-high wind velocities and urban surfaces
(which is just the case under study) according to previous research [112, 87]. In addition, empirical evidence
of a strong relationship between Q∗ and ∆QS during nighttime can be found [40], so wind velocity variations
would not probably add a significant deviation.
Once the modeling process is finished, it is necessary to validate it. For that purpose, simultaneous air and
surface temperature records have been extracted from a 1982 article by M.J. Stoll and A.J. Brazel [112]. In this
work the authors study these variables for three different locations in the city of Phoenix (φ = 33o 310 4200 N),
Arizona, from 4 July 1989 to 14 September 1989. Although no solar radiation data is provided, its mean
local maximum for the period has been estimated in Q∗ = 1100 W /m2 based on global solar radiation data
for the city of Seville (φ = 37o 230 0000 N), Spain, and a sinusoidal evolution is supposed (data courtesy of the
Thermodynamics and Renewable Energies Group of the Higher Technical School of Engineering, University
of Seville). Surface and air parameters for each case are detailed in Figure 2.7, where the comparison is
made. Surface parameters have been estimated based on typical values [79].

2.4 Evaluation of advective fluxes through profile differences

(a) Grass.

(b) Asphalt.

Figure 2.7 Model validation against three experimental essays. a) Grass surface (α = 0.25, ε = 0.95, K =
0.615, v = 1.5m/s, RH = 50%), b) Asphalt surface (α = 0.95, ε = 0.94, K = 0.75, v = 1.5m/s,
RH = 50%). Experimental data adapted from Surface-air temperature relationships in the urban
environment of Phoenix, Arizona, 1992, M.J. Stoll and A.J. Brazel.
Predicted Tp fits experimental data reasonably, with a maximum error of about 2ºC. The accuracy of this
model relies on Tpmin − T f min and Tpmax estimation, while the qualitative evolution seems to be realistic. A
parametric study has shown a high dependence between Tpmax and v and minor influence of RH and K.
Figure 2.8 represents the application of this model to the irradiation records of Seville. As it is shown,
cloudy days produce a significant deviation. The surface temperature is calculated for urban and suburban
areas in order to provide the correct parameters to the advective heat flux model.

Figure 2.8 Application of the STM to solar irradiation records of Seville. The blue line is the scaled solar
irradiation, while the red and green lines represents surface and air temperature, respectively. Data
courtesy of the AEMET and the Thermodynamics and Renewable Energies Group of the Higher
Technical School of Engineering, University of Seville.
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2.5 Evaluation of terrain roughness parameters
Several methods have been proposed for the evaluation of terrain roughness in Section 1.2.4. Although a good
estimation can be done based on buildings geometry and surface vegetation, it is clear that this methodology
implies a manipulation of measured data. Hence, any approximation seems risky in the context of this project,
as the parameter z0 has a huge impact on profile shape. The only way to obtain a realistic estimation goes
through data analysis.
There is an infinite height over which surface effects on the air flow are negligible. We can suppose that
below this level three different effects are expected to change the sub-infinite velocity along a streamline:
constant deceleration or roughness (C), direction-dependent deceleration or terrain geometry (D) and buoyancy
(B). Mathematically:
∆uS1→S2
=C+D+B
∞

(2.18)

∆uS2→S1
=C−D+B
∞

The weight of each factor should be related with height, surface temperature, initial velocity and surface
geometry. It is possible to delete buoyancy effects by constraining the study to these hours for which TS − T f
is minimum, and then:

C(um ) =

∆uS1→S2
(um ) + ∆uS2→S1
(um )
∞
∞
2

D(um ) =

∆uS1→S2
(um ) − ∆uS2→S1
(um )
∞
∞
2

(2.19)

Hypothetically, it should be possible to find the functions C(um ) and D(um ) through nocturnal data analysis,
but previously surface roughness parameters must be determined. The influence of infinite velocity (u∞X ) on
measured velocity (umX ) can be easily obtained:
umX =
u∞X =

u∗X
k
u∗X
k

ln(zm /zX )
ln(z∞ /zX )


→ umX = u∞X

ln(zm /zX )
ln(z∞ /zX )

(2.20)

Where ΨX (ζ ) ≈ 0, dX terms have been deleted to simplify the notation and zX denotes the terrain roughness
before station X as represented in Figure 2.9. Then, the quotient between measured velocities at the departure
and arrival stations for both directions can be expressed as:

uS1→S2
uS1→S2
log(zm /z2 )/ log(z∞ /z2 )
m2
∞2
=
S1→S2
S1→S2
log(zm /z1 )/ log(z∞ /z1 )
um1
u∞1

uS2→S1
uS2→S1
log(zm /z2 )/ log(z∞ /z2 )
∞1
m1
=
S2→S1
S2→S1
log(zm /z3 )/ log(z∞ /z3 )
um2
u∞2

(2.21)

It should be noticed that there are two equations (one for each direction), and six degrees of freedom
(u∞Y /u∞X , u∞X /u∞Y ,z∞ , z1 , z2 and z3 ). As the quotient of measured velocities can be easily obtained with
a linear fitting (Figure 2.11), it is necessary to reduce this number to find a solution for zi . The following
hypothesis are being made:
1. The infinite height is set to z∞ = 1000 m, the approximate level at which the UBL is supposed to end. In
addition, due to the mathematical formulation of Equation 2.21 a change on z∞ has a minimum impact
2. The infinite velocities of departure and arrival stations are supposed to be approximately equal. As it
will be described in Section 2.7, the station height over the surface is approximately 10 m. This means
that terrain roughness has a huge impact on the measured velocity and that any infinite velocity change
is minimized at the measuring height. Although this hypothesis is not consistent with the previously

2.5 Evaluation of terrain roughness parameters

Figure 2.9 Subdivision of roughness areas for an urban surface and a pair of stations.
explained theory, it seems to be the less damaging and physically strongest way to close the problem
Consequently, two equations and three degrees of freedom (z1 , z2 and z3 ) are finally obtained. It is still
necessary to estimate one of them in order to calculate the others, and here is where the estimation techniques
that were explained in Section 1.2.4 appear. Figure 2.10 shows the obtained relationship between the three
roughness parameters for a particular case.

Figure 2.10 Obtained correlation for z1 , z2 and z3 for the station set of Seville, Spain.

This result is based on the quotient of measured velocity at the beginning and end of the streamline.
Figure 2.11 shows a strong correlation between them (as expected). The deviation from the 45 degree line is
supposed to be a result of terrain roughness, although it could be related with an instrument failure. During
this project it is supposed that the data source is reliable enough to discard calibration problems.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.11 a) Departure versus arrival velocity, air flows from S1 to S2 (R2 = 0.6741), b) Departure versus
arrival velocity, air flows from S2 to S1 (R2 = 0.9872). Data courtesy of AEMET.

2.6 Validation of model conditions

2.6 Validation of model conditions

When looking at energy balance hypothesis it is natural to ask when are they going to be applicable. For
instance, it is clear that low altitude atmospheric problems are not stationary at all, wind direction is not
constant (so it is difficult to find a particle which goes from 1 to 2) and layers altitude cannot even be defined
precisely. In order to fit the energetic model to reality, it is necessary to look for special events in the historic
record where the model requirements are satisfied. A selection process is then effectuated, based on the
application of several filters or restrictions to a database, which are going to be defined in this section.

2.6.1

Temporary mean and local noise

The roughness sublayer, where most observations are taken, is characterized by high three-dimensional spatial
and temporal heterogeneity. As a result, measurements will show a high variability on all parameters due to
the turbulent energy exchange process. This behavior is directly related with surface horizontal heterogeneity,
as seen in Chapter 1
The only way to avoid local effects related with horizontal heterogeneity goes through the use of temporal
means, the extent of which depends on local variability. Data records are then divided into unitary intervals
(T ). Although a few minutes unit seems to be ideal, in most cases this parameter will be imposed by data
sources (see Section 2.7). Then, Reynolds decomposition will be employed:

φ (x,y,z,t) = φ (x,y,z,t) + φ 0 (x,y,z,t)

where

φ (x,y,z,t) =

1
T

Z T
0

φ (x,y,z,t)dt

(2.22)

Unless otherwise stated, notation will refer to mean values.

Figure 2.12 Averaged vertical profiles over aligned cube arrays in a wind tunnel essay. Mean and fluctuating
velocities are denoted as (U,V,W ) and (u,v,w), respectively. It is interesting to observe the
qualitative change in fluctuating velocities with height. Extracted from Near wall flow over
urban-like roughness, Figure 5, H. Cheng and I.P. Castro [16].
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It could be argued that a temporal mean can only override low scale local particularities, as a macroscale
geographical feature inside an urban area (for instance, a river) placed next to the measuring point would
produce unrepresentative results. The only way to avoid this problem while taking measurements from the
Roughness Sublayer relies on a careful selection of instruments location. The surface between both stations
should therefore be as homogeneous as possible.
Another solution could consist in raising instruments up to the Surface Sublayer, whose characteristics
are more adequate for this kind of measurement as seen in Figure 2.12. Unfortunately, most meteorological
registers are done inside the Roughness Sublayer, so this project should first try to work with them. This
solution will be discussed at the end of the project.

2.6.2

Minimum velocity restrictions

The steady flow condition imposes several limitations in the change of the thermodynamic variables of the
problem, and consequently it also imposes maximum periods of time on which the experiment should take
place. Minimum velocity restrictions represent one of the most critical filters due to the fact that most part of
the records are very slow, as represented in Figure 2.13. Results show that 15% of total events have velocities
below Vmin = 0.6 m/s, and this percentage grows up to 70% for Vmin = 2 m/s and up to 95% for Vmin = 4 m/s

Figure 2.13 PDF and CDF for V in San Pablo, Sevilla. Data courtesy of AEMET.

Although heat fluxes are not constant and depend on several factors, they generally follow a sinusoidal
law (Figure 1.8) whose value, for short periods of time, can be assumed as the mean, which is indirectly
measured. Work and anthropogenic heat transfer are considered either constant or minor. If the energetic
inputs follow these approximations (that are well founded on historical research), the steady flow is being
achieved by a constant surface temperature (as it is lineally related with sensible heat flux) and velocity value
during the flight.
The STM (see Section 2.4.1) provides a realistic estimation that can be used for evaluating the change in
temperature conditions. Hence, a parameter δT will define the limits for surface temperature, which must
vary between (1 − δT )TS and (1 + δT )TS during the flight.

2.6 Validation of model conditions
A velocity tolerance δV should also be set. Consequently, mean flow velocity will vary between (1 − δV )V1
and (1 + δV )V1 for the origin station and between (1 − δV )V2 and (1 + δV )V2 for the destination one during
the flight.
As mean values over time are being used for velocity records, the last restriction applies for those which
are considered during the flight. Meteorological records usually save another magnitude, which is maximum
velocity during the unitary interval (Vmax ). Despite the fact that measurements take place inside a turbulent
space, which is prone to sudden gusts, for some special situations a turbulent tolerance δVV could be an
interesting parameter. In these cases, Vmax should be lower than (1 + δVV )V1 . This filter is then controlling
velocity variability inside the unitary interval.
The three proposed tolerance parameters can therefore assure steady flow conditions.

2.6.3

Course restriction

Figure 2.14 represents wind speed and direction for a particular pair of measuring points. For ensuring that
a particle travels from one to the other, a mean course angle αC should be defined, and the mean direction
of that event should agree with it approximately. This light variability is defined by the tolerance angle δC .
Hence ξ (course) should adopt values between α − δC and α + δC . The restriction is applied for a moving
mass during its flight, including beginning and end points. Greater tolerances imply more records (which
means a wider statistical data base), but with less quality due to deviation.
Meteorological records usually save another magnitude, which is maximum direction during the unitary
interval (ξmax ). Despite the fact that measurements take place inside a turbulent space, which is prone to
sudden gusts, for some special situations a turbulent tolerance δξ could be an interesting parameter. In these
cases, ξmax should be lower than (1 + δξ )ξ . This filter is then controlling course variability inside the unitary
interval.
It is noticeable that, although there are records in all directions, usually a main course exists. Measuring
points should be located approximately in that direction in order to provide a greater database.

Figure 2.14 Wind rose for source and destination in Sevilla. The center red lines joins both stations (αC ), but
events inside the tolerance angle are accepted (δC ). Data courtesy of AEMET.
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2.6.4

Arrival rules

Although velocity restrictions together with basic course restriction are enough for assuring that a particle
travels from the first point to the second, it is possible to define two more rules based on the trajectory. Hence,
three different methods are proposed to check that a particle has arrived to the destination point:

• Ballistic hypothesis: It is the most simple rule. When an event is validated (which means that it satisfies
velocity and course restrictions during the flight time) the moment of arrival is calculated according to
distance L and mean velocity. The final approach to the destination point is controlled by δC
• Maximum approach: The validated event trajectory is calculated and the nearest point to final station
is selected as the end point. The final approach to the destination point is indirectly controlled by δC
• Approach inside a tolerance: It is the most restrictive option. The final point is selected according to
maximum approach, but it will only be validated if it is near enough to the final station. A proximity
parameter δL is defined as the percentage of L that defines the radius of the arrival circumference. This
situation is represented in Figure 2.15

Figure 2.15 Example of a validated event trajectory for δL = 20%. Data courtesy of AEMET.
2.6.5

Precipitations and clouds

As it has been studied in Chapter 1, the majority of studies related with UHIs are done under the assumption
of cloudless skies. This is due to the fact that precipitations hide the temperature increase in the city center
as a new heat flux due to water runoff appears (see Section 1.5). Hence, it seems necessary to delete those
events on which precipitations are present.
Although the precipitations filtering do not suppose a challenge (records should be kept inside a predefined
range P1 ≤ P ≤ P2 ), the effect of clouds on solar radiation are more delicate. As shown in Figure 2.16, a

2.6 Validation of model conditions

distortion of the ideal profile is produced under cloudy skies. This distortion can be measured as:
R td h

C=

ts


i
R
R
s
RM pred sin tt−t
π
dt − ttsd R(t)dt
π ttsd R(t)dt
d −ts
h

i
=
1
−
R td
t−ts
2RM pred (td − ts )
dt
ts RM pred sin t −ts π

(2.23)

d

Where C is the percentage of lost radiation with respect to the cloudless profile during a day, ts and td are
the beginning (sunrise) and end (dusk) of the solar radiation interval and RMaxPred is the expected maximum,
which can be calculated based on the historical record. C should be set in order to avoid or look for a particular
case, so a range N1 ≤ C ≤ N2 is defined.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.16 a) Precipitation records for 2010 in San Pablo Airport, Seville. Data courtesy of AEMET. b)
Solar radiation records. Data courtesy of the Thermodynamics and Renewable Energies Group
of the Higher Technical School of Engineering, University of Seville.

2.6.6

Summary of filters

The validation process has shown the importance of several filtering options, which can be consulted in Table
2.1.
Table 2.1 Summary of filtering options.
Parameter

Related field

δT
δV
δVV
δC
δξ
δL
P1 − P2
N1 − N2

Surface temperature
Velocity
Velocity variability
Course
Course variability
Arrival
Precipitations
Clouds
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2.7 Data sources
The vast majority of climatic measurements take place inside the UCL, which directly discards them for
this project. Hence, measuring instruments should be placed high above roof level. In addition, records
should be taken automatically with a frequency of only a few minutes, and no less than two stations should
be available. Fortunately, in Spain it is possible to find some special cities that fulfill these requirements.
Stations are provided by AEMET (Agencia Estatal de Meteorología), a Spanish public organism that is in
charge of meteorological studies.
These automatic stations are able to record mean climatic values every ten minutes and have been implemented for several cities since 2009. The unitary interval seems to be adequate for the purpose of this project.
The measurements take place at a height of 10 m, which is acceptable if the stations are placed outside a city.
A CSV (comma-separated values) text file is provided for each station. Table 2.2 summarizes the most
common concepts. Solar radiation data is sometimes provided by the same institution, but other sources are
available. In particular, solar radiation data for the city of Seville was obtained from the Thermodynamics
and Renewable Energies Group of the Higher Technical School of Engineering at the University of Seville,
Spain.
The data application for the cities of Seville and Madrid is attached at the end of this document, in Appendix
A.
Table 2.2 Most common meteorological magnitudes that are contained in an automatic station CSV file. Flags
are not included. The symbol “*” represents those parameters that are unnecessary if obtained
from other source within the city (see Section 2.8.2).
Magnitude

Column

Importance

Units

ID Number
Date
Station Name
Altitude
Province
Longitude
Latitude
Precipitations
Temperature
Velocity
Direction
Maximum Velocity
Maximum Direction
Relative Humidity
Pressure

1
2-6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Minor
Critical
Minor
Critical
Minor
Critical
Critical
Minor *
Critical
Critical
Critical
Minor
Minor
Critical
Minor *

N/A
N/A
N/A
m
N/A
º
º
mm
ºC
m/s
º
m/s
º
%
hPa

Sometimes, due to maintenance repairs or failure of an instrument, the affected values are left empty. This
situation is really common and will be considered in Section 2.8.2.

2.8 Data corrections

2.8 Data corrections
AEMET stations are calibrated periodically, specially those that are used as data sources for this project, which
are located next to different airports. Consequently, no calibration errors will be considered. Unfortunately,
there are some factors that need to be corrected in order to obtain reliable results.
2.8.1

Altitude correction

Although altitude differences between stations in the surroundings of a city are not expected to be considerable,
and hence temperature and pressure mean values would be quite similar, minor changes in the measurements
can affect final statistical results, so altitude corrections are mandatory.
The International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) mean temperature and pressure correlations will be used.
These empirical laws can be written as follows:
T (z) = T0 + γT (z − z0 )
 −g

T (z) γT R
p(z) = p0
T0

(2.24)

Where γT = −6.5 · 10−3 K/m is the thermal gradient, R = 287.05J/KgK is the specific gas constant for
dry air and g = 9,80665m/s2 is the acceleration of gravity. In order to simplify the leveling process, higher
stations will be adapted to the lower one, so a difference will be added. For a station at an altitude h with
T (h) and P(h) records, the standardized measurements for an altitude zre f would be:
Tre f = T (z) − γT (z − zre f )
pre f = p(z)

2.8.2

T (z)
T (z) − γT (z − zre f )

!

g
γT R

(2.25)

Data replacement

There are several cities in Spain with more than one meteorological station. It is usual to detect the lack of
minor records in some of them, as the affected variables are usually measured in the others.
Under the hypothesis of incompressible flow, pressure records can be adapted within a city. The altitude
correction, previously explained, should be applied in order to adapt the pressure data from one station to
another.
For precipitations measurement the previous hypothesis is not valid anymore, as precipitations are not
homogeneous within a city. This variable will be only used to discard those events which do not correspond
to cloudless skies, so it seems appropriate to use the same precipitation records for all stations. This approach
is not based on a physical analysis but in a computational simplification.
When major records are missing, two different solutions can be adopted. The most simple one consist on
deleting the affected entries in the database, which can lead to the lack of data. This problem can be solved
by reducing the number of stations under analysis, deleting those that are causing troubles.
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2.9 Calculations
This section will clarify those processes which are be considered as minor and hence have not been explained
previously.
2.9.1

Surface parameters

It has been shown that the STM bases its calculations on an estimation of several urban mean surface
parameters, which are mainly related with their color. A mean will be calculated for the urban fabric based
on the analysis of a high-resolution aerial picture as shown:
1. A known material is selected in the aerial picture of the studied city
2. Its color is extracted from the picture and a tolerance is applied. The color of each material is studied as
a RGB vector ([Red, Green, Blue]), where the tolerance parameter can be represented as the radius of a
sphere around the color point. Each color which is inside the sphere is considered as the same material
(see Figure 2.17)
3. The points whose color falls inside the tolerance sphere are identified as the material (Figure 2.18)
4. The process is repeated for each known material
5. Finally, a weighted mean is calculated for each parameter based on its value at each pixel of the city
area:
Width Heigth
1
(2.26)
X=
∑ ∑ X(i, j)
Width · Height i=1
j=1

Figure 2.17 Representation of the RGB cube and a tolerance sphere. Partially adapted from Wikimedia
Commons, user Maklaan.

2.9 Calculations

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.18 a) Ceramic materials for an aerial picture of Seville, b) Asphalt for an aerial picture of Seville.
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2.9.2

Relative humidity conversion

Selected data sources provide relative humidity, which is defined as the ratio of the vapor pressure to the
saturation vapor pressure with respect to water [109]. Although common in meteorology, this definition
seems inadequate for this study. Then, water mass fraction will be employed.

Relative Humidity: φ =

PH2O
,
Psat

Mass Fraction: x =

mH2O
mdryair

(2.27)

The Ideal Gas Law can be expressed as:
PV = nRT

(2.28)

Where n is the amount of substance (in moles) and R is the universal gas constant. From this equation it
can be easily deduced the following relation for water molarity (yH2O ):

yH2O =

P
nH2O
= H2O
ntot
Ptot

(2.29)

Considering that Ptot = PH2O + Pdryair , the conversion between relative humidity and mass fraction is
straight:

x=

MH2O
·
Mdryair

Ptot
Psat

φ
−φ

(2.30)

Where MH2O = 18 · 10−3 Kg/mol and Mdryair = 28.97 · 10−3 Kg/mol are the molar masses of water and
dry air (mixture). As relative humidity (φ ) and Ptot are given values, the last parameter which closes the
conversion is Psat , which can be calculated by employing the Clausius-Clapeyron Equation:

Psat = P1 exp −



Lv (Tmean )


RMH2O T1 − T11

(2.31)

Then, given pressure and temperature on a saturation point (P1 , T1 ) it is possible to obtain the saturation
pressure of water at any temperature. It is important to note that during the integration of Clausius-Clapeyron
Relation the enthalpy of vaporization of water, Lv , has been kept constant. In order to partially correct this
approximation, Lv should be taken at a mean temperature Tmean = (T1 + T )/2.

2.9 Calculations
2.9.3

Air and water properties

The physical properties of dry air (µ,Pr,C p ) and water (C p ,Lv ) for different temperatures have been interpolated
from the available experimental data [19]. The results are shown in Figure 2.19.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 2.19 a) C p for dry air, b) C p for water vapor, c) Pr for dry air, d) Lv for water (liquid-vapor), e) µ for
dry air.
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Eratosthene’s only tools were sticks, eyes, feet, and brains; plus
a zest for experiment. With those tools he correctly deduced the
circumference of the Earth, to high precision, with an error of
only a few percent. That’s pretty good figuring 2200 years ago
Carl Sagan, 1934-1996

he previously explained approach requires a powerful set of tools in order to import, filter, transform and
analyze the database. Due to the specific nature of this project, these programs should be created. The
tasks are divided into four main groups:

T

1. Read and repair (if necessary) the database
2. Filter the records following the user-defined parameters
3. Obtain all the required thermodynamic variables from the filtered data
4. Provide a powerful and easy to edit framework for the analysis and representation of results
After exploring several options, the selected environment for the development of such an ambitious tool was
Matlab, although other programming languages were occasionally employed, as Mathematica or MS-DOS.
In order to provide a versatile program, it was decided to create a Graphic User Interface (GUI) employing
Matlab GUIDE.
This chapter makes a qualitative description of the program and its capabilities, as the code itself is not
analyzed. A detailed analysis of each instruction would require an extension that is beyond the limits of this
document.
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3.1 Overview

Figure 3.1 The main Graphical User Interface.

In this section a general description of the GUI is made. Figure 3.1 shows the main GUI window, which
is always opened while the program runs. When a specific user action is required, a new window opens,
bringing the first to the background. Eight zones can be distinguished:
1. Main window: The different maps, plots and results are represented here
2. Stations: When a station is loaded, its path, ID, geographical location and state are shown in this table.
3. Filters: The different configurations are set here, including the basic and advanced filters explained in
Section 2.6
4. Data analysis: When a database is processed, results can be accessed through this interface. Different
tools are provided for each kind of graph
5. Console: This text box saves the most important information related with the filtering process and
user-defined representations
6. Current configuration: The summary of the data analysis configuration is represented here. This text
box only changes when a new configuration is loaded
7. Main menu: Data loading, configuration and other tools can be accessed here
8. Plot tools: A set of standard tools for the analysis of the figure which is represented in the main window

3.2 Meteorological records transformation

3.2 Meteorological records transformation
As shown in Section 2.7, the AEMET database is provided as a text file where each variable has an assigned
column. A problem arises when trying to import this kind of data due to four main reasons:
1. The column order, units and interval of time can change between different stations
2. Data availability can be affected by several factors and hence some gaps appear
3. Some variables are recorded in only one meteorological station per city
4. The database is so huge that low-level reading codes are mandatory
A general tool with the capability to read any station database is required, so it is necessary to create a
specific module. This module will translate the AEMET format into a consistent and auto indexed matrix,
which can be quickly accessed by any program.
The resulting tool can be launched through the main menu and is represented in Figure 3.2. When the text
files are loaded, each station can be analyzed to look for missing variables and time gaps.

Figure 3.2 Meteorological records transformation tool.

Data transformation process consist on the following steps:
1. Import databases employing a low level fast code
2. Detect columns and missing variables
3. Convert date and time given from YYYY,MM,DD,HH,MM format (five columns) to serial date numbers
(one column) and index the matrix. Auto indexing provides a fast and reliable way to access the records
4. Within the city, define the same start and end points for each station record
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5. Replace missing columns, applying altitude corrections if needed (see Sections 2.8.2 and 2.8.1)
6. Remove rows with missing variables
7. Save results
Finally, a Matlab file (.mat), which contains each variable as a separate column vector, is obtained for each
station. These files should be employed together, although only a pair of them are necessary for the filtering
process.
With respect to solar irradiance records, the data should be manually transformed to a two-columns matrix
where the first one is the serial date and the second one is the measured irradiance. This is due to the fact that
solar irradiance can be obtained through several sources which employ their own syntax. Then, any kind of
automation seems to be inefficient. This record is optimized for each station set before the program starts.
The serial date discretization has been set to 10 minutes, which is the AEMET standard unitary interval.

3.3 Data import

3.3 Data import
Once the meteorological records have been transformed, these databases, together with the city map and the
radiation measurements, conform the main data inputs of the GUI. It is important to study them separately:
• Meteorological database: A Matlab file that contains the following variables:
Table 3.1 Station database variables. n represents the number of rows / events.
Variable

Description

Units

Size

DV10M
DMAX10M
VV10M
VMAX10M
HR
PREC
PRES
TA
POSICION
FECHA

Air course
Maximum air course
Air velocity
Maximum air velocity
Relative Humidity
Precipitations
Pressure
Air temperature
Station position [Lat, Lon, Alt]
Serial date

deg
deg
m/s
m/s
%
mm
hPa
ºC
deg and m, respectively
Days since 00/00/00 00:00

(n,1)
(n,1)
(n,1)
(n,1)
(n,1)
(n,1)
(n,1)
(n,1)
(1,3)
(n,1)

• City map: This is just an aerial picture of the city, which can be easily obtained through several sources
like for instance Google Earth or Iberpix. Its name must follow the syntax:

0345005.13N-0122416.41O_0435733.33N-0070303.05E.jpg

(3.1)

Where the first two numbers define low left corner latitude and longitude and the last are associated
with the right upper corner. This information is then used to place the stations in the map and calculate
the city area.
• Radiation measurements: As previously explained, this Matlab file contains a variable called “irradiancia” that stores the following information:
Table 3.2 Solar irradiation data format.
Column

Description

Units

1
2

Serial date
Solar irradiance

Days since 00/00/00 00:00
W /m2
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3.4 Surface properties

Once the data is loaded, it is necessary to calculate the mean surface properties. This information is the
main input of the Surface Temperature Model. It is obtained from a separate module which can be accessed
through the main menu.
Figure 3.3 represents the surface analysis tool. As explained in Section 2.9.1, the urban parameters are
calculated as a weighted mean based on color identification. Materials and colors (with their RGB tolerance)
are linked here, where thermodynamic properties are also defined.

Figure 3.3 Surface analysis tool.

The city area is defined with this tool as represented in Figure 3.4. The regions inside and outside the
polygon are employed to calculate the mean urban and suburban parameters, respectively.

Figure 3.4 City area selection tool.

3.4 Surface properties

A summary graph of the color configuration is provided inside a RGB cube, which can be analyzed in
Figure 3.5. The material colors are represented as vectors, and around them a tolerance ball can be seen. In
order to obtain an accurate identification, this spheres should be as separated as possible.

Figure 3.5 Summary plot of the color configuration.
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3.5 Surface roughness optimization
This is the tool that implements the theoretical approach explained in Section 2.5. An analysis of the station
data is done based on the following filters:
1. The hourly range is restricted to 00:00-07:00 in order to avoid the buoyancy effect on infinite velocity
2. δV = 20%, δC = 20% and δT = 10%
3. The maximum approach criteria is set
4. ISA pressure and temperature corrections are applied
Then, the data is analyzed and results are plotted by a representation module. The user can use this
information to select the most realistic combination of roughness parameters. The interface with its main
output is represented in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6 Surface roughness optimization tool.

3.6 Filters

3.6 Filters
This is probably the most important module of the program, as it implements those filters defined in Section
2.6. The user will have to find a compromise solution between accuracy and data volume.
The four main filters, which are shown in the main window (Figure 3.7), are course, velocity tolerance,
temperature and date range.

Figure 3.7 Main filters, available in the main window.

Advanced filters and configurations are accessed through a button and are represented in Figure 3.8. These
options involve type of analysis, arrival rules, precipitations, clouds, velocity turbulence, course turbulence
and ISA corrections.

Figure 3.8 Advanced filters and configurations, available through “Advanced Filters” button.
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3.7 Processor
The processor can be defined as the brain of the program. It merges all the data sources, filters the database
based on user configuration and prepares the desired results for the analysis module.
The processor will operate in serial or parallel mode according to the program configuration (see Section
3). Due to the enormous size of the database, millions of operations are performed, so it is really important
to optimize the code. The list of operations performed for each pair of meteorological stations is:
1. Extract the required information from the GUI database
2. Apply the ISA corrections (see Section 2.8.1)
3. Filter by date range
4. Filter by velocity and course turbulence
5. Filter by precipitations and clouds
6. Filter by velocity and course ranges and continuity in the departure station
7. Filter by velocity and course ranges and continuity in the arrival station
8. Calculation of derived thermodynamic variables
9. Plot and save results
This order has been studied to optimize time consumption. The most demanding operations are placed at
the end of the list when possible, as the less demanding can considerably reduce the database.
An interesting tool when optimizing time consumption is the well known Matlab Profiler, which represents
the workload of each line of code (see Figure 3.9)

Figure 3.9 Matlab Profiler, applied to the processor sequence.

3.8 Analysis and representation

3.8 Analysis and representation

If the original database already represent a huge source of information, it is greatly expanded when the
cinematic and thermodynamic results are added. The analysis module aims to provide a set of tools to
facilitate the measuring process.
Figure 3.10 represents the basic interface. Three pop-up menus are available: the first from the left defines
the typology, the second the type of representation and the third the particular station under study. The
following subsections will show the possibilities of each family.

Figure 3.10 Analysis and representation module.

3.8.1

Terrain topology

This is the only option that is always available, and it is in charge of the representation of the current map.
Figure 3.11 shows the output on the main window for a particular configuration.

Figure 3.11 Analysis and representation module.

This module could be expanded with a 3D representation of the city map and its level curves, but this is
just an update that should be implemented for future versions.
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3.8.2

Single station

This option is available once the processor has finished calculating results. It is focused on the analysis of
each station data without taking into account its interaction with the rest. Several options are available:
• Statistical distributions: Allows the user to plot and analyze the statistical distributions of every
variable associated to the selected station (see Figure 3.12). In addition, a more powerful option, the
Matlab Dfittool, is offered for deeper research
• Interdependence of variables: One of the most powerful tools is the interdependence module. It is
just a GUI where independent and dependent variables are selected from a list, as seen in Figure 3.13.
The code then plots a 2D or 3D graph. It is possible to select a polynomial fitting from a drop-down
list, which also returns the goodness of fitting
• Temporary distribution: A tool which allows the user to plot the temporary record of each variable
• Event-course diagram: A typical representation that gives some valuable information about the most
common air flow patterns. It is plotted in Figure 3.14
• Variable-course diagram: Plots the dependence of all station variables with course
• General Analysis: Explained in the following subsection

Figure 3.12 Statistical distribution calculator for one station data.

3.8 Analysis and representation

Figure 3.13 Interdependence menu for one station data.

Figure 3.14 Event-course diagram for Tablada station, Seville, Spain. Data courtesy of AEMET.
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3.8.3

Two stations

This option is available once the processor has finished calculating results. It is focused on the analysis of
each available pair of stations. Several options are available:
• Statistical distributions: It is exactly the same tool as in one station menu, but in this case those
variables that involve both stations are included
• Events distribution: Classifies the validated events according to their hourly, monthly or annual
distribution. Figure 3.15 shows the hourly events distribution
• Streamline distribution: The path distribution representation aims to provide a summary of the
cinematic of the problem. All the validated trajectories are superposed in the same map and then a
distribution grid is plotted. Figure 3.16 shows the final result
• General analysis: The huge number of variables of the problem motivates the employment of data
condensation techniques. With this goal in mind, the two-dimensional Pearson representation provides
a fast and visual summary, as it merges all the variables in one graph. The Pearson coefficient is
represented for each pair of variables, although the standard deviation is not considered and should be
studied for each pair. An example is plotted in Figure 3.17
• Interdependence of variables: It is exactly the same tool as in one station menu, but in this case those
variables that involve both stations are included
• Results table: A summary table with each validated event and all its related information is provided.
This information can be exported as an Excel or Matlab file. A screenshot is given in Figure 3.18
From this GUI it is possible to access three more event-related tools that aim to provide a visual
representation:
– Debug table: This table represents the validated event evolution from departure to arrival station.
Its main objective is to provide a simple but effective debug tool in order to find code-related
errors. It is represented in Figure 3.19
– Path representation: This tool represents a validated event trajectory from source to destination
station. Velocity and course data is calculated each ten minutes based on a weighted mean from
source and destination data. An example is plotted in Figure 3.20
– Boundary layer: This table represents the validated event boundary layer and velocity, temperature and humidity profiles from departure to arrival station, providing an useful representation of
the solved problem. It is plotted in Figure 3.19

3.8 Analysis and representation

Figure 3.15 Hourly event distribution from San Pablo to Tablada station, Seville, Spain. Data courtesy of
AEMET.

Figure 3.16 Trajectories distribution from San Pablo to Tablada station, Seville, Spain. Data courtesy of
AEMET.
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Figure 3.17 Summary Pearson plot from San Pablo to Tablada station, Seville, Spain. Data courtesy of
AEMET.

Figure 3.18 Summary table of results from San Pablo to Tablada station, Seville, Spain. Data courtesy of
AEMET.

3.8 Analysis and representation

Figure 3.19 Debug table of a validated event from San Pablo to Tablada station, Seville, Spain. Data courtesy
of AEMET.

Figure 3.20 A particular event path from San Pablo to Tablada station, Seville, Spain. Data courtesy of
AEMET.
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Figure 3.21 A particular event boundary layer from San Pablo to Tablada station, Seville, Spain. Data courtesy
of AEMET.

3.9 Parallel Computing Toolbox

3.9 Parallel Computing Toolbox

After analyzing the behavior and objectives of the program, it is now easy to imagine how important the
CPU requirements are. The standard Matlab programming techniques are based on serial computing. This
means that the instructions are read successively and that only one program can be executed at the same
time. Although an efficient programming technique is always the first and best option when considering time
consumption, in some special situations it is possible to employ more than one CPU core or even a computer
cluster. Hence, two instructions can be launched at the same time, with important time savings. This is what
we call Parallel Computing.
One of the most unknown features of Matlab is the Parallel Computing Toolbox, a set of tools for the
development of parallel software. The objective of this project is not the implementation of the wide range of
possibilities that they offer, but the employment of some techniques to speed up some sections of the code.
For more details about Parallel Computing with Matlab, please consult the bibliography [95].
More specifically, the program allows the user to make use of a predefined computing cluster. Then, it
should be previously configured inside Matlab interface as shown in Figure 3.22. Once the cluster has been
created, it can be accessed through the main menu and activated employing the corresponding interface as
shown in Figure 3.23. The parallel computing capabilities have been implemented in the processor module
with excellent results.

Figure 3.22 Matlab cluster profile manager.

Figure 3.23 Cluster configuration tool.
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There is a driving force more powerful than steam, electricity
and atomic energy: the will
Albert Einstein, 1879-1955

he first city under study is the capital of Andalusia, Seville. It is located in the plain of the river
Guadalquivir, in the south of Spain (37o 230 0000 N, 5o 590 0000 O). Seville has a municipal population of
693878 as of 2015, making it the fourth-largest city in Spain [22]. The municipal surface is 141.3 Km2 [48],
which results in a density of 4910.67/Km2 .

T

Figure 4.1 Population map of Spain as of 2015. Extracted from Instituto Nacional de Estadística [22].
In 2013 the arable surface in the whole province was 2359 Km2 , where the main irrigation corp was cotton
(532 Km2 ) and the main dry cultivation was wheat. With respect to woody crops, the associated surface was
811 Km2 , where the main irrigation crop was the orange tree (277 Km2 ) and the main dry cultivation was the
olive grove (47 Km2 ) [48].
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Figure 4.2 Population evolution for the city of Seville in the period under study. Extracted from Instituto
Nacional de Estadística [22].
The electrical consumption in 2013 was 2584576 MWh, where the residential consumption represents
the 44%. This means that the electricity-related anthropogenic heat has an annual mean of 2.09 W /m2 (the
calculations are based on the city surface). The number of cars (including private, taxi, cargo and public
transport) totals 327539 in 2014 [48]. With respect to local economy, the mean income per inhabitant is
approximately 1130.86e, and the mean expenditure rises up to 1056.4e.
More information can be consulted in Appendix B.

4.1 Instrumentation
The period under analysis ranges from 20/10/2009 to 05/11/2015. The measurement network consist on
two meteorological stations installed in San Pablo airport (37o 250 000 N, 5520 4500 O) and Tablada military base
(37o 210 5100 N, 6000 2100 O). These points are separated about 12.4 Km, which represents a challenge when
trying to obtain stable records after the filtering process. In addition, Tablada station is placed between the
river and the dock, a situation that will critically impact on the measured data. Consequently, this is not the
most appropriate configuration when trying to obtain the desired results, but this Chapter will still give some
valuable information from the database.

Figure 4.3 Meteorological stations configuration for the city of Seville. San Pablo airport (1) and Tablada
(2) stations are identified as red dots. The global irradiance station is represented as a blue point.
Aerial picture obtained from Google Earth.

4.1 Instrumentation

The global irradiance data was obtained from the Thermodynamics and Renewable Energies Group of the
Higher Technical School of Engineering at the University of Seville. The location of this station is represented
in Figure 4.3.
4.1.1

San Pablo airport station

The available instruments are listed in Table 4.1. Each one is checked at least once per year. The most
important lack of this station is the high tolerance value associated with course records.
Table 4.1 Measuring instruments information for San Pablo station. Data courtesy of AEMET.
Variable

Instrument

Units

Tolerance

Last revision

Course
Velocity
Humidity
Precipitations
Pressure
Temperature

Vaisala WAA151
Vaisala WAA151
Vaisala HMP45D
N/A
N/A
Vaisala HMP45D

deg
m/s
%
mm
hPa
ºC

10
0.1
1
0.1
1
0.1

29-01-2015
29-01-2015
28-01-2015
N/A
N/A
28-01-2015

No significant obstacles for the streamline were found during the visual inspection of this station.

Figure 4.4 Terrain around San Pablo station. Aerial picture obtained from Google Earth.
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4.1.2

Tablada station

The available instruments are listed in Table 4.2. As before, each one is checked at least once per year.
Although the course records are more accurate, pressure data is not measured in this station, so San Pablo
records should be adapted.
Table 4.2 Measuring instruments information for Tablada station. Data courtesy of AEMET.
Variable

Instrument

Units

Tolerance

Last revision

Course
Velocity
Humidity
Precipitations
Pressure
Temperature

Thies 4.3129.60.150
Thies 4.3519.00.150
Thies 1.1005.45.150
N/A
Thies 1.1005.45.150

deg
m/s
%
mm
ºC

1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

16-01-2015
16-01-2015
16-01-2015
N/A
16-01-2015

This station is inside a military base with denser vegetation. Hence, a higher roughness parameter is
expected to be obtained from velocity measurements. A visual inspection of the place has shown that anything
intercepts the streamline between both stations. For other wind directions, some obstacles have been found
(like palm trees or buildings).

Figure 4.5 Terrain around Tablada station. Aerial picture obtained from Google Earth.

4.2 Filters and configuration

4.2 Filters and configuration
4.2.1

Model validation filters

As it has been explained in previous chapters, the filtering process must deal with two realities. In one hand,
the obtained data should fit the model requirements as precisely as possible. In the other, it should be possible
to detect significant behaviors from it, and hence a strong statistical basis is needed.
The selected configuration is listed in Table 4.3. No turbulence filters were applied, as they are highly
restrictive, and the arrival criteria has been set as maximum approach, without considering the arrival area
defined by δL . The relatively high course tolerance is justified by the size of the city, that allows making the
hypothesis that the first station represents the incoming air of the whole surface, and the second the output.
Table 4.3 Summary of filters and configurations for Seville analysis.
Filter

Value

Date range
T/P ISA
δT
δV
δVV
δC
δξ
δL
P1 - P2
N1 - N2

All
On
5%
15%
N/A
22º
N/A
N/A
[0,0]
[0,50%]

With this configuration, 141 events (0.05 %) were obtained from San Pablo to Tablada, and 80 (0.03%) in
the opposite direction. Considering both analysis, course and velocity restrictions eliminated the 83.6% of
the database, cloudiness filters were responsible of a 15.75% and surface temperature tolerance filtered a
0.03%.
4.2.2

Surface Temperature Model

The materials listed in Table 4.4 were considered for the surface analysis. Their properties have been obtained
from different sources [19, 13]. The resulting map is represented in Figure 4.6, and the RGB plot is shown in
Figure 4.7. A deeper analysis of surface materials was considered unnecessary, as the purpose of this section
is the estimation of surface temperature, which indirectly affects vertical profiles.
Table 4.4 Material properties after the map analysis for Seville.
Material

Emissivity

Absorptivity

Color
[RGB]

Tolerance

Extension
(aprox)

Asphalt
Red brick
Clay soil
Concrete
Vegetation
Water

0.95
0.93
0.92
0.94
0.97
0.91

0.85
0.75
0.75
0.65
0.05
0.025

[142,143,138]
[158,140,134]
[156,133,103]
[175,176,170]
[76,92,81]
[115,132,110]

15
20
22
30
26
14

6.4%
18.3%
15.8%
11.6%
7.0%
2.9%
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Figure 4.6 Materials map for the city of Seville. White pixels represent unclassified areas. .

Figure 4.7 RGB representation.

4.2 Filters and configuration
4.2.3

Roughness parameters

The analysis of velocity records gives a relationship between surface roughness parameters. This relation is
shown in Figure 4.8, where city and Tablada roughness parameters are larger than San Pablo ones.

Figure 4.8 Roughness parameters for the Sevilla station set.

The obtained correlations are consistent with the geographic distribution of hills and buildings, as the firsts
are placed before Tablada station (Z1 ) and the seconds between both measuring points. An analysis of San
Pablo terrain suggest that the roughness parameter Z1 should be small. Then, a value Z1 = 0.2 m has been
selected, which results in Z2 = 1 m and Z3 = 1.05 m.
This configuration is very close to the physical limit of the problem, as the roughness roof for the station
height of 10 m is only about 1.4 m. If the city buildings raise up to 30 m, a 3 m roughness is expected
according to bibliography, and hence stations are not probably high enough to calculate a reliable profile.
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4.3 Results
In this section the output obtained with the previously defined configuration will be analyzed. Each station is
studied separately, starting after that with the direction-dependent analysis.
4.3.1

Overview

After applying the different filters to the database, some mean values are represented in the command window.
Although each of them requires a deeper analysis, the behavior of the system can be perceived. This data is
represented in Table 4.5
Table 4.5 General results for the Seville station set.
Route

∆T (K)

∆HR (%)

∆h (Kj/Kg)

∆QA (KW)

San Pablo - Tablada
Tablada - San Pablo

0.1652
0.2300

1.6794
-3.3088

1.5284
-1.8155

-6.5206 e+07
-1.5489 e+08

A temperature increment is observed for both directions, as expected, but a significant difference is
measured between them. It could be caused by the change in water vapor concentration, which is clearly
related with the river effects, or even by the hourly distribution of the events.
The huge change in humidity records has a huge impact on enthalpy calculations, which consequently are
influenced by local factors instead of advective effects.
An unexpected result is observed with respect to advective heat flux quantification, as it is a negative
number. The physical interpretation of the sign points to a heat transfer from the air to the city, which is
impossible for most situations. An unrealistic determination of velocity, temperature and water vapor profiles,
probably caused by the lack of higher measuring points, is expected to be the origin of the problem.

4.3 Results
4.3.2

San Pablo station

Figure 4.9 shows a general 2D Pearson map for the station variables, that have a very significant behavior:
• There is a strong inverse correlation between humidity and temperature / radiation
• As expected, a weak but still significant positive correlation exists between cloudiness and relative
humidity. A negative correlation also exists between cloudiness and temperature
• Some expected strong correlations related with precipitations are weak, like for instance precipitationshumidity. An analysis of Figure 4.16 justifies this behavior as a mathematical response
• A significant negative correlation exist between velocity and humidity, which probably refers to water
vapor accumulation during stable days. The scatter of the related plot is too high to find a consistent
explanation
• Pressure shows a negative correlation with temperature, a expected result which is related with air
density changes.
• Pressure shows a weak negative correlation with velocity and cloudiness. The scatter of the related
plots is too high to make an hypothesis.

Figure 4.9 Pearson coefficients map for San Pablo station.
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Interdependence graphs
In order to clarify some of the previous items, the related graphs among others are shown in the next pages.

Figure 4.10 Air temperature versus relative humidity for San Pablo station. R2 = 0.5783.

Figure 4.11 Cloudiness versus relative humidity for San Pablo station. R2 = 0.1824.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.12 Velocity versus relative humidity for San Pablo station. R2 = 0.059 .

Figure 4.13 Pressure versus air temperature for San Pablo station. R2 = 0.1093.
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Figure 4.14 Velocity versus pressure for San Pablo station. R2 = 0.0686.

Figure 4.15 Cloudiness versus pressure for San Pablo station. R2 = 0.0707.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.16 Relative humidity versus precipitations for San Pablo station. A logarithmic limit is observed.
R2 = 0.0081.
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Course-dependent graphs
Some of the most interesting graphs are the course-dependent representations, as a lot of information can be
obtained from them. There is a clear predominant course, which is the same for maximum velocity values.
Precipitations are maximum when the air comes from the coast.

Figure 4.17 Course records distribution for San Pablo Station.

4.3 Results

(a) Velocity.

(b) Relative Humidity.

(c) Temperature.

(d) Surface Temperature.

(e) Cloudiness.

(f) Precipitations.

Figure 4.18 Dependence of measured variables with wind course.
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Dependence with time
Some clear relationships with time are presented in this section. The previously studied behavior of several
variables is now justified as a time-dependent relation. Pressure and cloudiness are lower during warm
periods of time, while velocity and turbulence become more important.

Figure 4.19 Solar radiation versus month and hour for San Pablo station. R2 = 0.5242.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.20 Air temperature versus month and hour for San Pablo station. R2 = 0.6671.

Figure 4.21 Relative humidity versus month and hour for San Pablo station. R2 = 0.4525.
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Figure 4.22 Pressure versus month for San Pablo station. R2 = 0.1591.

Figure 4.23 Cloudiness versus month for San Pablo station. R2 = 0.0749.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.24 Velocity versus hour for San Pablo station. R2 = 0.0801.

Figure 4.25 Velocity turbulence versus hour for San Pablo station. R2 = 0.1841.
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4.3.3

Tablada station

As before, Figure 4.26 shows a general 2D Pearson map for the station variables, that have the same behavior
as in San Pablo station. Two differences can be detected:
• There is a clear positive correlation between velocity and temperature
• There is a clear positive correlation between velocity and radiation

Figure 4.26 Pearson coefficients map for Tablada station.

4.3 Results
Interdependence graphs
In order to provide a comparison between both stations behavior, the same graphs are reproduced, although
this time velocity-temperature and velocity-radiation representations are also shown.

Figure 4.27 Air temperature versus relative humidity for Tablada station. R2 = 0.5208.

Figure 4.28 Cloudiness versus relative humidity for Tablada station. R2 = 0.1842.
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Figure 4.29 Velocity versus relative humidity for Tablada station. R2 = 0.1329 .

Figure 4.30 Pressure versus air temperature for Tablada station. R2 = 0.0993.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.31 Velocity versus pressure for Tablada station. R2 = 0.0764.

Figure 4.32 Cloudiness versus pressure for Tablada station. R2 = 0.0707.
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Figure 4.33 Relative humidity versus pressure for Tablada station. A logarithmic limit is observed. R2 =
0.0083.

Figure 4.34 Air temperature versus velocity for Tablada station. R2 = 0.1005.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.35 Solar radiation versus velocity for Tablada station. R2 = 0.1237.
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Course-dependent graphs
A clear change in the predominant course, maximum precipitation, temperature and velocity directions
is detected with respect to San Pablo station, which points to a course change when the air goes through
the city (or more unlikely, to a calibration error). Another interesting observation is the huge decrease in
wind velocity with respect to San Pablo station. This cinematic loss is probably related with the increase in
terrain roughness, as previously explained. A specific loss is also detected in the South-East direction for the
temperature, relative humidity and velocity records. This is probably related with the presence of a great
obstacle. A visual inspection has shown some walls and threes near the instruments, but theoretically they
should not cause great deviations as they are below the station.

Figure 4.36 Course records distribution for Tablada Station.

4.3 Results

(a) Velocity.

(b) Relative Humidity.

(c) Temperature.

(d) Surface Temperature.

(e) Cloudiness.

(f) Precipitations.

Figure 4.37 Dependence of measured variables with wind course.
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Dependence with time

Figure 4.38 Air temperature versus month and hour for Tablada station. R2 = 0.6661.

Figure 4.39 Relative humidity versus month and hour for Tablada station. R2 = 0.4122.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.40 Velocity versus hour for Tablada station. R2 = 0.1542.

Figure 4.41 Velocity turbulence versus hour for Tablada station. R2 = 0.1572.
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4.3.4

Statistical distributions for San Pablo and Tablada stations

Some of the previous comments can be explained through the probability distribution functions of each
variable. Then, some points should be outlined:
• Velocity: The velocity PDF shows a great disagree between stations records, which may be based on
the influence of terrain roughness. Any other explanation could not be offered, excluding a mechanical
error.
• Temperature: This distribution is quite similar for both stations, but a difference arises for larger
temperatures. It could be related with the latent heat generation process for a humid environment
(Tablada station)
• Relative humidity: Larger values of this magnitude are registered in Tablada station, as expected
• Precipitations: Slightly larger precipitation records are registered in Tablada station, maybe due to
the increase of relative humidity
• Course: As in the polar graph, great differences in wind course can be appreciated for both stations.
This could be caused by a wind direction change through the city

Figure 4.42 Velocity probability distribution function.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.43 Maximum velocity probability distribution function. There is not a clear reason that explains the
scatter in San Pablo distribution.

Figure 4.44 Temperature probability distribution function.
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Figure 4.45 Relative humidity probability distribution function.

Figure 4.46 Precipitations probability distribution function.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.47 Wind direction probability distribution function.

Figure 4.48 Pressure probability distribution function. Only one source of pressure data is available.
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4.3.5

San Pablo to Tablada analysis

Although the differences between both stations seem to have a huge impact on measured variables (specially
on velocity and relative humidity), and hence a convective analysis will not probably give the expected results,
it is mandatory to test the model.
The Pearson map represented in Figure 4.49 offers an overview of the whole problem. Excluding obvious
and single station correlations, some comments should be made:
• Infinite velocity has the same behavior as measured velocity, but a very weak negative correlation with
radiation is detected. Figure 4.69 discards any kind of physical relationship between both variables
• Boundary layer thickness shows a clear correlation with velocity. This behavior was expected due to
the boundary layer thickness estimation method, which considers the derived velocity profile. Figure
4.70 represents this relationship. The systematic higher height of the initial boundary layer points again
to a bad estimation of the different vertical profiles, which is caused by the lack of higher measuring
points
• ∆V shows a strong and negative correlation with San Pablo velocity measurements. Hence, Figure
4.56 represents the proof of how terrain roughness systematically reduces Tablada velocities.
• Air temperature difference shows a strong correlation with irradiance (Figure 4.58) and surface temperature (Figure 4.59), but just a weak dependence with irradiance change (Figure 4.60) or surface
temperature change (Figure 4.61). Although the second is clearly an important factor when the environment evolves to a very different energetic state, the strength of the first correlation validates
the methodology, as a real increment in temperature is observed when the air crosses the city, and
this increase is not caused (for moderate variations) by a radiation change. The same behavior is
consequently observed for enthalpy change
• A positive correlation between temperature increase and pressure is measured. Figure 4.62 represents
that relationship fitted with a second degree polynomial equation. It was not possible to explain this
behavior, but the temporary distribution of selected events and the lack of more data is probably
generating a false correlation
• Relative humidity change shows a positive correlation with temperature (Figure 4.63) and a negative
correlation with initial humidity (Figure 4.64). Both behaviors are logical as greater temperatures
imply greater evaporation rates in Tablada (the destination), and a increase in humidity records in the
departure imply a lower difference due to the proximity of Tablada station to the river
• A very interesting and strong correlation is observed between temperature or enthalpy change and
Richardson number (Figure 4.65). This means that, for stable situations, the measured temperature
or enthalpy increment is low or even negative, as TS − T f is minimum. On the other hand, unstable
situations are associated with larger temperature differences, which increase advective heat transfer
• No correlation exists between the change in the boundary layer thickness and temperature. This effect
is probably being hidden by the bad estimation of vertical profiles
• The advective heat behaves strangely, as its relations are inconsistent with the enthalpy change ones
(see Figure 4.71). A weak negative relationship with air and surface temperature is measured, which is
inconsistent with previous results (see Figures 4.72 and 4.72). A dependence with mass flow is not
detected (see Figure 4.74). Then, the stations may not be high enough or close enough to each other to
allow a realistic profile determination. This is coherent with the fact that the roughness parameters are
very close to their physical limit
• The event duration is one of the most interesting parameters of this representation. Unexpectedly, just a

4.3 Results

weak correlation exists between temperature or enthalpy increase and flight time (Figure 4.66), probably
due to the temporary discretization. On the other hand, it seems that greater values of temperature
imply larger flight times (Figure 4.67). This effect may be explained based on Richardson number,
as greater values of Ri imply larger buoyancy effects and turbulence, which reduces infinite mean
horizontal velocity and increases vertical velocity (Figure 4.68)
These observations and correlations must be checked with several interdependence graphs. The following
pages aim to provide a complete picture of the advective analysis, which is analyzed as a whole during the
conclusion chapter. Obtained results can be consulted in Appendix C.

Figure 4.49 Pearson coefficients map for the convective analysis from San Pablo to Tablada.
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Events temporary and spatial distribution

First of all, it is necessary to understand when and where are the events measured. Results show a clear
preference for cold months and cold hours. This can be explained based on turbulence (cold events are
associated with the absence of buoyancy and hence the lack of turbulence) or sea-land convection (the air
moves from land to sea during cold periods of time, as water stores heat better than land). The Tablada to
San Pablo analysis is required to clarify this behavior.

Figure 4.50 Hourly events distribution for San Pablo - Tablada analysis.

Figure 4.51 Monthly events distribution for San Pablo - Tablada analysis.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.52 Annual events distribution for San Pablo - Tablada analysis.

Figure 4.53 Geographical streamlines distribution for San Pablo - Tablada analysis.
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Interdependence graphs
The following graphs are related with what has been observed in the two-dimensional Pearson coefficients
map.

Figure 4.54 Relative humidity at departure and arrival stations versus temperature at departure station for
San Pablo - Tablada analysis. R2 (HRD ) = 0.1308, R2 (HRA ) = 0.0842.

Figure 4.55 Relative humidity at departure and arrival stations versus cloudiness for San Pablo - Tablada
analysis. R2 (HRD ) = 0.0187, R2 (HRA ) = 0.0329.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.56 Velocity increment versus velocity at departure station for San Pablo - Tablada analysis. R2 =
0.4425.

Figure 4.57 Velocity versus air temperature at departure station for Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 = 0.046.
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Figure 4.58 Air temperature and enthalpy change versus radiation at departure station for San Pablo - Tablada
analysis. R2 (DT ) = 0.4458, R2 (Dh) = 0.4789.

Figure 4.59 Air temperature and enthalpy change versus city surface temperature at departure station for San
Pablo - Tablada analysis. R2 (DT ) = 0.2968, R2 (Dh) = 0.6173.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.60 Air temperature and enthalpy change versus radiation change for San Pablo - Tablada analysis.
R2 (DT ) = 0.0946, R2 (Dh) = 0.0996.

Figure 4.61 Air temperature and enthalpy change versus city surface temperature change for San Pablo Tablada analysis. R2 (DT ) = 0.1008, R2 (Dh) = 0.1267.
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Figure 4.62 Air temperature change versus pressure for San Pablo - Tablada analysis. R2 = 0.2665.

Figure 4.63 Temperature, relative humidity and enthalpy change versus air temperature at departure station
for San Pablo - Tablada analysis. R2 (∆T ) = 0.1934, R2 (∆HR) = 0.1130, R( ∆h)2 = 0.5366.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.64 Relative humidity change versus relative humidity at departure station for San Pablo - Tablada
analysis. R2 = 0.084.

Figure 4.65 Temperature and enthalpy change versus Richardson number at departure station for San Pablo Tablada analysis. R2 (∆T f ) = 0.4440, R2 (∆h0 ) = 0.3217.
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Figure 4.66 Temperature and enthalpy change versus flight time for San Pablo - Tablada analysis. R2 (∆T f ) =
0.0046, R2 (∆h0 ) = 0.0241.

Figure 4.67 Temperature at departure and arrival stations versus flight time for San Pablo - Tablada analysis.
R2 (∆Td ) = 0.1773, R2 (∆Ta ) = 0.1706.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.68 Flight time versus Richardson number for San Pablo - Tablada analysis. R2 (t) = 0.1230.

Figure 4.69 Infinite velocity at arrival and departure stations versus solar radiation for San Pablo - Tablada
analysis. R2 (VA∞ ) = 0.0034, R2 (VD∞ ) = 0.036.
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Figure 4.70 Boundary layer thickness at departure and arrival stations versus initial measured velocity for
San Pablo - Tablada analysis. R2 (δvini ) = 0.2764, R2 (δv f in ) = 0.2303.

Figure 4.71 Advective heat change versus enthalpy change for San Pablo - Tablada analysis. R2 = 0.1015.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.72 Advective heat change versus initial air temperature for San Pablo - Tablada analysis. R2 = 0.0693.

Figure 4.73 Advective heat change versus initial city surface temperature for San Pablo - Tablada analysis.
R2 = 0.1555.
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Figure 4.74 Advective heat change versus mass flow for San Pablo - Tablada analysis. R2 = 0.0016.

4.3 Results
Dependence with time
The following graphs show the temporary evolution of the main indicators of the problem. The second degree
fits represent how heat transfer increases during warm periods of time, although this behavior is not repeated
for the advective heat flux quantification, which is wrongly estimated. A great scatter is detected for relative
humidity records, something which is probably related with the proximity of Tablada station to the river. A
physical interpretation suggest that the river is loosing heat when the air flows in this direction.

Figure 4.75 Temperature, relative humidity and enthalpy change versus event hour for San Pablo - Tablada
analysis. R2 (∆T f ) = 0.2620, R2 (∆HR) = 0.0215, R2 (∆h) = 0.2401.

Figure 4.76 Temperature, relative humidity and enthalpy change versus event month for San Pablo - Tablada
analysis. R2 (∆T f ) = 0.1343, R2 (∆HR) = 0.0490, R2 (∆h) = 0.2933.
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Figure 4.77 Temperature, relative humidity and enthalpy change versus event year for San Pablo - Tablada
analysis. R2 (∆T f ) = 0.1588, R2 (∆HR) = 0.0046, R2 (∆h) = 0.0826.

Figure 4.78 Advective heat flux versus event hour for San Pablo - Tablada analysis. R2 = 0.1596.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.79 Advective heat flux versus event hour for San Pablo - Tablada analysis. R2 = 0.1263.

Figure 4.80 Advective heat flux versus event year for San Pablo - Tablada analysis. R2 = 0.0031.
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4.3.6

Tablada to San Pablo analysis

This analysis is represented by the Pearson coefficients map which is plotted in Figure 4.81. Some comments
should be made, excluding obvious relationships:

• Air temperature difference shows a weak correlation with irradiance (Figure 4.90) and surface temperature (Figure 4.91), and a weak dependence with irradiance change (Figure 4.92) or surface temperature
change (Figure 4.93). Both effects are comparable this time, something that suggest that the surface
temperature variation tolerance should be more restrictive. Unfortunately, the distance between both
stations is so long that it is not possible to reduce this parameter. In addition, the humidity conditions
seem to play an important role according to the enthalpy change behavior
• A clear and strong negative correlation between relative humidity and temperature is measured for
both stations (see Figure 4.86)
• A clear and strong positive correlation between cloudiness and relative humidity is measured (see
Figure 4.87)
• A strong negative correlation between velocity and temperature is detected (see Figure 4.89)
• Infinite and measured velocity have opposite behaviors
• A strong positive correlation between advective heat flux and velocity is detected. This is just the
consequence of a failure in the profiles determination process, as the initial boundary layer thickness
has randomly been set to 100 m in many cases (see Appendix C). Under optimum conditions, this
should never happen
• A qualitative change has been produced in the relationship between Ri and air temperature with respect
to San Pablo - Tablada analysis. This is closely related with the validated events hourly distribution,
which is very different between both analysis, and produces a predisposition to stable or unstable
situations
• Again, a clear correlation between boundary layer thickness and velocity is measured
• A positive correlation with temperature and a negative one with relative humidity is detected for
pressure
• A positive correlation between measured velocity change and arrival velocity is detected (see Figure
4.88). This points again to a roughness effect.
• Weak negative correlations between air temperature, surface temperature, relative humidity, radiation,
enthalpy and advective flux changes with temperature are measured (see Figure 4.95). This behavior
was expected for relative humidity change, but not for the other indicators. It seems that local effects,
specially those related with humidity, have a very important weight on advective heat quantification
this time
• A negative correlation between temperature increase and relative humidity change is measured
• A positive correlation between temperature and boundary layer thickness change is detected. It does
not demonstrate that the boundary layer is correctly estimated, as the inverse direction returns no
correlation
• A strong negative correlation between air volume flow and boundary layer thickness change is measured,
which points (again) to a failure in velocity profiles quantification

4.3 Results

• Flight time follows the same relations as previously studied in Sap Pablo - Tablada analysis

Figure 4.81 Pearson coefficients map for the convective analysis from Tablada to San Pablo.
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Events temporary and spatial distribution
Results show a very different behavior with respect to San Pablo - Tablada analysis. Unexpectedly, warm
hours and months are associated with a high number of validated events, although winters still provide many
of them. The explanation based on sea-land convection seems to be correct, as warm hours are associated
with sea to land air flow (Tablada - San Pablo).

Figure 4.82 Hourly events distribution for Tablada - San Pablo analysis.

Figure 4.83 Monthly events distribution for Tablada - San Pablo analysis.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.84 Annual events distribution for Tablada - San Pablo analysis.

Figure 4.85 Geographical streamlines distribution for Tablada - San Pablo analysis.
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Interdependence graphs
The following graphs are related with what has been observed in the two-dimensional Pearson coefficients
map.

Figure 4.86 Relative humidity at departure and arrival stations versus temperature at departure station for
Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 (HRD ) = 0.7236, R2 (HRA ) = 0.7500.

Figure 4.87 Relative humidity at departure and arrival stations versus cloudiness for Tablada - San Pablo
analysis. R2 (HRD ) = 0.3856, R2 (HRA ) = 0.3866.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.88 Velocity increment versus velocity at arrival station for Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 = 0.2414.

Figure 4.89 Velocity versus air temperature at departure station for Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 = 0.2225.
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Figure 4.90 Air temperature and enthalpy change versus radiation at departure station for Tablada - San Pablo
analysis. R2 (DT ) = 0.0191, R2 (Dh) = 0.0261.

Figure 4.91 Air temperature and enthalpy change versus city surface temperature at departure station for
Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 (DT ) = 0.0308, R2 (Dh) = 0.3952.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.92 Air temperature and enthalpy change versus radiation change for Tablada - San Pablo analysis.
R2 (DT ) = 0.0274, R2 (Dh) = 0.0662.

Figure 4.93 Air temperature and enthalpy change versus city surface temperature change for Tablada - San
Pablo analysis. R2 (DT ) = 0.0222, R2 (Dh) = 0.2604.
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Figure 4.94 Air temperature change versus pressure for Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 = 0.0005.

Figure 4.95 Temperature, relative humidity and enthalpy change versus air temperature at departure station
for Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 (∆T ) = 0.1503, R2 (∆HR) = 0.0958, R2 (∆h) = 0.6015.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.96 Relative humidity change versus relative humidity at departure station for Tablada - San Pablo
analysis. R2 = 0.031.

Figure 4.97 Temperature and enthalpy change versus Richardson number at departure station for Tablada San Pablo analysis. R2 (∆T f ) = 0.2849, R2 (∆h0 ) = 0.4443.
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Figure 4.98 Temperature and enthalpy change versus flight time for Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 (∆T f ) =
0.0013, R2 (∆h0 ) = 0.0227.

Figure 4.99 Temperature at departure and arrival stations versus flight time for Tablada - San Pablo analysis.
R2 (∆Td ) = 0.0565, R2 (∆Ta ) = 0.0628.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.100 Flight time versus Richardson number for Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 = 0.0306.

Figure 4.101 Infinite velocity at arrival and departure stations versus solar radiation for Tablada - San Pablo
analysis. R2 (VA∞ ) = 0.0118, R2 (VD∞ ) = 0.0057.
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Figure 4.102 Boundary layer thickness at departure and arrival stations versus initial measured velocity for
Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 (δvini ) = 0.6039, R2 (δv f in ) = 0.6425.

Figure 4.103 Advective heat change versus enthalpy change for Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 = 0.4247.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.104 Advective heat change versus initial air temperature for Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 =
0.3048.

Figure 4.105 Advective heat change versus initial city surface temperature for Tablada - San Pablo analysis.
R2 = 0.1280.
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Figure 4.106 Advective heat change versus mass flow for Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 = 0.00324.

4.3 Results
Dependence with time
The following graphs show the temporary evolution of the main indicators of the problem. There are not
clear correlations for temperature change, and only a weak dependence with time is measured. A great scatter
is detected again for relative humidity records. Furthermore, the influence of the environment is clearly
represented in Figures 4.107 and 4.108, where relative humidity change is conditioned by the proximity
of Tablada station to Guadalquivir river and influences enthalpy change calculations, thus introducing an
important local effect. A physical interpretation suggest that the river is transferring heat to the city when the
air flows in this direction. Advective heat fluxes show an unrealistic behavior.

Figure 4.107 Temperature, relative humidity and enthalpy change versus event hour for Tablada - San Pablo
analysis. R2 (∆T f ) = 0.1620, R2 (∆HR) = 0.0530, R2 (∆h) = 0.2407.

Figure 4.108 Temperature, relative humidity and enthalpy change versus event month for Tablada - San Pablo
analysis. R2 (∆T f ) = 0.1158, R2 (∆HR) = 0.1327, R2 (∆h) = 0.3699.
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Figure 4.109 Temperature, relative humidity and enthalpy change versus event year for Tablada - San Pablo
analysis. R2 (∆T f ) = 0.0004, R2 (∆HR) = 0.0522, R2 (∆h) = 0.0010.

Figure 4.110 Advective heat versus event hour for Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 = 0.1696.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.111 Advective heat versus event month for Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 = 0.1789.

Figure 4.112 Advective heat versus event year for Tablada - San Pablo analysis. R2 = 0.01725.
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4.3.7

Statistical distributions for the advective analysis

The comparison of both statistical distributions shows some clear differences between both stations. These
differences are motivated by a change in terrain characteristics (roughness, humidity, near obstacles...) and
city surface characteristics, which seem to generate a systematic course deviation. Advective heat flux
distribution is also represented, although it should be studied carefully due to the problems that have been
found during its determination.

Figure 4.113 Velocity change distribution for both advective analysis.

Figure 4.114 Temperature change distribution for both advective analysis.

4.3 Results

Figure 4.115 Relative humidity change distribution for both advective analysis.

Figure 4.116 Enthalpy change distribution for both advective analysis.
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Figure 4.117 Advective heat flow distribution for both advective analysis.

Figure 4.118 Course deviation distribution for both advective analysis.

5 Conclusions and future steps

If you look for truth, you may find comfort in the end; if you look
for comfort you will not get either comfort or truth only soft soap
and wishful thinking to begin, and in the end, despair
C.S: Lewis, 1898-1963

uring this project it has been developed and tested a theoretical framework for the measurement of
several thermodynamic indicators of a geographical surface. Due to the close connection with Urban
Heat Island effect, the study has been focused on the bulk energy balance. Although partially unsuccessful,
the Seville experiment has provided some valuable information which should be taken into account for future
developments.

D

The correlations between air enthalpy increase and solar radiation (including solar radiation evolution)
seem to demonstrate, even in a asymmetric environment as the one that has been tested, that the filtering
process is accurate enough to measure the Urban Heat Island effect. The influence of an unequal surrounding
terrain, station placement and sea-land convection have been the main disruptive factors of the experiment.
In addition, the lack of higher instruments has made impossible to quantify the advective heat flux, whose
estimation is clearly unrealistic.
In spite of these factors, similar mean results have been obtained for temperature change in both directions,
reaching a mean air flow temperature increase of about 0.1976 K at 10 meters height. Enthalpy change shows
a high dependence with relative humidity change, which is clearly influenced by the station environment.
In the light of the results achieved, some recommendations for future research should be given:
1. Employed stations must be surrounded by the same environment
2. Measuring points should be placed as high as possible, preferably at 20 to 200 meters above the buildings
mean height. It is expected that this correction will allow a correct heat flux quantification
3. In order to avoid sea-land effects, it is recommended to study a hinterland city
4. Stations should be placed as near as possible
After considering several possibilities, the city of Madrid has been selected as the best candidate to continue
the research project. It is the most populated city of Spain, placed just in the middle of the country and
crossed by the Manzanares river, whose influence is minor in comparison with the city surface. In addition,
several automatic stations are available, as it is shown in Figure 5.1, and their maximum separation is about
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12 Km. Terrain roughness and stations height should be evaluated in order to determine if the advective heat
flux can be calculated.

Figure 5.1 Automatic meteorological stations distribution for the city of Madrid, Spain. A fourth station is
placed outside the city.

Having exhausted the possibilities of the single height approach, the next logical step is the employment of
boundary layer meteorological logarithmic towers as the one represented in Figure 5.2. With a network of
towers around a city, it should be possible to measure the advective heat flux exactly as it has been done in
this project, but with a higher degree of accuracy as roughness parameters estimation would be straight.
It should not being forgotten the possibility of applying this theoretical framework to the study of vegetated
surfaces or crop fields, as the energetic balance would have some important applications on the agro-alimentary
sector. Hence, a cheap and powerful monitoring tool would be provided.
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Figure 5.2 Hamburg boundary layer measurement Tower (University of Hamburg). Extracted from [68].

Appendix A

Data application for the cities of Seville and
Madrid, Spain
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Estudio cuantitativo de los intercambios de
calor y humedad en superficies geográficas
basado en datos meteorológicos
Álvaro Romero Calvo
Resumen
Memoria de proyecto para la solicitud de datos meteorológicos a
la Agencia Estatal de Meteorologı́a en el marco de una beca de colaboración con el departamento de Ingenierı́a Aeroespacial y Mecánica
de Fluidos, Universidad de Sevilla.

1.

Interés del proyecto

Este proyecto se encuadra dentro del estudio meteorológico de superficies
geográficas de extensión moderada. Concretamente, se plantea analizar en
profundidad los intercambios de masa (humedad) y energı́a derivados del
paso de aire atmosférico sobre grandes ciudades, empleando para ello datos
extraı́dos de la red de estaciones meteorológicas de la AEMET. La disposición
de las mismas (en forma de polı́gono, anillo, malla, retı́cula, etc.) determina la
formulación del balance convectivo de las variables analizadas y la precisión
global alcanzada en la evaluación de los intercambios analizados.
Si bien es cierto que los datos meteorológicos de las estaciones de la AEMET han sido ampliamente utilizados en infinidad de aplicaciones, nunca
antes se habı́a acometido la formulación y el análisis del comportamiento de
una superficie geográfica utilizando inteligentemente los balances convectivos
y mediciones puntuales de la evolución de la masa de aire sobre dicha superficie. Este planteamiento abre un gran abanico de posibilidades prácticas a
través de la cuantificación de los intercambios másicos (agua) y energéticos,
desde la racionalización del uso de recursos y mejora de polı́ticas urbanı́sticas
hasta la determinación del estado de salud de superficies forestales o cultivos.
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Figura 1: Distribución de posición de partı́culas seguidas de forma balı́stica
desde una cierta estación meteorológica sobre el mapa de trabajo, en este caso
la zona de Sevilla. La trayectoria cinemática teórica de las partı́culas puede
utilizarse en combinación con las propiedades radiantes de las superficies
sobre las que la partı́cula ha pasado, para realizar balances inteligentes y
correlaciones al tomar medidas al otro extremo de las trayectorias, donde
puede localizarse otra estación meteorológica
Un caso especialmente llamativo es el llamado Efecto Isla de Calor, que
aparece en las grandes ciudades. En zonas climáticas con exceso de exposición
solar, dicho efecto se produce fundamentalmente debido al uso irracional de
materiales con gran absortividad radiante. Si bien se trata de un fenómeno
conocido y explicado cualitativamente, nunca se habı́a planteado, debido a
las inherentes dificultades de medición, cuantificar este proceso. Éste es uno
de nuestros objetivos, que favorecerı́a la medición del balance energético de
las ciudades y darı́a una información vital para una adecuada planificación
urbanı́stica (materiales de cobertura y pavimentación horizontal masiva, planificación de zonas verdes, lı́mtes de colmatación urbana, etc.).
Otra posibilidad de aplicación es sin duda la determinación del estado
de salud de superficies forestales y cultivos. Aunque tradicionalmente este
proceso se ha realizado mediante mediciones del sustrato y subterráneas,
nuestra metodologı́a permite establecer correlaciones entre los balances de
humedad y energı́a y el estado de la superficie, aportando con ello un método
universal, barato y efectivo de monitorización.
En el análisis propuesto, la variable temporal y la determinación de sus
diferentes escalas son fundamentales. En primer lugar, todos los posibles casos bajo estudio pueden y deben ser sometidos a un análisis estacional con
el objetivo de evaluar efectos acumulativos a largo plazo. Extensos estudios
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Figura 2: Distribuciones de variaciones de temperatura y entalpı́a medidas
entre dos estaciones meteorlógicas al extremo de un conjunto determinado
de trayectorias, a lo largo de varios años.
previos han mostrado una clara tendencia en ciertas magnitudes, indicativa
del cambio climático global inducido por la actividad humana. El método
propuesto convectivo además permitirı́a analizar cada una de las componentes que intervienen en dichas tendencias y sus efectos locales, con el fin de
diseñar medidas vitales de mitigación.

Figura 3: Incremento de entalpı́a según el método propuesto, como función
del mes y la hora. Análisis particular para unas condiciones determinadas
empleadas en el estudio preliminar.

Las breves reseñas anteriores revelan las posibilidades ofrecidas por este novedoso enfoque tanto en el campo de las aplicaciones industriales, el
3

urbanismo, la mitigación de los efectos del cambio climático, como en la
planificación y racionalización energética.

2.

Desarrollo del proyecto

El proyecto consistirá en (i) la identificación de fuentes de datos consistentes y fiables (AEMET), con localizaciones geográficas favorables, (ii) el
filtrado y procesamiento de los datos de distintas estaciones meteorológicas
de la AEMET mediante la creación de un entorno gráfico de trabajo en
Matlab, que será la herramienta de análisis fundamental, aunque no necesariamente única. Los principales cuantificadores serán, entre otros, los resultados globales, temporales y evolutivos de los balances de humedad y entalpı́a
sobre la masa de aire que circula sobre la zona objeto de análisis, englobando las variables y medidas y resultados cinemáticos (velocidad y dirección
de viento, puntuales y medias de distinta extensión temporal), ası́ como las
hipótesis y balances dinámicos necesarios para el cierre de las ecuaciones. En
un principio, la muestra se restringirá al perı́odo 2009-2015 en las estaciones de Tablada y San Pablo, Sevilla, aunque con posterioridad se plantea
analizar los casos de Madrid (interesante por el número y la posición de sus
estaciones), Barcelona, y alguna zona forestal. Con el objetivo de validar las
hipótesis utilizadas u obtener datos adicionales no se descarta la realización
de medidas experimentales mediante el uso de redes de sensores Arduino o
UAVs.

3.

Régimen de trabajo y dedicación.

Se plantea invertir unas 500 horas totales en el desarrollo de este proyecto,
con un año de extensión, correspondientes a unas 15 horas de dedicación
semanales.

En Sevilla, a 20 de Octubre de 2015.
Tutor del proyecto:
Alfonso Miguel Gañán Calvo.

Alumno:
Álvaro Romero Calvo.
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FERNANDO

Física de la Materia Condensada

ANEXO V: LISTADO PROVISIONAL BECAS CONCEDIDAS
BECAS DE COLABORACIÓN DEL M.E.C.D.
CURSO 2015-2016

APELLIDOS NOMBRE
MARIN DOMINGUEZ, ANA

NOMBRE DEPARTAMENTO
Proyectos Arquitectónicos

MARÍN GAYTE, IRENE

Ecuaciones Diferenciales y Análisis Numérico

MARQUEZ GARFIA, ENCARNA

Historia, Teoría y Composición Arquitectónicas

MARTÍN TURNES, ELENA

Microbiología

MARTÍNEZ DE PAZ, JOSÉ MARÍA

Fisiología Médica y Biofísica

MEJÍAS TRUEBA, MARTA

Farmacología

MOLERO DEL RÍO, MARÍA CRISTINA

Estadística e Investigación Operativa

MONTES TOSCANO, FRANCISCO DE
BORJA

Derecho Internacional Público y Relaciones Internac.

MONTOYA GARCÍA, TATIANA

Farmacología

MORENO GONZALEZ, PAULA

Construcciones Arquitectónicas I

MORENO MARTÍNEZ, SOLEDAD

Proyectos Arquitectónicos

MORENO VILCHES, ISABEL

Enfermería

MUÑOZ ROMERO, MARÍA
MUÑOZ SÁNCHEZ, KIRSA

Expresión Gráfica y Arquitectónica
Química Física

MUÑOZ VILLALON, LUIS
NAVARRO GRANADOS, MARÍA

Antropología Social
Teoría e Historia de la Educación y Pedagogía Social

NEILA JIMÉNEZ, OLIVIA MARÍA

Ingeniería de Sistemas y Automática

NIETO FELIPE, ENRIQUE

Proyectos Arquitectónicos

ORTEGA JIMENEZ, ANTONIO
PALOMO CANTADOR, PEDRO

Bioquímica Vegetal y Biología Molecular
Mecánica de Medios Continuos y Teoría de Estructuras

PAREJA SÁNCHEZ, YERMA
PEDRAZA LUQUE, LUIS

Genética
Geografía Física y Análisis Geográfico Regional

PEREZ GIL, VICTOR MANUEL

Filología Griega y Latina

PÉREZ GORDILLO, MARÍA EUGENIA
PÉREZ JIMÉNEZ, MARINA

Filología Griega y Latina
Química Inorgánica

PÉREZ MARTÍNEZ, RITA

Ingeniería y Ciencia de los Materiales y del Transporte

PÉREZ RUIZ, NICOLÁS

Organización Industrial y Gestión de Empresas II

PLANTEROSE JIMÉNEZ, BENJAMÍN

Bioquímica Vegetal y Biología Molecular

POSTIGO CORRALES, FÁTIMA

Biología Vegetal y Ecología

PRIOR BLANCO, DIEGO
PUIG CABRERA, MIGUEL

Química Analítica
Geografía Humana

RAMÍREZ RAMÍREZ, MARINA
RAMÍREZ TORRES, GUILLERMO

Enfermería
Escultura e Historia de las Artes Plásticas

RAMOS TEJADO, ROSALÍA

Ingeniería Energética

REQUENA GARCÍA DE LA CRUZ,
MªVICTORIA

Construcciones Arquitectónicas I

ANEXO V: LISTADO PROVISIONAL BECAS CONCEDIDAS
BECAS DE COLABORACIÓN DEL M.E.C.D.
CURSO 2015-2016

APELLIDOS NOMBRE
REVILLA GONZÁLEZ, GONZALO
RIQUELME DOMÍNGUEZ, JOSE
MIGUEL

NOMBRE DEPARTAMENTO
Fisiología Médica y Biofísica
Ingeniería Eléctrica

RODRIGUEZ DE ARRIBA, MARIA LUISA

Psicología Evolutiva y de la Educación

RODRIGUEZ PEREZ, ADELINA
ROMERO CALVO, ÁLVARO

Psicología Evolutiva y de la Educación
Ingeniería Aeroespacial y Mecánica de Fluidos

ROMERO FLORES, Mª DEL ROCÍO
ROMERO MUÑIZ, IGNACIO

Genética
Química Orgánica

ROMERO RODRIGUEZ, ANGELA

Filología Inglesa (Lengua Inglesa)

ROMERO SÁNCHEZ, EMILIO

Construcciones Arquitectónicas I

ROMERO TUTOR, ANDREA
SABIDO BOZO, SUSANA

Psicología Evolutiva y de la Educación
Biología Celular

SÁEZ GUERRA, ANDRÉS
SÁNCHEZ RUIZ, YOLANDA

Biología Vegetal y Ecología
Literatura Española

SENDÍN MARTÍN, Mª DE LAS
MERCEDES

Cirugía

SENDRA FERNÁNDEZ, LUIS

Contabilidad y Economía Financiera

SERRANO FAJARDO, CARLOS

Nutrición y Bromatología, Toxicología y Medicina Legal

SOTELO PARRILLA, PAULA

Bioquímica Vegetal y Biología Molecular

SZEGO NAGLE, ANTHONY EDWARD

Química Inorgánica

TALIB CHENTOUF, YOUSSEF

Psicología Experimental

TORRES ROMERO, CELIA
TOSCANO ALONSO, MARIA

Pintura
Comunicación Audiovisual y Publicidad y Literatura

VARGAS DONOSO, RAQUEL

Filologías Integradas

VERA BARRERA, ALVARO
VILLEN RAYA, JOSE ANTONIO

Escultura e Historia de las Artes Plásticas
Psicología Experimental

WANG ZHU, SHUMING

Ingeniería Gráfica
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-$
.11m oc MDNJm

Instituto de Estadística y Cartograña de Alldalucía
CONSEJERÍA DE ECONOMÍA Y CONOCIMIENTO

Andalucía pueblo a pueblo- Fichas Municipales
Provincia de Sevilla

Sevilla
VIl' núcl- da poblacl6n

..

Ten1torlo
Exlllnslón superfldal. 2016
Perfma1ro.2015

141,3
74.D87P

Altilud .:~bra .. nivel diiiiiT!IIIr. 2015
Cclordenadas nlklao prtndpal. 2015

6
37.387757,.a.a5456

Nllmaro da n~d- qua CCIIIlpOI'I&n al municipio. 2015

1

222257.24Nt, 4154813.37804

Población

...,._

Población total. 2015

693.878

Namaro da ulranJeiDS. 2015

Población. Horrilraa. 2016

3211.6111

Prlnclpal procedencia da los axlranjaros raBidaniBB. 2015

Población. Mujar&B. 201 S

384.287

Pon:anmja que fBili'BB8nla I'8IIPIIdD tutal da axlranjaroa. 201 S

Población en nocl-.. 2015

693..008

Emi(¡raciones. 2014

18..8411

..,mig~oriM. 2014

17.312

Población en diseminadoa. 2015

-

32AI5

12,31

Porcenlaja da población menor de 20 allce. 2015

1 1,81

Naclmlantoe. 2014

1.715

Porcenlaja de población mayor da 86 al\oa. 2015

11,42

Dafundona 2014

Ul3

-1,48

Matrlmonlos de distinto IUO. 2014

ueo

lncn~mantD relativo da la poblacKin en d laz aftoa. 2015

Sociedad
Centroa da i'lfanUI. 2013

MO

Centrae de ealud. 2013

centro. de Pri,.ne. 2013

111

COniRIItorioa. 2013

Cenl!w; de EnMftenze 8acund11~e Obllgalorlll. 2013

108

\llvlllndiiiS fllmlllllrB8 prtnclpalee. 2011

H8.4H

Centroa de Bachillerato. 2013

70

\llvlendBB d88Unada8 a alquiler. 2012

108

Centroa C.F. da Grado Medio. 2013

63

\llvlandas d111111nadas pa111.la van1a. 2012

Centroa C.F. da Grado Superior. 2013

82

'Viviandu rahabilillldu. 2012

Centro. de educeci6n da ad~. 2013

12

Trai'III8CcionM inmobilieriaa. 2014

BlbiiDtllca& pOblleas. 2013

11

NOmaro da panlalas da cine. 2015

33
2

27

450
5.288
58

Economra
Ag rtcu lb.l ra
CUltivos ha!b611eoa. Afta 2013

Suparftcla
Principal culilw de regadfo
Principal culti>lo de ragadfo: Hu
Principal cul11vo da •cano
Pl1nclpal cul11vo da aacano: Has

CuiiiVDB lall-. Afta 2013

2.368
Algod6n

532
TrlgD
47

Establecimientos con actividad económica. Año 2014

Suparllcla
Prlmlpal d w de regadlcJ
Principal CUtiw de ragadlo: Hae
Prlnclpal d w da IMICIIIlO
P~nclpal Cllllw da secano: Ha&

SZ.147

~ G: 14644 ntablucimiunloa

Haalll 5 aseleriado.

17.620

Saceión M: 10104 eetableeimientoa

Ell1nt 6 y 19 asalartadoa

4.283

Saccl6n 1: 4376 861ablaclmlantls

Da 20 y mlls aaalal1adoa

1.771

Saccl6n L: 3586 lllllabladmlantoe

&5.748

Saccl6n F: 3513 sstabladmlantoe

•m41

Otros lndlcadoraa

Transportes
Vahlculoll1urlamoa.. 2014

m
Ollvllr aceituna

Principales actividades económicas. Año 2014

Sin a181ariad011

Tolalsstablaclmlantoe

811

N.,.i1u

3111.387

lnveralonaa realizadas an n-lndualrlaa. 2012

30.817.278

Autllrlzaclonaa de lransporlll: lalda. 2015

1.181

Oldnas bancar1as. 2013

Autllrizac:ionaa de lranaporla; IT'IGn:ancfiiiL 2015

un

Conaumo de GI"'GG¡J la elécbica (Endeea). 2013

2..584.587

Con1umo da anergla el6cbice raeidan~ (End-). 2013

1.135.421

Autllri;QICiionaa da 1ran1porla: viejaro.. 2015
Vllhlculoll rnatrtculadoa. 2014
Vahlculoll1u~amoa matrtmladoa. 2014

2.131
12.531
11.107

UM881alaf6nlcas dala compaftla.lélafónkla. 2013
Lfnaall ADSL en 118Melo da la campan la. Talafónlca. 2013

488

207.1154
74.7M

Turismo
121
109

Hoteles. 2014
Hoslales y pensiones. 2014

17.533

Plazas en hotales. 2014

2.8011

Plazas en hoslales y pensiones. 2014

Mercado de trabajo. 2014
Paro registrado. Mujeres

48.258

Contrabs registrados. Indefinidos

20.138

Paro registrado. Hombres

40.858

Contrabs registrados.Temporales

298.002

Contrabs registrados. Eldnlnjeros

17A84

3.727

Paro registrado. Eldnlnjeros
Contra1Ds regislrados. Mujeres

148.844i

Trabajadoi8S eventuales agraños subsidiados. Mujeres

Contra1Ds regislrados. Hombres

171.012

Trabajadoi8S eventuales agraños subsidiados. Hombi8S

235
78

Hacienda
IRPF.Ai'io 2012

Presupuesto de las Corporaciones locales. Ailo 2013
PresupueaiD liquidado de ingresoa

7111.7110.805,70

Número da declaraciones

Presupuesto liquidado de gastos

739.854.885,24

Renlas del trabajo

lngi8SOs por habilanla

1.130,88

Renlas nelas en estimación di recia

Gastos por habitBnlB

1.058,40

Renlas nelas en estimación objetiva
Otro tipo da renlas

Catastro inmobiliario

Renla nala media declarada

IBI da naturaleza urbana. Número da recibos. 2013
IBI da naturaleza rústica. NOmaro litularaa calalllralaa. 2014
Número da paroalaa calaalralas: solares. 2013
Número da paroalaa calastrales: parcelas edificadas. 2013

2117A111
5.34SA14.509,71
248.703.893,11
91.018.853,44
282.172..901,40
19..989,88

41111.213

718
2.344
51.384

Impuesto de Actividades Económicas. Ailo 2013
Situaciones da alta en actividades amprasañales

85.8110

Situaciones da alta en actividades profasionalea

15.314

Situaciones de alta en actividades artfsticas

Más información
Banco de dalo8 SIMA

Notas:
(se) Información sujeta a seaeto estadlstico
(-)
Dato no disponible
Fecha de última actualización: 4 de marzo de 2016

Municipio anterior 1Municipio slg~anlB
Municipios de: Al maria 1Cá:liz 1C6rdoba 1Granada 1Huelva 1Jaén 1Mélaga 1Sevilla
SIMA: Página da producto ! Inicio ! Información 1Usta davañablas l Descargar 1Ddos los municipios daAndalucfa

354
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San Pablo ‐ Tablada
YEAR

MONTH
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015

DAY
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
7
10
12
12
12
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
10
10
10
10
11
12
12
12
12
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
10
2
7
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
3
3
10
10
10
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

HOUR
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
5
5
5
5
5
8
8
8
10
10
10
26
21
21
4
26
4
4
26
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
22
22
23
23
23
1
1
8
8
24
19
25
27
28
13
22
25
25
25
25
26
27
27
27
27
28
28
4
6
14
24
24
24
25
29
29
29
1
1
1
3
9
11
11
23
23
23
25
8
17
19
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

MIN
11
11
12
12
12
13
14
15
16
10
10
12
13
13
0
1
10
3
3
3
10
11
12
11
9
9
9
11
11
12
13
17
18
18
21
22
0
1
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
5
6
6
7
7
9
10
10
14
14
14
15
17
17
17
17
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
2
3
3
3
5
4
5
10
10
12
13
11
2
2
12
13
11
12
12
13
23
0
5
5
10
9
6
12
11
11
10
11
12
11
2
3
6
10
11
11
11
12
11
12
10
10
11
12
12
12
3
5
5
5
6
6
9
9
9
10
10
10
12
12
12
13
13

V_ini (m/s)
30
50
0
10
30
30
0
50
0
10
30
50
0
10
50
30
0
0
10
50
50
20
40
20
20
10
30
40
50
0
10
50
0
50
50
40
50
10
20
40
40
0
20
30
40
50
0
20
30
50
40
50
0
30
10
30
40
10
40
50
0
0
10
20
30
30
40
50
0
10
20
30
40
50
40
30
20
40
30
50
30
30
40
10
0
10
0
30
20
50
40
0
20
40
40
0
10
20
30
20
20
30
40
10
50
10
20
10
20
10
40
50
10
30
10
10
30
30
30
40
10
20
10
0
20
30
40
50
0
10
30
40
50
0
10
30
10
20
40
10
30

8,8
8,8
8,1
8,5
8,2
7,9
7,7
8,5
7,8
8,6
9,3
9,3
9,3
9,7
8
7,1
8,2
8,1
7,4
7,7
5
7,5
8
5,7
7,5
7,3
7,8
7,5
9,8
10,3
10,1
6,2
6,1
6,4
9,4
8,9
10
9,7
9,2
8,9
9,6
8,9
8,7
9,6
9,2
9,6
10
10
9,6
10,2
10,4
10,7
10,7
10,5
9,9
10,7
10,6
9
8,5
7,9
8,3
7,4
7,7
7,5
7,8
7,3
7,2
7,3
7,4
7,1
7
7,1
7,1
7,4
6,1
5,9
6,2
6,2
7
6,6
7,1
8,8
8,5
6,7
7,7
7,5
5,3
5,1
8
5,9
7,6
7,3
6,9
7,3
4,8
5
6,8
7
9,2
8,7
7,6
8,1
9
6,8
9,2
9
8,6
8,1
6,3
6,6
5,7
9
8,8
8,8
6,6
5,8
6,9
7,2
6,9
6,9
6,7
4,3
6,1
11
5,5
8,8
8,2
9
9
8,6
11,9
11,8
11,8
12,5
11,4
12,4
10,7
9,6
9,7
9,2
9,3

V_end (m/s)
4,1
4,6
4,6
4,4
4,1
4
3,7
5,4
4,8
4,4
3,8
5,5
5,7
5,4
3,7
3,3
3,9
3,4
3,3
3,6
2,8
3
2,9
2,7
2,9
2,1
2,2
3,2
4,4
3,8
4,7
4
3,8
3,6
4,4
4,2
4,3
4,1
3,7
4,4
4
4,6
4,4
4,7
5
4,1
4,1
4,6
4,1
4,3
4,6
4,6
4,3
4,6
3,5
4,9
5,1
3,8
4,3
3,7
3,7
4,1
4,2
3,6
3,9
3
3,3
3,2
3
3,2
3,1
3
3,2
2,9
3
3,5
2,8
2,8
3,2
1,9
2
3,6
3,6
2,4
2,8
1,8
1,9
2,1
4,9
3,2
3,6
4
4
3
1,7
2
4,5
4,7
6
5,6
3,3
3,8
3,4
3,1
3,9
4,5
4,7
2,9
3,2
2,7
2,3
4,7
3,8
4
1,9
2,1
3,9
4,8
2,3
2,1
2,5
2,7
2,8
5,9
2,2
5,4
4,9
5,6
5,7
5,7
6,9
6,9
7,7
6,8
7,5
7,1
5,6
4,9
5,8
5,6
5,9

VOL_FLOW (m^3/s)
10470599,03
10509507,41
8774671,659
9756147,672
9177257,383
9332468,489
9693939,325
18804546,49
18649883,77
11242326,35
14778769,05
13105312,28
12311428,95
13626837,89
12983759,85
8273724,838
9212889,792
10820428,97
9070971,913
10635167,58
2722492,23
7115871,207
8731994,743
3473161,39
7016918,009
6192317,744
7353797,151
7184819,876
13632777,59
15391764,19
15872709,02
15786022,15
15542712,99
10866501,25
14691200,59
13104404,89
15218637,72
13728648,36
12336568,35
11460966,55
12997445,1
10960553,35
10241095,61
12687001,66
11717462,39
12905036,57
13877524,12
14032153,32
12585743,77
13956660,15
14348467,5
15284572,01
15023296,99
14339520,26
12416326,95
15142100,87
14705489,84
19286276,99
17229322,58
15928921,22
17846034,17
13064900,74
14130535,5
13205064,57
14268940,51
7997502,341
8010243,812
8217570,046
8555544,173
7888889,165
7803753,139
8131422,421
7903516,378
8166575,543
5723626,66
5545723,496
5578461,718
5573109,997
7254162,689
6479628,03
7761623,516
9861719,071
9241808,55
5728829,996
8653250,005
7126098,484
12121518,24
4480873,256
7972715,2
6297306,127
7558353,051
6934271,188
6071420,447
7763931,039
2830752,542
3189635,396
6528021,469
6908353,412
11476141,96
11952898,08
8479374,808
8556534,501
10365660,13
5819003,381
11106817,75
10609706,19
9919214,463
8438394,389
5907324,834
6541934,53
4465712,157
10222387,69
9907544,242
10100438,87
5209025,678
4014278,84
5774593,067
6612344,575
5972791,6
5972196,158
5705734,093
2011467,373
4422300,672
26911136,98
4954428,489
12633194,77
10818219,83
12852927,39
12658910,17
11432355,93
19612159,18
19508563,15
19555327,87
22203164,01
18239199,86
21829828,54
15896927,76
12526144,86
13267681,84
12440785,84
12970972,74

Course_ini (º)
70
70
60
60
50
60
60
80
80
60
60
80
80
80
60
70
70
80
80
80
60
80
70
70
50
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
70
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
50
60
60
50
50
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
50
50
50
80
80
50
50
60
80
80
50
50
50
50
60
60
50
60
50
80
70
80
80
50
50
60
60
80
80
50
50
80
50
60
50
70
50
50
50
60
60
50
50
50
60
70
80
50
50
60
80
60
50
60
70
60
70
70
60
70
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
70
60
70

Course_fin (º)
52
68
58
69
62
61
65
83
82
63
67
84
81
77
68
60
64
73
77
76
63
64
65
63
51
42
41
49
63
62
58
66
62
62
65
60
57
54
55
55
64
58
58
55
57
51
54
51
49
50
56
60
57
56
55
58
57
57
56
61
61
61
65
63
56
53
53
46
46
47
54
50
47
44
73
68
60
61
66
71
83
55
67
48
73
41
51
49
74
58
69
56
67
51
47
48
73
73
82
83
56
57
66
47
51
60
58
59
55
50
42
56
58
57
42
51
79
78
52
55
49
56
65
53
52
70
66
67
63
63
63
63
65
61
60
69
64
63
64
70
66

RH_ini (%)
49
46
47
46
45
42
46
43
41
35
34
26
23
25
42
45
48
59
58
55
45
15
15
22
22
65
65
40
50
50
46
38
37
41
36
34
35
35
37
36
35
36
36
35
34
33
33
33
34
34
34
34
34
36
38
38
38
41
41
42
42
43
43
43
43
47
48
50
49
51
50
46
43
46
70
69
61
61
59
59
59
26
26
59
39
50
76
60
17
19
32
30
29
26
58
59
64
65
28
35
59
40
17
46
41
38
34
36
63
62
65
32
30
28
40
44
33
28
24
24
22
49
49
43
68
30
30
30
30
31
33
32
32
31
31
31
29
30
34
35
36

RH_fin (%)
43,6
43,9
44,6
41,9
42,5
43,4
43,2
42,2
45,7
36,7
37,2
26
26,9
27,4
43,2
46,4
49,4
60,2
59,6
60,6
40,2
21,5
20,4
28,3
24,6
62,3
62,5
38,5
52,4
52,3
48
37,4
38,1
39,7
36,5
35,8
34,1
34,1
34,3
34,1
34,4
34,4
33,8
33,7
33,5
33,6
33,7
33,6
33,7
34,9
34,8
34,9
35,6
36,4
39,2
40,9
41,7
43
45,1
45,3
45,3
44,3
45,1
44,9
45,6
58,2
58,6
60
57,7
53,5
51,5
49,5
48,4
48,2
70,3
70
61,1
59,6
58,3
65,2
65
32,9
32,5
59,7
41,7
53,3
83
63,1
19,3
22,6
34,3
33,7
32,8
29,3
60
60
59,7
60,4
33,7
36,6
55,7
36,2
22,2
47,3
41,8
40,2
36,7
38,6
59,4
59
66
34,4
33,3
31,5
42,6
46,8
32,2
28,1
30
30
28
42
46
45
68
31
31
31
31
31
35
35
34
35
34
34
35
35
38
40
39

T_Scini (ºC)
13,26061072
13,47307478
13,54389614
13,58815948
13,65012817
13,35860136
12,97936845
11,3508629
11,22819903
20,18675916
19,65396685
23,47231172
24,75355037
24,63207714
17,31443096
17,09171499
24,08461955
15,31009472
15,26980946
15,11880587
31,67320788
35,14339928
35,41980117
42,19940684
20,3973381
10,51459696
10,39525637
12,76783345
15,73054587
15,87731738
15,68117368
11,07854304
10,97607132
10,49361847
9,109551297
8,806265803
8,147095655
8,060173909
8,018011221
7,936196329
7,709665123
7,640049053
7,573187143
7,540754776
7,50897043
7,477821157
7,447294267
7,388058143
7,359324778
7,14919062
7,03408025
7,0124196
6,991191745
6,966173302
8,446030393
9,98249404
10,31404672
9,132969635
9,389416662
9,429312156
9,449415305
9,637725113
9,597710944
9,558251237
9,519338309
8,053583823
8,035520531
8,017707535
8,000141367
7,982818608
7,965735884
7,948889868
7,932277283
7,915894891
14,63807889
14,43288028
12,95624922
12,88162064
12,53072064
24,01881282
23,91620197
28,97806845
29,09998175
21,81075727
15,46948944
17,99421446
9,157910065
9,774456354
14,61533354
21,70712051
25,99898832
26,2932105
26,40020038
25,61828017
15,96261754
15,82233959
14,36921803
14,33914651
24,5366991
19,75145451
13,42256029
18,08498982
40,04478139
24,03452931
16,13319703
16,65588793
17,39971729
17,07053196
9,617240042
9,439404185
8,863740648
15,86756422
16,40909242
16,81022442
19,18829016
19,91024984
24,30931166
25,12704176
28,57801988
28,84673633
29,51852745
18,78277467
15,59767535
13,94320348
10,53173119
12,04130806
12,01188595
11,98319048
11,95520371
11,92790813
16,9369697
16,83787288
17,17920635
17,28931392
17,80681949
17,94995933
20,59254099
20,71365932
20,75770235
20,36953858
20,33663522

T_Scfin (ºC)
13,58815948
13,65012817
13,62886045
13,62601502
13,52729349
12,83494767
12,38017944
10,90635295
10,77896118
19,81887875
20,07258938
24,07015652
23,97841298
23,71688146
17,09171499
16,84455032
24,99778385
15,11880587
15,08346014
14,95097164
32,77369847
35,55538304
34,35253777
42,92633886
20,46864287
10,25886711
10,24181846
13,03682588
15,94581075
15,91958814
15,2836096
10,58625393
10,49361847
10,0574763
8,923920376
8,5847365
8,018011221
7,936196329
7,857618206
7,819502717
7,606280741
7,540754776
7,477821157
7,447294267
7,417377324
7,388058143
7,359324778
7,303568912
7,276523699
7,078735407
6,970388036
6,95
6,966173302
7,168339571
8,211517521
10,25744017
10,6132528
9,389416662
9,451301113
9,477977224
9,477977224
9,480964584
9,44312259
9,405804958
9,369004423
7,982818608
7,965735884
7,948889868
7,932277283
7,915894891
7,899739505
7,883807978
7,868097208
7,852604137
14,3948444
14,2183622
12,77633397
12,71033307
12,4
23,86818302
23,86649351
29,51448697
30,16062745
21,41853691
14,84191211
18,78832099
8,890644348
9,600483671
14,47916487
21,95273327
26,42694785
26,37886912
26,2006728
24,39872138
15,56279076
15,44281488
14,25349344
14,22639828
25,45792524
19,95198653
13,46183628
18,27945006
40,44575056
24,56047364
16,8368194
17,15847534
16,98541007
17,73311676
9,47352148
9,309749981
8,918899639
16,62971502
16,93056402
17,09101682
19,96364747
19,13446651
25,01293989
24,7625844
29,51852745
29,80403868
30,07275513
18,23723706
15,76584538
13,67607647
10,3094412
11,92790813
11,90128669
11,87532273
11,85
11,85
17,28931392
17,28931392
17,80681949
18,14815296
17,55357208
18,00501312
20,75770235
20,73816588
20,36953858
20,16642247
19,76937451

T_Ssini (ºC)
12,9477479
13,14694569
13,21334495
13,25484449
13,31294385
13,04077079
12,68642138
11,16517071
11,05064948
19,83844625
19,33299814
22,95537631
24,17085869
24,05564109
17,25107928
17,04223702
23,55758883
15,29453588
15,25553978
15,10915559
30,81896762
34,37048151
34,63367973
41,50555419
20,10098488
10,27591967
10,16214821
12,4923004
15,48985316
15,63011947
15,44116448
10,98707895
10,88753156
10,41853863
9,069793095
8,773458604
8,128141394
8,042899246
8,001537444
7,921249975
7,698752948
7,630315031
7,564555451
7,53264712
7,50136939
7,4707098
7,440656132
7,382318904
7,354012099
7,146795264
7,033117304
7,011711742
6,990729217
6,965441935
8,37837897
9,845362777
10,16192244
9,04238124
9,290896408
9,330317974
9,350891302
9,54780877
9,510189139
9,473075345
9,436460588
8,043315572
8,025925515
8,008769286
7,991843742
7,97514578
7,958672341
7,942420406
7,926386995
7,910569172
14,60212873
14,40832222
12,93708641
12,86539271
12,52683579
24,01453412
23,91402334
28,57104052
28,68657407
21,59446826
15,26653864
17,85001281
9,151114214
9,765758074
14,14506969
21,13163258
25,43487176
25,71358073
25,81492945
25,07569077
15,91315491
15,7777757
14,36597274
14,33651106
24,06808108
19,55839026
13,42207674
17,73553085
39,34161775
23,83569806
15,91158575
16,42306674
17,15094353
16,83098808
9,59928614
9,425988372
8,862648612
15,68089799
16,21207714
16,60554318
19,00365819
19,69607454
23,75089263
24,53799515
28,21665072
28,47587307
29,12392895
18,38120286
15,13342224
13,76422827
10,51567304
12,03679373
12,00811106
11,9801216
11,95280859
11,92615569
16,65497048
16,56136716
16,8837786
16,98778229
17,47659963
17,61180443
20,10789299
20,22229705
20,26389852
19,89701122
19,86545144

T_Ssfin (ºC)
13,25484449
13,31294385
13,29304127
13,29048071
13,19832284
12,55147793
12,12659556
10,7502354
10,63119678
19,48944636
19,73013594
23,5226959
23,43575443
23,18774276
17,04223702
16,80946216
24,41047905
15,10915559
15,07483994
14,94602526
31,85539019
34,7615756
33,6244025
42,20382708
20,16854782
10,03212369
10,01587062
12,7487686
15,69557707
15,67045695
15,05885992
10,50863048
10,41853863
9,994093135
8,888455864
8,556789305
8,001537444
7,921249975
7,844104578
7,806671539
7,597107098
7,53264712
7,4707098
7,440656132
7,411196413
7,382318904
7,354012099
7,299065709
7,27240423
7,077231824
6,970161368
6,95
6,965441935
7,15846612
8,154470915
10,10787567
10,44759823
9,290896408
9,355585775
9,382564578
9,382564578
9,400338156
9,36470143
9,329543879
9,294859061
7,97514578
7,958672341
7,942420406
7,926386995
7,910569172
7,894964037
7,87956873
7,86438043
7,849396353
14,37229377
14,20465656
12,76407311
12,70044921
12,4
23,86693159
23,86397115
29,07938814
29,69171596
21,21144279
14,65195996
18,63173198
8,885787675
9,593923687
14,01419899
21,38363703
25,84026663
25,79477431
25,62634347
23,92271288
15,5269454
15,41083701
14,25251784
14,22592292
24,94754309
19,75369147
13,45850644
17,92475708
39,72421279
24,35061662
16,60011785
16,91487538
16,74641021
17,47897211
9,459258287
9,299447265
8,915444077
16,42848346
16,72358299
16,88096941
19,7663337
18,93425518
24,42816689
24,18998382
29,12392895
29,3993527
29,65857505
17,85309078
15,29411825
13,50970515
10,29929298
11,92615569
11,90014694
11,87476677
11,85
11,85
16,98778229
16,98778229
17,47659963
17,79901107
17,23739114
17,66380627
20,26389852
20,24542041
19,89701122
19,70432216
19,32833246

T_fini (ºC)
10,5
10,8
11
11
11,3
12,1
12,4
12,3
12,4
18,5
18,9
21,3
21,6
21,6
17,6
16,7
20,8
14,9
14,9
15,1
26,4
30,6
32,2
35,7
15,8
6,8
7,2
9,7
13,2
13,4
14,2
12,4
12,3
11,3
9
8,7
7,7
7,4
7,3
7,2
6,9
6,7
6,5
6,6
6,6
6,7
6,6
6,6
6,4
6,1
6
6
5,9
5,8
6,3
7,6
7,8
10,1
10,3
10,4
10,5
10,4
10,4
10,3
10,3
7,7
7,8
7,8
7,8
7,8
7,9
7,9
7,8
7,5
14,1
14,1
12,1
12
11,6
23,1
23,1
23,8
24,1
18,5
13,8
14
10,4
9,8
10,3
21,2
22,2
22,6
22,8
23,7
14
14,1
13
12,8
20,4
18,6
12,3
14,2
34,8
20,5
12,3
13
14,1
13,2
9
8,9
8
11,6
12,3
13
14,6
16
19,7
21,3
24,8
25,1
26,2
14,6
11,5
14,6
10,4
11,6
11,5
11,3
11,2
11,1
12,7
13
13,3
13,4
14,1
13,9
16,3
16,5
17,4
17,8
18,1

T_ffin (ºC)
11
11,3
11,2
11,6
11,8
12,4
12,6
11,8
11,5
18,8
19
21,9
21,9
21,9
17,4
16,5
21,3
14,4
14,4
14,4
27,6
30,6
32,5
35,8
16,4
7,6
7,8
10,1
13,6
13,8
14,3
12,2
12
10,9
8,9
8,3
7,6
7,4
7,3
7,3
6,8
6,7
6,6
6,6
6,6
6,7
6,6
6,5
6,5
6
6
6
5,9
5,9
6,6
8
8,2
9,8
10,2
10,3
10,3
10,1
10,2
10,1
10,1
7,4
7,3
7,1
7,1
7,1
7,1
7,1
7,2
7,2
13,8
13,6
12
11,9
11,4
22,3
22,4
24,3
25
19,5
14,9
15,5
9,6
9,5
11
23,1
23,7
24
24,3
25,1
14,5
14,5
14,4
14,3
21,6
20,4
12,4
15,5
35,8
21,7
12,8
13,2
14,7
14,1
9,7
9,5
7,5
12,2
12,9
13,4
16,5
17,5
21,4
22,5
26,4
27,2
27,5
16,7
13,5
14,9
9,9
11,5
11,4
11,2
11,1
11,1
13,5
13,5
13,7
13,8
14,3
14,7
17,6
17,8
17,9
18,6
18,9

P (mB)
1012
1011,8
1011,6
1011,5
1011,1
1010,4
1010,1
1009,7
1009,8
1014,9
1014,7
1013,3
1013,4
1013,3
1015,3
1014,9
1017,1
1014,9
1014,8
1014,5
1019,4
1011,7
1010,7
1011
1022
1014,5
1014,4
1017,7
1016,6
1016,5
1015,6
1014,6
1014,8
1015,5
1015,8
1016,1
1015,3
1015
1015,1
1015
1014,8
1014,7
1014,6
1014,6
1014,6
1014,4
1014,1
1013,7
1013,7
1013,1
1013,4
1013,4
1013,3
1013,5
1013,8
1013,7
1013,6
1010,7
1010,7
1010,6
1010,5
1011
1010,9
1010,8
1010,6
1009
1008,9
1008,9
1008,9
1008,9
1008,9
1008,7
1008,7
1008,6
1016,2
1016,1
1015
1014,9
1014,6
1012,6
1012,9
1018,5
1018,5
1019,5
1024
1026,5
1027,7
1027,6
1023,2
1016,7
1016,2
1016
1015,9
1015
1016,6
1016,6
1016,3
1016,4
1017,3
1016,3
1011,4
1026,7
1013,9
1020,1
1012,6
1012,3
1011,8
1017,8
1020,7
1020,9
1021,7
1014,3
1014,2
1014,1
1020
1024,3
1012,9
1012,4
1018
1017,9
1017,8
1023,5
1018
1018,1
1022,3
1024,8
1024,9
1025
1025,1
1025,2
1026,2
1026,2
1026,2
1026,1
1026,1
1025,9
1024,7
1024,6
1024,3
1023,8
1023,4

PREC. (mm)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CLOUD. (%)
17,2662544
17,2662544
17,2662544
17,2662544
17,2662544
17,2662544
17,2662544
17,2662544
17,2662544
28,93762957
28,93762957
28,93762957
28,93762957
28,93762957
14,18160937
14,18160937
19,24955063
14,51463563
14,51463563
14,51463563
15,43184291
14,91413599
14,91413599
14,80962054
20,33311279
37,91883687
37,91883687
12,2222152
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
16,26068362
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
49,20488425
17,29931389
17,29931389
23,58336425
23,58336425
23,58336425
13,08909714
13,08909714
14,36304153
14,36304153
22,55458839
22,83684251
13,32103353
14,64520203
12,98275607
10,98733378
20,99675704
17,20623275
17,20623275
17,20623275
17,20623275
8,636931942
8,636931942
8,636931942
8,636931942
9,817439947
40,00758506
13,06377018
18,96164622
11,5499169
30,01094804
12,48884536
12,48884536
12,48884536
18,19858695
30,23878887
30,23878887
30,23878887
11,84953947
11,84953947
11,84953947
15,20403223
14,66986098
12,09832882
12,09832882
13,20399677
13,20399677
13,20399677
11,48905583
13,06634809
46,5268724
29,77033983
27,99472562
27,99472562
27,99472562
27,99472562
27,99472562
18,25653821
18,25653821
18,25653821
18,25653821
18,25653821
18,25653821
18,25653821
18,25653821
18,25653821
18,25653821
18,25653821

Dx (g/Kg)
‐0,07151909
0,186234506
0,094637113
0,027015673
0,134436409
0,42041304
0,022156927
0,029047407
0,427748926
0,476763905
0,625311333
0,259339018
0,80768789
0,575386656
0,280016761
0,310008334
0,655587603
0,220968806
0,261306641
0,608201623
‐0,233470364
1,820360581
1,753921283
2,415254149
0,498217681
0,469518246
0,420358755
0,183872044
0,611071558
0,603862528
0,463424353
0,092711659
0,226327179
0,021478283
0,238576549
0,285663979
0,156622316
0,17650377
0,06806215
0,13207611
0,199430634
0,156658824
0,134658689
0,173799227
0,220673745
0,284871144
0,293537426
0,275354018
0,249391854
0,317562233
0,324405115
0,331191445
0,379842492
0,33207271
0,410404644
0,526985972
0,585631005
0,335894245
0,548617877
0,487240006
0,465220081
0,28641458
0,373409092
0,356800494
0,412957298
1,057104566
0,977260342
0,902474003
0,807335938
0,383081676
0,286474761
0,410219409
0,56799025
0,417695869
0,241489294
0,224414415
0,293244559
0,157353267
0,186665415
0,845231404
0,876445948
1,555117025
1,646742558
0,856108844
0,750413309
1,093537442
0,691828927
0,50220211
0,348000536
1,063418788
1,045734251
1,251866769
1,299713208
1,163011808
0,677521837
0,540823202
0,406445465
0,427257888
1,34974591
0,926751128
0,022390458
0,101605077
2,240952201
0,92437238
0,403523507
0,451299021
0,586447478
0,64321006
0,288144461
0,303709479
0,368023117
0,493377019
0,572803436
0,552371956
1,013630252
1,034557946
0,518243024
0,463331364
1,821436916
2,035534462
1,80439611
0,087699056
0,509597036
0,504386149
0,21717477
0,226681253
0,226913813
0,227974992
0,228260494
0,164071048
0,513631019
0,546947468
0,431610935
0,627151267
0,497732335
0,620767999
1,165246928
1,06376468
0,798939727
1,050132039
0,801438796

Dh (Kj/Kg)
0,130054531
0,775378234
0,251552535
0,480201171
0,64902723
1,163580165
0,07011256
‐0,6142042
‐0,018474143
1,298592333
1,459141329
1,056922563
2,122243932
1,538323863
0,308903972
0,389193708
1,944938877
‐0,140440954
‐0,034799751
0,628270431
0,449981975
4,338063315
4,468539862
5,922489865
1,657535716
1,788330045
1,460990421
0,674674505
1,723986767
1,698458431
1,052908875
‐0,143955562
0,088779722
‐0,525243679
0,296972368
0,11655702
0,086198103
0,238490698
‐0,028997859
0,236875194
0,19573046
0,19858614
0,245089717
0,235358121
0,357568394
0,509942982
0,527656192
0,383894125
0,521948977
0,485904936
0,602814249
0,616587941
0,736689574
0,721466044
1,119726894
1,508828718
1,65724946
0,340079904
1,07863343
0,927967914
0,769360595
0,231302659
0,547045698
0,504701256
0,643677165
2,151224946
1,752537255
1,363768315
1,124953149
0,068863822
‐0,272414598
0,035405387
0,630876166
0,554319035
0,124478855
‐0,11578525
0,452912369
0,113905806
0,082622401
1,120986479
1,29553281
4,176983938
4,808588295
2,952712193
2,786578705
4,041949571
0,747712855
0,77755407
1,388606975
4,380595831
3,922806321
4,339256881
4,561446741
4,114257373
2,017875264
1,57626629
2,241695357
2,393437414
4,378440295
3,929982863
‐0,0302869
1,369754689
6,370979212
3,323778934
1,310677729
1,132880757
1,875666971
2,315983678
1,244760134
1,179668721
0,238891886
1,640802749
1,836718287
1,585504751
4,250985986
3,906014832
2,817647834
2,18074774
5,953439442
6,986798723
5,610788466
2,15739941
3,100800472
1,352512721
‐0,135896314
0,277715953
0,280830538
0,280292061
0,281578864
0,225402931
1,874296092
1,657258282
1,274961027
1,747566389
1,241956213
2,136462006
4,004816001
3,759233617
2,299535253
3,229891748
2,610882913

Q_Aini (KW)
210498661,7
209940230,8
180368495,9
198223037,3
189782865,2
203596832,5
229837069,4
469993708,2
467279569,6
336192017,1
456970829,8
406506934,3
367256444,4
417722289,5
416618694,2
253122135
349285286,4
340892132
282586389,7
330715834,5
132616475,9
279457012,8
368359107,6
184771079,4
145406418,8
104969929,6
130950031,8
121203492
337252749,9
386921236,5
415156964,6
385105638,3
372591239
239504705,9
247506438,8
209110509,2
224685123,3
194431014,8
176697257,9
159732304,1
174657972,3
144576267,5
131393790,1
164762227
149543438,4
165588522,2
176681406,4
179478696,4
157958822,4
171272252,3
174798160
187366745,9
181541123,1
175835122,2
155511025,3
213196510,4
209549643,7
407356520,3
364917096,9
344247375,2
392889351
278777634
303204235,3
279447270,8
303703335,5
134125248,4
137833681,9
145040144,6
149759045,4
140791445
139458173,1
139246042,4
128738881,5
133005516,4
185761954,6
179276158,9
145797599,7
144577494,8
180266586,5
317296401,7
380954210,7
331095441,4
315919909,5
211517038,1
201312754,1
179957515,7
373148974
99606125,13
101198365,3
182133412,9
258367112
236807884
207471967,1
272108596,9
80159640,71
91970321,29
184006824,6
193201609,4
336322608,9
361937473
220885116,9
198310377,1
485635641,5
211860236,6
227891295,6
222609729
216514205,6
174923153,8
125740750,5
137631094,6
88573019,06
177117527,8
177627238,8
187321714,6
123866921,3
110258227,1
174207610,8
206391621,3
209870522,2
212856507,6
209111052,9
53639517,92
93790282,1
765270491
123777149,5
234525891,9
198235786,3
231568873,3
225726340,8
203979484,3
370004148,8
375928080,6
384858057,2
434386316,5
377448642,3
440816171,3
367997097,6
298757192,6
355891249,6
350881988,5
378962509,2

Q_Afin (KW)
108555607,5
124099680,4
100807003,3
124892275,5
126116024,4
175143522,1
205128568,6
440709445,4
427433132,4
280773284,8
392781182,3
320461748,7
281243914,1
320335756,7
393310708
222616423,7
214180183
270005406,9
228289707,9
276626961,5
43636533,13
111377124,6
303123204,8
‐103085543,8
20158481,51
‐39429715,06
1960815,455
42677270,07
219721717,2
255643364
327774915,4
426899963,3
416708421,4
225909060,4
211746100,4
165326763,6
171630100,4
145496665,6
127709164,2
119981950,4
117592983,1
96251727,76
87279951,46
108615503,5
101330248,1
119385117,8
125082318,9
121827037,8
110817797,3
103989351,5
112555089,6
120893396,7
114248492,7
106156588,8
80161345,19
111460372,6
107204603,6
398319835,4
385362474,1
375088852,8
423827336,8
267934179,8
306912705,3
281215108,5
307590786,4
115130666,5
110593900,9
107935257,9
109825918,8
96938364,64
94442836,96
95527043,11
96199916,03
99488869,91
151643980
145780105,4
115172360,9
111977459,1
134624889,6
208488263,1
275012000
131981772,4
151663007
142937256,9
204198692,7
‐213587980,9
375811278,2
87618779,18
36655736,9
234457925,8
201826296,9
196619839,1
183303861
294270941
56358962,89
72065255,57
187667758,5
196597434,6
246816600,5
420471701,9
166146606,8
121949824
301309353,6
150189025,6
77605881,91
89174685,99
145391762,1
55916863,77
122580128,4
132614711,2
50592079,44
56730570,42
56020641,67
74800127,94
‐98813240,57
71088678,29
118775015,2
164016006,4
136125587,1
164530731,3
167061824,7
42226180,33
62747765,1
862747926,2
98601560,95
195319133,3
165135291,5
184329387,1
177881786,6
161715918,7
179091026,2
179947442
173842479,1
183307108,5
199472185,1
249971495,1
256779186,9
212873510,1
250124069,5
299452539,4
338411929,7

DQ_A (KW)
‐101943054,1
‐85840550,42
‐79561492,54
‐73330761,83
‐63666840,78
‐28453310,34
‐24708500,87
‐29284262,84
‐39846437,19
‐55418732,22
‐64189647,45
‐86045185,65
‐86012530,3
‐97386532,83
‐23307986,16
‐30505711,26
‐135105103,5
‐70886725,12
‐54296681,75
‐54088873,03
‐88979942,78
‐168079888,2
‐65235902,78
‐287856623,2
‐125247937,3
‐144399644,6
‐128989216,4
‐78526221,89
‐117531032,7
‐131277872,6
‐87382049,18
41794324,93
44117182,48
‐13595645,55
‐35760338,47
‐43783745,65
‐53055022,88
‐48934349,22
‐48988093,69
‐39750353,67
‐57064989,21
‐48324539,69
‐44113838,68
‐56146723,51
‐48213190,36
‐46203404,42
‐51599087,44
‐57651658,57
‐47141025,07
‐67282900,87
‐62243070,4
‐66473349,26
‐67292630,4
‐69678533,36
‐75349680,14
‐101736137,7
‐102345040,2
‐9036684,952
20445377,28
30841477,55
30937985,75
‐10843454,14
3708469,921
1767837,669
3887450,909
‐18994581,9
‐27239780,97
‐37104886,65
‐39933126,57
‐43853080,36
‐45015336,1
‐43718999,24
‐32538965,49
‐33516646,53
‐34117974,63
‐33496053,49
‐30625238,73
‐32600035,69
‐45641696,95
‐108808138,6
‐105942210,7
‐199113669
‐164256902,6
‐68579781,23
2885938,572
‐393545496,7
2662304,17
‐11987345,96
‐64542628,38
52324512,88
‐56540815,09
‐40188044,85
‐24168106,03
22162344,09
‐23800677,82
‐19905065,72
3660933,898
3395825,276
‐89506008,41
58534228,89
‐54738510,1
‐76360553,1
‐184326287,9
‐61671210,92
‐150285413,7
‐133435043
‐71122443,49
‐119006290,1
‐3160622,075
‐5016383,427
‐37980939,62
‐120386957,4
‐121606597,1
‐112521586,7
‐222680161,9
‐39169548,85
‐55432595,62
‐42375614,87
‐73744935,11
‐48325776,35
‐42049228,19
‐11413337,59
‐31042517
97477435,27
‐25175588,5
‐39206758,6
‐33100494,82
‐47239486,24
‐47844554,25
‐42263565,61
‐190913122,6
‐195980638,5
‐211015578,1
‐251079208
‐177976457,2
‐190844676,2
‐111217910,7
‐85883682,43
‐105767180,1
‐51429449,08
‐40550579,54

L_ini (m)
‐918,5480231
‐958,8398261
‐861,8022815
‐931,621641
‐971,8225963
‐1931,803053
‐6027,360712
1798,518546
1259,091027
‐1646,302948
‐5949,976908
‐1572,383368
‐1015,057385
‐1155,83786
5382,094773
‐4353,855233
‐733,9435742
‐4885,421072
‐4524,434532
‐190249,8971
‐173,9977
‐464,7241789
‐821,690948
‐177,8224838
‐388,0190357
‐440,1414527
‐589,9557158
‐583,586264
‐1228,930648
‐1394,717477
‐2412,207034
739,8096206
714,5143172
1295,051979
‐36410,39747
‐30978,48205
‐6690,608202
‐4189,435173
‐3452,791543
‐3141,957071
‐3297,854178
‐2432,447208
‐2030,287937
‐2822,054051
‐2681,567987
‐3415,240645
‐3396,64766
‐3649,554206
‐2756,989596
‐2833,945064
‐2984,034968
‐3225,380829
‐2991,071833
‐2695,049985
‐1348,058651
‐1464,812962
‐1367,871211
2156,800527
2014,685171
1632,89983
1679,602904
1804,180847
1872,563045
1912,222227
1982,21915
‐4445,692901
‐6572,806036
‐7311,676302
‐8175,993944
‐8243,826991
‐23924,29119
‐34041,26857
‐11423,21793
‐3817,745869
‐2171,384492
‐3307,081134
‐1336,985612
‐1292,865031
‐1536,788475
‐1440,375926
‐1872,380606
‐495,190307
‐480,9177683
‐433,4914378
‐1185,373916
‐430,4520771
598,5600711
21853,55468
‐484,1042747
15223,07173
‐540,4292533
‐518,6215659
‐478,7471098
‐1174,701262
‐353,621503
‐437,5077567
‐989,5939598
‐931,8967441
‐694,6762998
‐2352,209839
‐1500,510082
‐546,8196721
‐563,9162984
‐417,2337859
‐686,118302
‐694,2345903
‐713,4716372
‐530,6893728
‐1906,498723
‐2382,81929
‐1080,855264
‐580,1577251
‐579,8376687
‐630,3313965
‐292,3174327
‐269,9359502
‐353,2192859
‐483,1043743
‐425,5845182
‐431,1273249
‐470,696106
‐144,351309
‐298,9990586
4189,692967
‐7558,941944
‐5149,159075
‐3842,539134
‐3456,796403
‐3122,329025
‐2597,266804
‐1050,354438
‐1147,329683
‐1141,387729
‐1279,846956
‐1133,415252
‐1219,743407
‐892,8107302
‐735,6011562
‐977,6828644
‐1201,189976
‐1458,634908

L_fin (m)
‐188,935796
‐253,9927879
‐241,5270819
‐259,8050455
‐250,9117342
‐542,4099611
‐1645,399524
1611,67035
1949,394792
‐422,677689
‐419,6592161
‐448,5818468
‐373,1570936
‐361,1121804
11718,22617
‐510,0450126
‐134,8071689
‐347,1712569
‐340,1964682
‐476,7138334
‐50,58555533
‐57,15355777
‐103,1693554
‐33,50099614
‐59,55052682
‐42,9855722
‐51,90833114
‐100,1704293
‐236,5357155
‐187,4120416
‐482,0516177
335,0868005
329,6317793
761,0543354
‐1992,844198
‐907,1777047
‐820,6459231
‐632,3498193
‐489,3427263
‐747,9845457
‐447,9039941
‐573,9370796
‐508,0231052
‐596,8983558
‐695,8105878
‐535,976592
‐496,8097523
‐598,8413179
‐489,2419857
‐412,8117991
‐517,6371804
‐527,1328578
‐424,3672286
‐453,3702152
‐185,1880084
‐302,4707013
‐308,5580678
1055,210409
813,7777345
527,2861718
535,9083429
1231,672917
933,7042324
770,2826828
838,7588633
‐329,8889346
‐360,9704726
‐280,0288203
‐250,200097
‐289,4046573
‐276,1266316
‐262,9213632
‐339,4771346
‐284,0485969
‐299,7438487
‐403,5020915
‐221,742399
‐215,4592571
‐242,2415971
‐60,3420983
‐73,01801379
‐77,52509523
‐82,7855109
‐75,69782889
‐550,4558719
‐31,36051528
201,4240399
‐363,0151298
‐188,5495859
228,4796243
‐147,1360009
‐194,6505947
‐224,9524787
‐3851,55107
‐59,56184228
‐90,70131265
‐8031,878271
‐4453,399911
‐305,4677151
2379,125747
‐263,4824453
‐149,984101
‐79,5472684
‐105,0664475
‐115,9202613
‐153,666745
‐245,072776
‐71,4591616
‐37436,33134
‐5661,068015
‐97,59270543
‐153,593819
‐107,7313621
‐126,5885876
‐33,07312412
‐59,98308708
‐134,072463
‐267,3006541
‐57,69790626
‐59,19860307
‐78,18720659
‐109,4889261
‐98,04872204
1048,997123
‐204,5299419
‐1308,031075
‐968,9934524
‐1020,154484
‐976,3737533
‐990,3552288
‐370,6114657
‐375,5074599
‐440,9879785
‐333,5182299
‐467,7661951
‐432,2389867
‐288,4668256
‐231,627004
‐354,6103159
‐510,7371337
‐788,9713011

Ri_ini
‐0,010886747
‐0,010429271
‐0,01160359
‐0,010733971
‐0,010289944
‐0,005176511
‐0,001659101
0,005409737
0,007638888
‐0,006074216
‐0,001680679
‐0,006359772
‐0,00985166
‐0,008651733
0,00184091
‐0,002296815
‐0,013625026
‐0,002046906
‐0,002210221
‐5,25624E‐05
‐0,057472024
‐0,02151814
‐0,012170026
‐0,056235858
‐0,025771931
‐0,022719969
‐0,016950425
‐0,017135427
‐0,008137156
‐0,007169911
‐0,004145581
0,012661279
0,0130802
0,007434657
‐0,000274647
‐0,000322805
‐0,001494632
‐0,002386957
‐0,002896207
‐0,00318273
‐0,003032275
‐0,004111086
‐0,00492541
‐0,003543518
‐0,003729161
‐0,002928051
‐0,002944079
‐0,002740061
‐0,003627145
‐0,00352865
‐0,003351167
‐0,003100409
‐0,003343283
‐0,003710506
‐0,007418075
‐0,00682681
‐0,00731063
0,004531447
0,004843353
0,005942124
0,005781674
0,005393217
0,00520139
0,005096263
0,004920729
‐0,002249368
‐0,00152142
‐0,001367675
‐0,001223093
‐0,001213029
‐0,000417985
‐0,000293761
‐0,00087541
‐0,002619347
‐0,004605357
‐0,003023815
‐0,007479512
‐0,007734759
‐0,006507076
‐0,006942632
‐0,005340794
‐0,020194256
‐0,020793576
‐0,023068506
‐0,008436157
‐0,02323139
0,015418772
0,000456547
‐0,020656707
0,000654747
‐0,01850381
‐0,019281882
‐0,020887855
‐0,008512803
‐0,028278823
‐0,022856738
‐0,010105155
‐0,010730803
‐0,014395194
‐0,004251321
‐0,0066644
‐0,018287564
‐0,017733128
‐0,023967378
‐0,014574746
‐0,014404353
‐0,014015974
‐0,018843415
‐0,005245217
‐0,004196709
‐0,009251933
‐0,017236692
‐0,017246206
‐0,015864671
‐0,034209386
‐0,037045825
‐0,028311025
‐0,020699461
‐0,023497095
‐0,023195004
‐0,02124513
‐0,069275437
‐0,033444921
0,002358661
‐0,001322936
‐0,001942065
‐0,002602446
‐0,002892852
‐0,003202737
‐0,003850201
‐0,009520596
‐0,008715891
‐0,008761265
‐0,007813434
‐0,008822892
‐0,008198446
‐0,011200582
‐0,013594323
‐0,010228266
‐0,008325078
‐0,006855725

Ri_fin
‐0,052928033
‐0,039371197
‐0,041403225
‐0,0384904
‐0,039854653
‐0,01843624
‐0,006077551
0,006018041
0,005001513
‐0,023658689
‐0,023828858
‐0,022292476
‐0,026798365
‐0,027692226
0,000849746
‐0,019606113
‐0,074180031
‐0,028804228
‐0,029394779
‐0,020976945
‐0,197684891
‐0,174967235
‐0,096928007
‐0,298498587
‐0,167924627
‐0,232636196
‐0,192647303
‐0,099829861
‐0,042276914
‐0,053358364
‐0,020744666
0,025968171
0,026341314
0,01232963
‐0,005017954
‐0,011023199
‐0,012185523
‐0,015814032
‐0,020435575
‐0,01336926
‐0,022326213
‐0,017423513
‐0,019684144
‐0,016753271
‐0,014371727
‐0,018657531
‐0,020128429
‐0,016698915
‐0,020439783
‐0,024224114
‐0,01931855
‐0,01897055
‐0,023564496
‐0,022057029
‐0,053999177
‐0,033061053
‐0,032408811
0,009048051
0,011577052
0,017322431
0,017067516
0,007802303
0,010165657
0,012190919
0,011251646
‐0,030313233
‐0,027703097
‐0,03571061
‐0,03996801
‐0,034553694
‐0,036215268
‐0,038034186
‐0,029457065
‐0,035205243
‐0,033361819
‐0,024783019
‐0,045097374
‐0,046412487
‐0,041281102
‐0,165721781
‐0,136952506
‐0,12899049
‐0,120794085
‐0,132104185
‐0,018166761
‐0,318872312
0,039773444
‐0,027547061
‐0,053036446
0,03590927
‐0,067964332
‐0,051374105
‐0,044453833
‐0,002596357
‐0,167892725
‐0,110251988
‐0,001245039
‐0,002245475
‐0,032736684
0,004116707
‐0,037953193
‐0,066673734
‐0,125711419
‐0,095177864
‐0,086266196
‐0,065075889
‐0,040804206
‐0,139940069
‐0,00026712
‐0,001766451
‐0,102466675
‐0,065106787
‐0,092823481
‐0,078996063
‐0,302360308
‐0,16671366
‐0,074586532
‐0,037411057
‐0,173316514
‐0,168922905
‐0,127898162
‐0,091333438
‐0,101990111
0,009099205
‐0,048892597
‐0,007645078
‐0,010319987
‐0,009802437
‐0,01024198
‐0,010097387
‐0,026982436
‐0,026630629
‐0,022676355
‐0,029983369
‐0,021378202
‐0,023135349
‐0,034666031
‐0,043172859
‐0,028199969
‐0,019579544
‐0,012674732

d_vini
93,66148133
93,66148133
85,50778901
90,07592516
87,76213992
91,25559372
96,13079844
161,768178
172,6421803
97,38976392
115,3382188
103,936271
98,66521729
103,936271
116,8487319
87,76213992
85,50778901
99,95737449
92,45071167
102,5926783
46,99704486
75,07546673
84,40242279
52,83569484
73,14699909
72,20142182
79,08627039
77,05477702
105,2974599
112,3755196
116,8487319
177,1937663
177,1937663
124,7032642
123,0912149
116,8487319
124,7032642
116,8487319
110,922832
106,6764755
113,8472321
103,936271
99,95737449
112,3755196
108,0735511
113,8472321
118,3790273
119,9293641
112,3755196
119,9293641
121,5000046
126,3364256
124,7032642
121,5000046
108,0735511
116,8487319
113,8472321
163,8867556
153,5642205
151,5790832
161,768178
133,0857756
138,3833789
133,0857756
138,3833789
90,07592516
91,25559372
92,45071167
94,8881077
91,25559372
91,25559372
93,66148133
91,25559372
91,25559372
73,14699909
73,14699909
71,2680681
71,2680681
81,17132262
76,05868358
83,31134573
85,50778901
83,31134573
67,65375898
85,50778901
74,10496
161,768178
69,43740132
79,08627039
80,12201426
77,05477702
74,10496
69,43740132
81,17132262
49,50779741
52,83569484
75,07546673
77,05477702
93,66148133
101,2664543
86,62763152
81,17132262
88,91150627
67,65375898
93,66148133
91,25559372
88,91150627
81,17132262
75,07546673
79,08627039
65,06383247
88,91150627
87,76213992
88,91150627
63,39253423
56,38729241
66,77919328
72,20142182
68,53977833
68,53977833
67,65375898
40,72978813
59,39970604
174,9031679
71,2680681
108,0735511
99,95737449
108,0735511
106,6764755
101,2664543
123,0912149
123,0912149
123,0912149
131,3653648
118,3790273
129,6671939
109,4889235
97,38976392
101,2664543
99,95737449
102,5926783

d_vfin
76,05868358
69,43740132
58,63184116
67,65375898
67,65375898
71,2680681
78,06391567
97,38976392
108,0735511
75,07546673
110,922832
70,34677993
64,22274696
74,10496
97,38976392
75,07546673
67,65375898
93,66148133
82,23437312
87,76213992
28,66431273
61,76416672
85,50778901
29,03971147
62,57305373
75,07546673
90,07592516
65,06383247
90,07592516
116,8487319
98,66521729
96,13079844
99,95737449
82,23437312
101,2664543
97,38976392
113,8472321
108,0735511
108,0735511
83,31134573
106,6764755
77,05477702
76,05868358
87,76213992
76,05868358
103,936271
113,8472321
101,2664543
102,5926783
110,922832
106,6764755
113,8472321
121,5000046
106,6764755
118,3790273
97,38976392
90,07592516
140,1957003
108,0735511
112,3755196
124,7032642
90,07592516
93,66148133
99,95737449
99,95737449
86,62763152
78,06391567
83,31134573
92,45071167
80,12201426
82,23437312
87,76213992
80,12201426
91,25559372
58,63184116
50,15617035
60,96573626
60,96573626
69,43740132
88,91150627
103,936271
73,14699909
69,43740132
65,91593315
90,07592516
75,07546673
136,5944856
65,91593315
49,50779741
52,83569484
61,76416672
52,83569484
47,61253603
75,07546673
46,99704486
47,61253603
45,78982919
46,3895102
57,87390253
62,57305373
77,05477702
65,06383247
82,23437312
54,93886894
81,17132262
68,53977833
63,39253423
78,06391567
57,12576183
73,14699909
59,39970604
64,22274696
74,10496
72,20142182
57,12576183
52,15268347
45,78982919
44,03689935
67,65375898
75,07546673
64,22274696
25,49674032
46,99704486
118,3790273
69,43740132
69,43740132
66,77919328
68,53977833
66,77919328
60,96573626
82,23437312
81,17132262
73,14699909
92,45071167
70,34677993
87,76213992
81,17132262
74,10496
66,77919328
65,91593315
65,06383247

Flight time (min)
Columna1
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
30
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
50
0
50
0
50
0
50
0
50
0
70
0
50
0
50
0
60
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
50
0
50
0
50
0
30
0
40
0
30
0
30
0
40
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
40
0
40
0
30
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
60
0
60
0
50
0
50
0
50
0
60
0
60
0
30
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
60
0
50
0
40
0
50
0
50
0
50
0
50
0
50
0
60
0
60
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
50
0
40
0
30
0
30
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
50
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
50
0
50
0
50
0
50
0
40
0
50
0
50
0
70
0
50
0
20
0
60
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
40
0
30
0
30
0
20
0
20
0
20
0
30
0
20
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0

Tablada ‐ San Pablo
YEAR

MONTH
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015

DAY
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
5
5
5
6
6
8
9
9
9
9
5
5
5
5
9
4
6
8
9
9
9
11
5
5
1
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
10
10
10
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

HOUR
22
22
22
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
8
22
22
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
24
24
10
10
10
11
8
8
4
7
7
7
7
6
6
7
28
15
19
7
5
23
23
23
4
28
28
4
16
20
20
1
4
19
19
19
9
12
12
12
30
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
14
23
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

MIN
13
14
14
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
16
9
16
13
13
14
14
15
15
15
16
12
15
15
16
16
17
15
15
17
16
17
17
17
15
16
12
15
17
0
18
19
14
14
14
15
14
15
12
16
18
18
17
18
16
17
17
12
13
13
14
21
2
4
5
5
5
6
6
6
16
17
16
16
16
16
16
17
17

V_ini (m/s)
10
10
40
20
30
40
50
0
10
20
30
0
10
30
10
20
40
50
0
40
50
20
40
10
40
30
40
50
30
40
0
50
0
30
50
30
20
20
0
10
20
40
0
10
40
50
0
50
0
40
40
20
30
40
10
10
10
40
40
20
50
0
0
30
40
0
20
50
0
10
20
30
10
0
20
30
40
50
0
20

6,9
6,7
6,7
8,4
7,9
7,5
7,5
7,6
7,4
6,8
6,8
4,1
6,6
5,9
7,1
7,4
7,8
7,8
7
7
7,4
7,5
4,3
4,4
4,8
4,3
4,2
4,3
5,1
5
4
4,4
4,3
4,2
4,2
3
2,6
4,1
4,1
3,6
2,3
3,6
3,1
4,4
4,8
4,5
4,8
3,8
3,8
7,4
4,2
3,8
3,7
4,5
4
4,4
3,9
3,9
4,9
5,1
4,4
4,6
4,5
4,4
5,3
5,4
5,6
5,3
5,6
5,9
5,9
4,7
4,8
4,1
3,9
4,1
3,8
3,9
4,1
4,3

V_end (m/s)
8,8
8,8
9,1
10,6
10,4
11,1
10,8
10,3
10,6
9,7
11
7,5
9
8,7
9,4
9,7
11,5
11
10,4
11,1
10,8
9,7
6,8
7
7,5
7,4
7,3
6,6
8,6
7,9
6,4
7,2
7,5
6,9
7
4,8
5
7,1
7,8
6,3
5,1
7
7,2
7,9
8,4
8
8
6,2
6,2
11,2
7
6,9
7,2
7,4
5,6
6,6
6,1
5,8
7,5
8,9
9,1
8,4
8,8
6,7
7,6
8
9,1
9,6
9,1
9,6
10,1
7,1
9,5
6,8
7
6,3
6,9
6,3
7
7

VOL_FLOW (m^3/s)
61585075,84
83921345,24
119329460,1
103353883,6
90966380,14
83280481,21
83395118,54
89886620,03
152944928
113984740,6
93076006,54
13496308,76
51073042,69
48138470,88
67702677,92
82310242,11
101428604,5
95606992,99
102537947,6
129251662,1
95151098,9
109388445,8
21892750,59
14878479,52
16565263,17
15336945,82
15010995,86
14963860,03
17224152,04
16798537,27
15268821,09
15484734,65
15195328,11
14636677,63
14444274,54
11120839,59
10898109,63
19759898,79
19749055,29
14002640,98
7775494,21
14045852,21
12792242,9
15275335,14
16759947,91
16067017,19
17119372,21
17286338,22
17078838,51
24191477,49
14692850,54
14241393,91
13881763,14
16342188,43
15454147,68
15835713,43
14891835,96
14833694,97
29030676,17
51105815,63
14465206,06
15368842,59
23821017,66
22012763,25
33514777,05
35245548,21
37662933,2
34629924,25
38487621,71
42610149,18
42140019,52
16454145,79
16267501,55
14144228,95
13412255,9
13855871,79
12594948,67
12939542,72
64357239,02
51732121,18

Course_ini (º)
247
246
250
251
246
246
249
246
246
248
250
250
247
243
236
248
241
243
243
236
239
252
253
250
227
230
237
254
255
250
247
251
248
245
237
254
247
232
236
254
250
247
241
230
238
231
235
239
230
248
243
236
241
248
234
240
238
251
237
238
250
254
259
227
252
250
250
254
259
259
258
252
244
245
235
252
239
239
227
245

Course_fin (º)
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
240
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
250
240
230
240
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
240
260
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
240
240
240
230
250
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
250
230
230
230
240
240
240
250
250
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230
230

RH_ini (%)
73,8
71,7
67,9
67,4
67,5
67,7
66,9
67,2
64,8
65,4
65,5
62,7
82,4
75
61,9
62,8
62,3
64,8
68
66,7
67,3
69,1
72,3
68,4
52,9
53,5
55,6
50,4
49,3
50,6
38,6
50
49,2
53,6
58,1
67,9
65,6
51,3
48,8
48,1
74,7
53,2
45,4
54,3
54
55,4
92,6
60,9
62,4
68,9
49
40
42
55
38
47
48
50
58
54
57
51
83,3
88,1
87,2
86,7
87,6
86,8
87,9
89
89,3
48
46
52
54
55
55
56
57
58

RH_fin (%)
67
67
64
66
64
65
64
64
67
66
65
58
73
72
60
60
60
63
67
63
64
66
68
62
47
50
53
51
45
45
32
44
46
52
55
61
63
47
43
45
70
49
39
46
47
47
83
50
50
70
44
37
40
50
31
43
47
50
54
52
52
51
84
88
86
87
87
89
88
87
87
44
42
52
53
54
54
55
55
58

T_Scini (ºC)
18,09558565
17,48145113
17,74578784
19,90760672
20,03663082
20,20519457
20,292598
20,25305835
19,69117919
19,70782746
19,75985331
17,03443891
18,52465821
18,38861328
20,32773025
19,86581905
19,47178779
19,6343229
18,87441498
18,80280476
18,83111163
18,1429282
20,93335401
18,12139974
20,29125308
19,31136712
19,13289866
18,34490611
24,04327609
24,0359383
30,02029592
24,8299258
24,80840911
24,15630327
24,04733781
21,43453892
20,74373145
23,81276769
32,59628093
27,45052175
14,77653646
22,92335427
23,95184445
26,01909615
25,40437277
24,89079248
16,97625656
23,97160133
23,75155532
17,03207333
26,92580478
22,27106625
22,07278253
22,63925959
25,05372653
24,7308652
23,75672033
23,27475638
28,0525642
23,17447737
22,8485292
22,43471053
16,72586145
15,95391644
15,72935394
15,69802897
15,66750219
15,62316426
15,60876234
15,5945451
15,58051015
20,94771361
24,81215886
22,60160336
22,87546403
22,71327755
23,33574664
22,94974095
23,13852846
22,99745452

T_Scfin (ºC)
17,57933682
17,74578784
17,72918041
20,20519457
20,292598
20,25305835
19,69117919
19,70782746
20,36543418
20,11154805
20,39664969
16,27659551
19,00976371
18,55406255
20,23089979
19,84931318
18,87441498
18,87641564
18,98382377
18,36051653
18,20792016
18,02891368
21,65046461
18,55333088
20,60106098
18,87538985
18,45565395
17,55703505
24,63852161
24,96004613
28,79215051
24,15630327
24,03649504
23,89758063
23,76204228
20,61459306
20,01046726
22,95284374
31,1659695
26,73407681
14,43602946
22,32230163
23,64792568
24,89079248
24,42077006
24,03268148
16,6431145
23,12722477
23,12722477
17,05179949
25,96753389
21,56827986
21,43510124
21,90900579
24,24417271
24,2823876
23,14342845
22,76821457
27,91730737
22,8485292
21,97266704
21,49189661
16,61387301
15,88076641
15,68266709
15,65253174
15,60876234
15,58051015
15,56665517
15,55297785
15,5394759
20,03102012
24,21870844
23,33574664
23,13852846
23,08991205
22,99745452
22,82261472
22,70672425
22,68326789

T_Ssini (ºC)
18,04041677
17,44698256
17,70265087
19,83500617
19,94978587
20,09973998
20,17749397
20,14231954
19,6424725
19,65728278
19,70356491
16,83021467
18,31809533
18,20501338
19,86288519
19,45231431
19,10015643
19,24409653
18,56815312
18,50138159
18,52554346
17,91038833
20,39067438
17,84311858
19,88211824
19,00124959
18,84138342
18,02663334
23,65016403
23,6445035
29,62226402
24,63645328
24,61606204
24,00172293
23,89827477
21,04710595
20,41729257
22,757674
31,53698625
27,24148737
14,70576454
22,69368984
23,76344296
25,56214101
24,98086432
24,49931889
16,98125663
23,30595861
23,09990014
17,00465059
26,49413273
21,97452872
21,79423765
22,35422105
24,70774037
24,31731743
23,43917482
23,00362252
27,65181384
22,55700881
22,25755217
21,88068406
16,68464749
15,94126188
15,72343891
15,69298368
15,66328658
15,62012125
15,60609173
15,59223792
15,57855764
20,49247703
24,47068219
22,29473206
22,56505115
22,41982819
23,0108585
22,65592622
22,84034517
22,72292467

T_Ssfin (ºC)
17,54149196
17,70265087
17,68691094
20,09973998
20,17749397
20,14231954
19,6424725
19,65728278
20,24228895
20,01643214
20,27005824
16,10947477
18,74828382
18,35269158
19,77657324
19,43728133
18,56815312
18,56927121
18,66398955
18,10622117
17,96942363
17,80464514
21,04381348
18,24936129
20,1745152
18,61278429
18,23593338
17,30089397
24,20417462
24,50206137
28,48056767
24,00172293
23,8885804
23,75614221
23,62706723
20,29929526
19,74610024
22,01111286
30,24052503
26,56678619
14,38922069
22,12996133
23,47688326
24,49931889
24,05434849
23,68903805
16,64769268
22,51549232
22,51549232
17,02417875
25,62348305
21,33394186
21,21176221
21,68187194
23,96746158
23,91684863
22,88259675
22,53630678
27,52491775
22,25755217
21,45798826
21,01990334
16,57723579
15,87039993
15,67804155
15,64871641
15,60609173
15,57855764
15,5650487
15,55170896
15,5385363
19,68014964
23,92509136
23,0108585
22,84034517
22,80215168
22,72292467
22,56649784
22,4654509
22,45899259

T_fini (ºC)
17,1
17,5
18
19,4
19,5
19,7
19,8
19,9
20
19,9
19,8
17,5
16,4
17,7
19
19,1
19
19
18,7
18,8
18,5
18
18,7
19
22,6
22
21,7
20,1
26,1
25,7
35,7
27,7
27,6
26,3
25,8
22,8
23
21,1
30
31,7
12,4
26,9
27,6
28,1
28,6
28,4
21,7
20,3
20,4
17,8
29,1
25,3
24,9
26,8
30,1
28,1
27,9
27,3
26,2
22,6
22,9
23,1
15,4
14,2
14,5
14,6
14,5
14,7
14,6
14,5
14,4
23,4
26,5
24
24
23,6
23,6
23,3
23,1
22,9

T_ffin (ºC)
17,6
18
17,9
19,8
20
19,8
19,8
19,6
19,3
19,6
19,6
18,5
17,3
17,9
19,3
19,5
19,3
18,9
18,6
18,7
18,4
18,2
19,1
19,6
22,8
22
21,5
19,2
26,3
26,3
35,6
27,9
27,3
26,3
25,9
23,2
22,8
21,2
29,7
30,7
12,8
25,9
26,9
28,6
28,3
28,8
21,4
22,3
22,3
17,8
29,1
24,8
24,2
26,9
30,1
27,9
27,1
27
26,7
22,5
22,3
22,4
15,4
14,6
15,1
15
15
14,8
14,8
14,9
14,9
23,9
26,6
23,8
23,6
23,6
23,4
23,3
23,2
22,6

P (mB)
1000,497123
1000,497123
1000,997123
994,997123
995,197123
995,297123
995,297123
995,397123
995,397123
995,597123
995,797123
1003,297123
1003,097123
1004,897123
1010,797123
1010,697123
1010,197123
1010,297123
1010,197123
1010,597123
1010,597123
1010,997123
1018,997123
1018,097123
1007,797123
1008,197123
1008,297123
1008,897123
1008,397123
1008,397123
1008,897123
1010,097123
1009,997123
1010,097123
1010,297123
1009,897123
1009,797123
1015,197123
1012,197123
1011,397123
1012,997123
1009,297123
1010,597123
1013,597123
1013,297123
1013,197123
1007,797123
1013,297123
1013,097123
1019,997123
1009,897123
1013,697123
1013,897123
1013,597123
1014,597123
1013,897123
1013,697123
1013,797123
1013,497123
1009,397123
1009,397123
1009,297123
1009,497123
1007,097123
1004,897123
1004,697123
1004,397123
1004,397123
1004,397123
1004,297123
1004,497123
1014,297123
1012,597123
1011,697123
1011,697123
1011,597123
1011,497123
1011,497123
1011,397123
1011,497123

PREC. (mm)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CLOUD. (%)
47,84256553
47,84256553
47,84256553
40,80962002
40,80962002
40,80962002
40,80962002
40,80962002
40,80962002
40,80962002
40,80962002
41,07146522
27,97199172
27,97199172
31,09358194
31,09358194
31,09358194
31,09358194
31,09358194
31,09358194
31,09358194
31,09358194
30,73797019
30,73797019
43,28258833
43,28258833
43,28258833
37,81130515
24,96298408
24,96298408
16,01576328
17,30328755
17,30328755
17,30328755
17,30328755
45,97262143
45,97262143
39,14675072
20,68001133
16,61043096
37,46392209
23,37927156
8,456994121
20,59284647
20,59284647
20,59284647
32,09739745
46,1080347
46,1080347
39,319896
26,01179655
16,87411575
16,87411575
28,67156542
24,90077027
37,05275044
37,05275044
37,05275044
30,1770227
26,49996076
26,49996076
26,49996076
44,19119751
44,19119751
44,19119751
44,19119751
44,19119751
44,19119751
44,19119751
44,19119751
44,19119751
40,3022052
18,23086874
26,34248384
26,34248384
26,34248384
26,34248384
26,34248384
26,34248384
26,34248384

Dx (g/Kg)
‐0,869907063
‐0,625173829
‐0,842874182
‐0,257102384
‐0,497730699
‐0,618354842
‐0,703094217
‐0,921246868
‐0,383975668
‐0,376597338
‐0,472932111
‐0,376228724
‐0,936071992
‐0,584739279
‐0,362506952
‐0,433974269
‐0,419913626
‐0,570916304
‐0,481567348
‐0,823962606
‐0,767472369
‐0,581687346
‐0,638885783
‐0,814917009
‐1,111043431
‐0,788325755
‐0,748803502
‐0,528168263
‐0,987080546
‐1,018596502
‐2,567446962
‐1,452048424
‐1,106298806
‐0,562603371
‐0,809004954
‐1,202647309
‐0,85492122
‐0,817383514
‐1,889250324
‐1,784513959
‐0,58326416
‐1,735538293
‐1,972529525
‐1,83551669
‐2,083431358
‐1,955924362
‐2,183931662
‐0,877029124
‐1,156947382
‐0,157965302
‐1,43632502
‐0,960185015
‐0,865441061
‐1,24147399
‐1,956959189
‐1,230302006
‐0,913984056
‐0,401791962
‐0,740400008
‐0,612671976
‐1,403894766
‐0,580320071
‐0,300097705
‐0,171844882
‐0,16520668
‐0,127337181
‐0,167076257
‐0,116688984
‐0,275635008
‐0,375645976
‐0,345083202
‐0,6605956
‐0,980644205
‐0,328855916
‐0,632643225
‐0,407425766
‐0,522419377
‐0,40959324
‐0,527119841
‐0,422032725

Dh (Kj/Kg)
‐1,489129791
‐0,877780357
‐2,018668933
‐0,056094049
‐0,553365951
‐1,243872783
‐1,558384712
‐2,408360369
‐1,466121701
‐1,051901248
‐1,178251138
0,247595037
‐1,249930176
‐1,073518276
‐0,420586604
‐0,497719033
‐0,546876624
‐1,329628257
‐1,107607261
‐1,953100732
‐1,818630087
‐1,06724182
‐1,014334109
‐1,251282064
‐2,386117778
‐1,781852909
‐1,884297199
‐2,042653831
‐2,068613837
‐1,751809113
‐6,300572589
‐3,232069326
‐2,870309435
‐1,221969878
‐1,734412072
‐2,423904346
‐2,156645767
‐1,755582152
‐4,812209569
‐5,259658593
‐0,880437363
‐5,137777399
‐5,423511637
‐3,879952634
‐5,294602269
‐4,278955977
‐5,555047293
‐0,005449735
‐0,802795922
‐0,195457604
‐3,392878706
‐2,711048845
‐2,673455463
‐2,808139739
‐4,694164998
‐3,085064378
‐2,900431588
‐1,127795996
‐1,162882208
‐1,436080504
‐3,901543392
‐1,958503445
‐0,556750221
0,147685269
0,366677612
0,263341942
0,272712392
0,00399676
‐0,29845964
‐0,344551562
‐0,163276892
‐0,966151439
‐2,142880869
‐0,841333654
‐1,795566602
‐0,839935321
‐1,321322692
‐0,844593876
‐1,033188677
‐1,173063025

Q_Aini (KW)
2211373482
3825117144
6039553867
4544009404
3983654831
3711696865
3726361442
4176069186
8608037153
6004306884
4598660396
568598187,5
1523157229
1946040787
2481337299
3404921801
4441133640
4130261723
4952495730
6699680535
4302952289
5118572969
722508545,8
765808108,7
1136808802
1105944812
1068603162
810124957,1
1257036046
1154269960
2989300422
1370363306
1314228349
1124394536
1064986242
796003566
999891234,3
635394771
1010704295
2031984911
78532382,85
1714193263
1446950101
1317776549
1738264464
1800602374
2426178326
416286287,5
458799012,3
1102489946
1268395624
1100448921
1045256506
1903220611
2096030853
1557350880
1782017009
1716339305
1362433766
2466986072
759059081,9
835320113
751890084,1
599266400,6
1049378200
1138790545
1201442048
1167047057
1280558198
1399313962
1352267990
1143900303
1095402964
876791648,3
814531513,3
799565917,9
665858663,8
686065927,6
3533469487
2726889023

Q_Afin (KW)
2540610804
4073363966
5621344049
4891252803
4306365464
3731567675
3863992757
4013329614
6861512498
5369242514
4131050699
642632242,7
1780150112
1970516716
2574727157
3503341379
4654252890
4093514804
4524668066
6140304579
4147946052
5116473158
738014045,8
730053498,3
935598487,4
892784872
870052962,6
654246794,6
1044182686
1020917038
1768375751
1164526481
1073792696
1004565315
972040185,8
731368217,7
734381023,1
631443825,9
948037038,9
1219622987
184521712,2
997738400,5
820092668,5
1160742557
1294890489
1384858127
1594265900
672743779,5
672381488,6
1098679336
1066711831
815290747,7
758643381,7
1427618875
1401982341
1198192421
1184120576
1274801243
1458894338
2265499556
643363306,3
715809565,4
812622690,2
728537717,5
1276958586
1332083599
1426936161
1277047381
1418275296
1598484031
1574123332
1051968576
968060386,8
740530114,8
692635703,2
724218616,3
622413991,1
660308420,5
3436638242
2520683710

DQ_A (KW)
329237322
248246822
‐418209817,9
347243398,9
322710632,6
19870810,27
137631314,5
‐162739571,9
‐1746524655
‐635064369,3
‐467609696,6
74034055,21
256992882,5
24475929,38
93389857,35
98419577,26
213119250
‐36746919,14
‐427827664,2
‐559375955,4
‐155006236,7
‐2099810,703
15505500,04
‐35754610,4
‐201210314,2
‐213159940,4
‐198550199,3
‐155878162,5
‐212853360
‐133352921,7
‐1220924670
‐205836824,9
‐240435653,2
‐119829221,2
‐92946056,27
‐64635348,28
‐265510211,3
‐3950945,107
‐62667255,79
‐812361924
105989329,4
‐716454862,9
‐626857432
‐157033992
‐443373975
‐415744247,1
‐831912426,3
256457492
213582476,4
‐3810610,62
‐201683793
‐285158173,8
‐286613124,5
‐475601735,9
‐694048511,8
‐359158459,1
‐597896432,9
‐441538061,9
96460571,47
‐201486515,9
‐115695775,6
‐119510547,6
60732606,12
129271316,8
227580386,3
193293054
225494113,5
110000323,1
137717098
199170068,5
221855341,6
‐91931727,04
‐127342577,5
‐136261533,5
‐121895810,1
‐75347301,62
‐43444672,71
‐25757507,11
‐96831244,55
‐206205313,4

L_ini (m)
‐1500,058596
25029,37297
4427,476447
‐4839,971174
‐4141,783156
‐4202,845661
‐4451,873102
‐7122,247266
4523,365149
5637,690443
14264,02019
692,6028192
‐672,4072247
‐2045,043562
‐1742,075913
‐4632,398103
‐18090,35288
‐7424,569273
11002,07518
4830,02258
‐63726,58315
18573,58955
‐326,2491914
447,2989112
204,3516238
134,5376327
134,5400616
215,5933137
272,4904397
319,182363
32,05361025
142,7860641
138,9968302
183,3520336
231,7257105
104,4100716
28,65814239
‐304,9756402
‐338,7815753
39,65565724
‐67,03858242
43,56278163
26,29036594
183,2350549
144,6142792
108,5213376
95,55415799
‐144,4093756
‐160,7505827
1988,848184
157,6343539
81,34665681
83,20338496
88,21526437
40,89375298
106,1560939
53,84470025
57,63253254
‐505,7950024
18185,30442
858,2806415
472,904078
‐464,6027969
‐326,602549
‐674,5430919
‐783,9105385
‐791,925354
‐897,0564812
‐915,7262206
‐936,1126722
‐867,3788766
178,5044954
295,5689708
247,6886553
270,2419016
379,9402035
690,5706792
662,7419085
1903,883117
3099,728924

L_fin (m)
‐30633,9003
4134,973872
7507,901778
‐35752,30947
‐1529208,389
‐13811,20738
‐118571,9145
‐14537,44556
‐5928,066442
‐19088,67211
‐11446,39823
780,6957526
‐1842,953597
‐5498,672205
‐3230,632433
‐14399,67678
13571,77872
‐18690,49636
‐19318,52508
13000,78448
80621,20923
10052,54932
‐681,4057747
973,9449358
621,7667934
484,2272753
505,5434587
867,8025753
1010,751798
916,9306968
150,801798
393,2261539
514,0388891
544,4998997
640,0087012
246,6445608
240,5541669
‐751,535005
‐933,906188
274,1681874
‐462,7332555
381,9322132
433,529206
527,4374675
557,4170256
384,5877251
351,206516
‐1067,501151
‐1187,508569
3986,556449
483,8576917
422,9755043
549,9581068
297,1266187
121,1584075
323,8567252
246,9428075
196,9328494
‐1535,23394
‐6846,716072
48016,5826
3495,50059
‐2061,699679
‐1142,908206
‐3831,11075
‐3670,723083
‐5120,19538
‐4237,498832
‐3893,536001
‐5299,692586
‐6028,325007
374,790577
1173,086332
1356,570556
1910,174031
1343,10456
3584,284309
2029,900342
3313,940427
‐18982,55011

Ri_ini
‐0,006666406
0,000398734
0,002233401
‐0,002066128
‐0,002414419
‐0,00237934
‐0,002246246
‐0,001404051
0,002186574
0,001758183
0,000698616
0,013466149
‐0,01487194
‐0,004889871
‐0,005740278
‐0,002158709
‐0,000552781
‐0,001346879
0,000904807
0,002049171
‐0,00015692
0,000536953
‐0,030651417
0,02010863
0,039315652
0,054189489
0,054188776
0,03765155
0,031008671
0,027086884
0,121871542
0,051870969
0,05291094
0,042853708
0,035495518
0,064762615
0,12713242
‐0,032789504
‐0,029517544
0,111537858
‐0,149167832
0,106880106
0,13107815
0,042875202
0,051383691
0,06308299
0,06870295
‐0,069247581
‐0,062208173
0,00490473
0,048161587
0,076134408
0,075073167
0,072350909
0,110018562
0,064038487
0,096297644
0,092908712
‐0,019770856
0,000548387
0,011009813
0,019123966
‐0,021523762
‐0,030618255
‐0,01482485
‐0,012756558
‐0,012627453
‐0,01114757
‐0,010920294
‐0,010682475
‐0,011528987
0,043762815
0,028937783
0,033592143
0,031226395
0,023259048
0,0135031
0,014030324
0,005118013
0,003174876

Ri_fin
‐0,000326436
0,002389501
0,001323119
‐0,000279702
‐6,53933E‐06
‐0,00072405
‐8,4337E‐05
‐0,000687879
‐0,001686891
‐0,000523871
‐0,000873637
0,012038102
‐0,005426073
‐0,001818621
‐0,003095369
‐0,00069446
0,000734119
‐0,000535031
‐0,000517638
0,000766237
0,00012396
0,000989849
‐0,014675543
0,00976615
0,014886118
0,018718625
0,018000392
0,010895589
0,009427276
0,010342003
0,049800351
0,022561845
0,017729274
0,016820861
0,014492571
0,033710377
0,03441699
‐0,0133061
‐0,010707714
0,030848184
‐0,021610723
0,023151781
0,020681274
0,017317893
0,016463154
0,023010314
0,02492482
‐0,009367671
‐0,008420992
0,002477359
0,018731584
0,021142744
0,01666783
0,028807932
0,058425409
0,026748215
0,033676519
0,04049684
‐0,006513665
‐0,001460554
0,000208045
0,002820476
‐0,004850367
‐0,008749609
‐0,002610209
‐0,002724259
‐0,00195305
‐0,002359883
‐0,002568359
‐0,001886902
‐0,001658836
0,023541012
0,008176038
0,00710949
0,005101588
0,007178212
0,002751573
0,004807923
0,002972704
‐0,0005268

d_vini
250,4192562
344,6963691
493,2035335
338,0854394
315,9298209
303,9275981
303,9275981
322,1075191
570,2995014
452,0433575
368,8693365
100
218,6734363
227,308938
260,3084131
300,9989753
351,436569
331,6013007
394,7375128
502,8476456
348,0501534
398,5781813
145,6065644
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138,7251971
140,0749485
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91,48189558
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127,1479209
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166,7449333
262,8411299
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154,3162567
147,0232693
183,6977575
189,1120564
194,6859361
189,1120564
198,4928289
208,3389282
206,3313904
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
383,4361345
303,9275981

d_vfin
218,6734363
289,5639776
406,3719873
298,0985724
267,9807308
231,7537417
238,5844404
267,9807308
460,8826227
361,7947936
260,3084131
71,81367207
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1.1.

Annual temperature curves of London city center (solid) and the countryside (dashed) based on the
20-years period from 1797 to 1816. Redrawn made by Gerald Mills [64] from Figure 3 in the second
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